School Board Regular Meeting
Monday, May 9, 2022; 7:00 PM
ECC Room 349 and Virtual*
I.

Determination of Quorum and Call to Order

II.

Approval of Agenda

III.

Excellence in Action

IV.

Hearing from Members of the Public

V.

Consent Agenda
A. Minutes: April 11 work session and regular meetings, April 18 work session, April 25
special meeting
B. Personnel Recommendations
C. Commendation for Leny Wallen-Friedman
D. Resignation Letter - will be walked in
E. End of Year Letter
F. Expenditures Payable 04-01-22 for Period 10
G. LTFM ISD 287 Levy
H. Que Tal Transportation Agreement
I. Staff Devices Purchase
J. AP Psychology Materials Purchase
K. Lease Renewals
1. Yamaha Music School
2. West Metro Credit Union
3. MN Gifted and Talented Inc.

VI.

Report
A. Community Education/Early Learning Center Program Update
Description: The report proposes an implementation plan to utilize strategic plan
actions to further enrollment and engagement goals for our parents and children at the
Early Learning Center.
Presenter(s): Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education; and Leah Byrd,
Coordinator of the Early Learning Center
Recommendation: Accept report.

VII.

Discussion
A. AVID Presentation
Description: AVID is often thought of as a “College Preparation” program. In actuality,
AVID prepares and inspires students to become the greatest versions of themselves by
providing opportunities and support to ensure their success in college, career, and life.
In Edina AVID. Exploration and initial implementation began in 2008 at the middle
schools. 2009 added the High School to initial implementation. In 2021-22 A.V.I.D. is in
all three Edina secondary buildings and one elementary.

Presenter(s): Dr. Randy Smasal, Assistant Superintendent; Alisa Kappel, A.V.I.D.
District Director; and Essa Amin, Edina Senior High School A.V.I.D. Senior and Dell
Scholar
B. Policy Review (614)
Description: These policies were reviewed with an eye toward clarity and alignment
with District practice and state and federal statutes.
Presenter(s): Board Policy Committee
VIII.

Action
A. Visual Arts Curriculum Review Update
Description: The Visual Arts department has been involved in the curriculum review
process over the past four years. During the 2020-21 school year, the process was
placed on hold until the system had the capacity to re-engage in collaboration with
district stakeholders and MDE. In 2021-22 the curriculum review team has reengaged in
the work. The outcome of this collective reengagement is a comprehensive Visual Arts
experience for students in grades K-12. Lastly, after a thorough analysis of the new
Visual Arts standards, each grade-level group created a tiered list of materials and
resources needed to support the revised curriculum that aligns with the new standards.
Presenter(s): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; Debra Richards,
Gifted Education Coordinator; Kari Hagen, CV Art Teacher; Leanne FrenchAmara, ND
Art Teacher; Samantha Jacobson, SV Art Teacher; and Kim Raskin, EHS Art Teacher
Recommendation: Approve recommendation.
B. Vacant Board Seat Process
Description: The process document was created by the governance committee after
discussions with MSBA about recommended processes and guidance and oversight
from district legal counsel. This process document outlines both the board’s legal and
statutory obligations, timing and recommended appointee process.
Presenter(s): Governance Committee
Recommendation: Accept recommendation.
C. Resolution Acknowledging Vacant Board Seat
Description: The board will consider and vote on a resolution acknowledging a
vacancy on the Edina School Board. This resolution was written and provided by district
legal counsel.
Presenter(s): Governance Committee
Recommendation: Approve the resolution.
D. 8th grade French Immersion trip to Québec
Description: In accordance with Policy 538, the following international student travel
experience for up to 20 Valley View Middle School students from June 4 – 10, 2023 has
received support from the school’s administration. Participating students will not miss
any school days for this summer travel experience.
Presenter(s): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning
Recommendation: Approve the student travel experience.
E. Edina High School Band Trip to the Eastern Caribbean
Description: As per board policy 538, the Edina Concert Band and their director Paul
Kile are expressing their intent for the Concert Band to tour during the 2022-23 school
year. The students of the Edina Concert band will have the opportunity for shared
cultural exchanges and performances while touring the Eastern Caribbean. Exchanges
will include interactions with the professional musicians aboard the Regal Princess and
with school students from St. Thomas in the U.S. Virgin Islands and members of the
Rising Stars Youth Steel Orchestra. In addition to the cultural exchanges, the band will

be performing in exchange concerts with the Rising Stars Youth Steel Orchestra and will
be featured performers aboard the Regal Princess with two headliner performances in
the Regal Princess Theater. The tour experience utilizes the Minnesota Music
Standards as well as the EPS educational competencies. The musical tour will occur
during spring break of the 2022-23 school year with students missing no school days.
Departure will be Sunday, March 19 2023 with a return by dinner time Sunday, March
26 2023.
Presenter(s): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; and Jenn Carter,
Edina High School Assistant Principal
Recommendation: Approve the student travel experience.
F. EHS Biology to Madagascar
Description: In accordance with Policy 538, the following international student travel
experience for up to 32 Edina High School students for two weeks in June 2023 has
received support from the school’s administration. Participating students will not miss
any school days for this summer travel experience.
Presenter(s): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; and Jenn Carter,
Edina High School Assistant Principal
Recommendation: Approve the student travel experience.
G. Policy Review (509, 911)
Description: These policies were reviewed with an eye toward clarity and alignment
with District practice and state and federal statutes.
Presenter(s): Board Policy Committee
Recommendation: Accept the revised policies as presented.
IX.

Leadership and Committee Updates

X.

Superintendent Updates

XI.

Information
A. Enrollment
● Mobility Report
● Enrollment Report
B. Budget in Progress Report

I.

Adjournment

* One Board member will be participating virtually from Deep Portage Learning Center, 2197
Nature Center Drive NW, Hackensack, MN 56452

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE WORK SESSION OF APRIL 11, 2022

WORK SESSION
5:00 PM

Edina Community Center
ECC 350

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Ms. Erica Allenburg
Mr. Dan Arom
Mr. Michael Birdman
Ms. Karen Gabler
Ms. Julie Greene
Ms. Janie Shaw
Mr. Leny Wallen-Friedman
5:00 – 6:38 PM

PRESIDING OFFICER: Chair Erica Allenburg

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PRESENT:
Dr. Stacie Stanley, Superintendent
Dr. Randy Smasal, Assistant Superintendent
Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning
Jeff Jorgensen, Director of Student Support Services
Natasha Monsaas-Daly, Director of District Media and Technology Services
Sonya Sailer, Director of Human Resources
John Toop, Director of Business Services
Mary Woitte, Director of Communications

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

__________________________

_____________________________

Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

(Official Publication)
MINUTES OF THE WORK SESSION
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 273 EDINA, MINNESOTA
APRIL 11, 2022
5:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the work session of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff
present: Stanley, Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop,
Woitte.
DISCUSSION/REPORT
A.
B.
C.
D.

Portrait of a Graduate
School Board Elections Support and Coordination
Resolution in Support of the Congressional IDEA Full Funding Act
Closing of Open Enrollment in EPS

LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATES
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 6:38 PM. The minutes and resolutions are open to public
inspection on the district website, and on file at the district office, 5701 Normandale Road.
Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

OFFICIAL MINUTES OF SCHOOL BOARD’S
APRIL 11, 2022 WORK SESSION
5:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the work session of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff
present: Stanley, Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop,
Woitte.
DISCUSSION/REPORT
Portrait of a Graduate: Director De St. Hubert presented an update on the Portrait of a Graduate,
and Board members discussed. Teaching and Learning department staff will bring it back to a
future Board meeting with recommendations after gathering additional feedback.
School Board Elections Support and Coordination: City staff presented information, including
background, challenges, and suggestions for next steps, about elections management.
Representative Board members and City staff have a followup meeting scheduled to discuss
further.
Resolution in Support of the Congressional IDEA Full Funding Act: Board members Greene and
Arom presented a resolution in support of the IDEA Full Funding Act, which would help address the
district’s Special Education cross-subsidy.
Closing of Open Enrollment in EPS: Dr. Smasal presented information about the proposed
process to manage open enrollment applications. Further discussion about district enrollment is
expected at an upcoming work session.

LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
Chair Allenburg asked about the Policy Committee reviewing policies and handbook information
related to cell phone use and distribution of cell phone video.

ADJOURNMENT
At 6:38 PM, there being no objection, Chair Allenburg adjourned the meeting.

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF APRIL 11, 2022

WORK SESSION
7:00 PM

Edina Community Center
ECC 349

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Ms. Erica Allenburg
Mr. Dan Arom
Mr. Michael Birdman
Ms. Karen Gabler
Ms. Julie Greene
Ms. Janie Shaw
Mr. Leny Wallen-Friedman
7:00 – 7:50 PM

PRESIDING OFFICER: Chair Erica Allenburg

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PRESENT:
Dr. Stacie Stanley, Superintendent
Dr. Randy Smasal, Assistant Superintendent
Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning
Jeff Jorgensen, Director of Student Support Services
Natasha Monsaas-Daly, Director of District Media and Technology Services
Sonya Sailer, Director of Human Resources
John Toop, Director of Business Services
Mary Woitte, Director of Communications

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

__________________________

_____________________________

Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

(Official Publication)
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 273 EDINA, MINNESOTA
APRIL 11, 2022
7:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the regular meeting of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff present:
Stanley, Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop, Woitte.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA WITH ADDITION OF ACTION ITEM APPROVED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE
EXCELLENCE IN ACTION
HEARING FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
CONSENT AGENDA APPROVED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE
A. Minutes: March 7 regular meeting; March 14 work session; April 1 special meeting
B. Personnel Recommendations
C. Terminations and Non-Renewals
D. Expenditures Payable 03-01-22 for Period 9
E. 9th Grade Physical Earth Science Materials Purchase
F. ECC Reroofing
G. VVMS and EHS Reroofing
H. Valley View Middle School Pool Tile Replacement
I. Countryside Elementary School Short-Term Radon Testing Results
J. Countryside Playground Application
K. Chromebook Agreement with CDW
L. Teacher Evaluation MOU
DISCUSSION
A. Policy Review (509, 603, 911)
ACTION
A. Resolution in Support of the Congressional IDEA Full Funding ACT
B. Policy Review (217, 606)
C. Closing of Open Enrollment in EPS
LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATES
INFORMATION
A. Enrollment
● Mobility Report
● Enrollment Report
B. Budget in Progress Report
C. Summer Programming
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 PM. The minutes and resolutions are open to public
inspection on the district website, and on file at the district office, 5701 Normandale Road.
Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

OFFICIAL MINUTES OF SCHOOL BOARD’S
APRIL 11, 2022 REGULAR MEETING
7:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the regular meeting of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff present:
Stanley, Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop, Woitte.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA BY UNANIMOUS VOTE WITH ADDITION OF ACTION ITEM
Chair Allenburg requested to add the Resolution to Close Open Enrollment at EPS as an Action
Item. Member Birdman moved and Member Greene seconded to approve the agenda with that
change. All members voted Aye.
EXCELLENCE IN ACTION
Creek Valley students presented about the Leader in Me program and the many leadership
opportunities at their school for all students.
HEARING FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
Abbey Wheelock spoke about the vaccine and testing mandate. Ginger Downing spoke about the
interim Transportation supervisor.
CONSENT AGENDA
Member Wallen-Friedman moved and Member Shaw seconded to approve the consent agenda.
All members voted Aye. The resolutions were:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Minutes: March 7 regular meeting; March 14 work session; April 1 special meeting
Personnel Recommendations
Terminations and Non-Renewals
Expenditures Payable 03-01-22 for Period 9
9th Grade Physical Earth Science Materials Purchase
ECC Reroofing
VVMS and EHS Reroofing
Valley View Middle School Pool Tile Replacement
Countryside Elementary School Short-Term Radon Testing Results
Countryside Playground Application
Chromebook Agreement with CDW
Teacher Evaluation MOU
DISCUSSION

Policy Review (509, 603, 911): Policy Committee members presented policies for discussion.
Policies 509 and 911 will move to Action next month. Policy 603 will go back to committee.
ACTION
Resolution in Support of the Congressional IDEA Full Funding ACT: Member Shaw moved and
Member Birdman seconded to approve the motion. All members voted Aye.
Policy Review (217, 606): Member Birdman moved and Member Wallen-Friedman seconded to
approve the motion. All members voted Aye.

Resolution to Close Open Enrollment in EPS: Member Wallen-Friedman moved and Member
Gabler seconded to approve the motion. All members voted Aye.

LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
Member Shaw pointed out the Summer Programming information included in the board materials.
There are offerings for students at all grade levels, including ready for kindergarten to credit
recovery for students in grades 9-12, as well as a variety of enrichment classes.
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATES
Dr. Stanley talked about how exciting it is to see and hear about student travel. Student groups
have been to Washington DC, New York City, San Diego, and Florida. And she attended the
Robotics event last weekend and saw some amazing projects.
Dr. Stanley also reminded everyone about the One Town One Family Community Conversation
that will be taking place at Edina High School on Thursday, April 14. The event is being sponsored
by the district, the City of Edina, the Edina Chamber of Commerce, and the Edina Community
Foundation, in partnership with the YMCA of the North UnitedHealth Group Equity Innovation
Center of Excellence.
ADJOURNMENT
At 7:50 PM, there being no objection, Chair Allenburg adjourned the meeting.

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE WORK SESSION OF APRIL 18, 2022

WORK SESSION
5:00 PM

Edina Community Center
ECC 350

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Mr. Michael Birdman
Ms. Karen Gabler
Ms. Julie Greene
Ms. Janie Shaw
Mr. Leny Wallen-Friedman

Ms. Erica Allenburg
Mr. Dan Arom

5:00 – 6:40 PM

PRESIDING OFFICER: Vice Chair Leny Wallen-Friedman

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PRESENT:
Dr. Stacie Stanley, Superintendent
Dr. Randy Smasal, Assistant Superintendent
Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning
Jeff Jorgensen, Director of Student Support Services
Natasha Monsaas-Daly, Director of District Media and Technology Services
Sonya Sailer, Director of Human Resources
John Toop, Director of Business Services
Mary Woitte, Director of Communications
Jen Christ, Technical Operations and Business Intelligence
Kari Hagen, Creek Valley Art Teacher
Samantha Jacobson, South View Art Teacher
Toya Pryor, Valley View Middle School Principal
Kim Raskin, Edina High School Art Teacher
Deb Richards, Gifted Education Coordinator

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

__________________________

_____________________________

Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

(Official Publication)
MINUTES OF THE WORK SESSION
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 273 EDINA, MINNESOTA
APRIL 18, 2022
5:00 PM Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman called to order the work session of the School Board.
Members present: Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff present: Stanley,
Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop, Woitte; Christ, Hagen,
Jacobson, Pryor, Raskin, Richards.
REPORT
A. 6-12 Superintendent's Student Leadership Team Report
DISCUSSION/REPORT
A. Visual Arts Curriculum Review Update and Purchase Recommendation
B. 2022-2023 Enrollment Report Updates
LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATES
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 6:40 PM. The minutes and resolutions are open to public
inspection on the district website, and on file at the district office, 5701 Normandale Road.
Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

OFFICIAL MINUTES OF SCHOOL BOARD’S
APRIL 18, 2022 WORK SESSION
5:00 PM Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman called to order the work session of the School Board.
Members present: Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw, Wallen-Friedman. Staff present:
Stanley, Smasal, Burke, De St. Hubert, Jorgensen, Monsaas-Daly, Sailer, Toop, Woitte;
Christ, Hagen, Jacobson, Pryor, Raskin, Richards.
REPORT
6-12 Superintendent’s Student Leadership Team Report: Students from the Superintendent’s
Leadership Team presented their work around the ThoughtExchange addressing students’ mental
health, and other issues at school.
DISCUSSION/REPORT
Visual Arts Curriculum Review and Purchase Recommendation: Staff presented information about
the Visual Arts curriculum review process, new standards, and curriculum alignment.
2022-2023 Enrollment Report Updates: Staff presented updated enrollment information, and
discussed trends and strategies to retain and attract families.
ADJOURNMENT
At 6:40 PM, there being no objection, Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman adjourned the meeting.

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF APRIL 25, 2022

SPECIAL MEETING
4:00 PM

Edina Community Center
ECC 348

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:
Ms. Erica Allenburg
Mr. Dan Arom
Mr. Michael Birdman
Ms. Karen Gabler
Ms. Julie Greene
Ms. Janie Shaw

PRESIDING OFFICER: Chair Erica Allenburg

ABSENT:
Mr. Leny Wallen-Friedman

4:00 – 8:49 PM

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PRESENT:
Dr. Stacie Stanley, Superintendent

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

__________________________

_____________________________

Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

(Official Publication)
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 273 EDINA, MINNESOTA
APRIL 25, 2022
4:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the special meeting of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw. Staff present: Stanley.
TRAINING
A. Overview of Equity Framework
B. Board Discussion with Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) and Coalition of Asian
American Leaders (CAAL)
C. Board Legal Training
LEADERSHIP AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
SUPERINTENDENT UPDATES
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 8:49 PM. The minutes and resolutions are open to public
inspection on the district website, and on file at the district office, 5701 Normandale Road.
Ms. Erica Allenburg, Chair

Ms. Julie Greene, Clerk

OFFICIAL MINUTES OF SCHOOL BOARD’S
APRIL 25, 2022 SPECIAL MEETING
4:00 PM Chair Allenburg called to order the special meeting of the School Board. Members
present: Allenburg, Arom, Birdman, Gabler, Greene, Shaw. Staff present: Stanley.
TRAINING
Overview of Equity Framework: Dr. Trudy Arriaga presented on the tools of cultural proficiency, to
provide a better understanding of the equity framework.
Board Discussion with Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) and Coalition of Asian
American Leaders (CAAL): Laura Zelle from Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) and
Yue (Zoey) Zou from Coalition of Asian American Leaders (CAAL) led discussions on the rise in
Anti-Asian hate crimes and Anti-Semitism and how to better support students, parents, and
educators.
Board Legal Training: Trevor Helmers led discussions about legal obligations as board members,
open meeting law, and chain of command.

ADJOURNMENT
At 8:49 PM, there being no objection, Chair Allenburg adjourned the meeting.

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: Personnel Recommendations

TYPE: Consent

PRESENTER(S): Sonya Sailer, Director of Human Resources

BACKGROUND: Personnel recommendations are made monthly. Conditional offers of employment
are subject to successful completion of a criminal background check.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the attached personnel recommendations.

PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER:

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Report (next page)

LICENSED STAFF
A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT
Name

Building

Position

Salary

Date

BATEMAN, JESSICA

SOUTH VIEW

MS SPANISH TEACHER

$98,898

AUG 2022

BENSON, JULIA

HIGH SCHOOL

CHEMISTRY TEACHER

$42,116

AUG 2022

BIDERMAN, SARAH

CONCORD

VOCAL MUSIC TEACHER

$48,151

AUG 2022

CADWALLADER, ALLYSON

CONCORD

GRADE 1 TEACHER

$42,116

AUG 2022

CICENAS, MARIA

HIGH SCHOOL

MATH TEACHER

$64,478

AUG 2022

DOUANGDARA-MARTINEZ
SAIPHONE

NORMANDALE

GRADE 2 TEACHER

$50,485

AUG 2022

GIRALDO, ALEXANDER

COUNTRYSIDE

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER
SPANISH IMMERSION

$78,842

AUG 2022

HAMMERLY, AARON

HIGH SCHOOL

SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER

$50,485

AUG 2022

HART, CARAH

CREEK VALLEY

VOCAL MUSIC TEACHER

$59,812

AUG 2022

HEFSTAD, AARON

SOUTH VIEW

GRADE 7 TEACHER

$66,808

AUG 2022

IRMITER, MICAYLA

SOUTH VIEW

MS ART TEACHER

$62,145

AUG 2022

JERGENS, CASEY

CORNELIA

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER

$62,145

AUG 2022

KALTHOFF, HEATHER

COUNTRYSIDE

GRADE 5 – CP TEACHER

$45,280

AUG 2022

LUNDELL, MARINA

SOUTH VIEW

21ST CENTURY LITERATURE $48,151
TEACHER

AUG 2022

MAJOR, COURTNEY

HIGH SCHOOL

SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER

$89,555

AUG 2022

MCLAUGHLIN, HYLAN

CREEK VALLEY

SOCIAL WORKER

$10,323
(prorated)

4/11/2022

MORALES ROBLES, ANILE

SOUTH VIEW

ML SPANISH TEACHER

$48,151

AUG 2022

PRATUNWON, GAVIN

HIGH SCHOOL

MATH TEACHER

$42,116

AUG 2022

RINDY, EMILY

SOUTH VIEW

GRADE 6 TEACHER

$49,887

AUG 2022

SCHENK, LISA

HIGH SCHOOL

EARTH SCIENCE TEACHER

$85,466

AUG 2022

SOULE, SAMUAL

SOUTH VIEW

MS ART TEACHER

$45,643

AUG 2022

TRITSCH, JOSEPHINE

NORMANDALE

GRADE 5 TEACHER

$55,149

AUG 2022

B. RESIGNATIONS
Name

Assignment

Building

Reason

Date

BODNIA, MOLLY

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

CREEK VALLEY

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

DORE, MACI

SOCIAL WORKER

CREEK VALLEY

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

GREEN, PATRICIA

MATH TEACHER

HIGH SCHOOL

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

HAVILAND, LACI

LICENSED SCHOOL NURSE

CREEK VALLEY/
HIGHLANDS

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

JOHNSON, OTTO

PREMIER SUBSTITUTE

CORNELIA

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

KAPING, MOLLIE

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

DISTRICT WIDE

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

MAHONEY, KATHRYN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

HIGHLANDS

PERSONAL

6/30/2022

MANZETTI, JILL

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

CORNELIA

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

OSTLUND, ERIK

MATH TEACHER

HIGH SCHOOL

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

SLOMINSKI, LAURA

MATH TEACHER

HIGH SCHOOL

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

C. REQUEST FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Name

Position

Building

Anticipated Dates of Leave

CARL, CHANDRA

TEACHER

EARLY CHILDHOOD

SY 2022-2023

JANASKO, STEPHANIE

NURSE

CORNELIA

0.2 FTE reduction for SY 2022-2023

LEIDHOLT, ASHLEY

TEACHER

HIGHLANDS

8/23/2022 through 11/11/2022

PETERSON, MATTHEW

TEACHER

COUNTRYSIDE

SY 2022-2023

D. CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Name

Building

Assignment Change

Salary

Date

HANSON, LAURA

ND

LEARNING INTERVENTIONIST
FTE INCREASE FROM 0.85 TO 0.9

$89,008.20 (prorated)

SY 2022-2023

NON-LICENSED STAFF
A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT
Name

Building

Position

Salary

Date

BAGLEY, JARED

CONCORD

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATE

$19.12/HOUR 5/5/2022

EDWARDS, DAPHNE

ECC

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
AND COMMUNICATIONS

$1,994.91
(prorated)

6/27/2022

HAJI, SADIK

VALLEY VIEW

TEACHER ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

$3,285/MO

4/29/2022

KILIBARDA, ANDREW ECC

TECH PARA SUBSTITUTE

$18.21/HOUR 4/20/2022

LELAND, ANNE
MARIE

ECC

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY
EDUCATION AND STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

$145,644.00

PRZYBYLINSKI,
MARIAH

ECC

HOURLY CUSTODIAN

$20.25/HOUR 4/18/2022

SACK, COURTNEY

CONCORD

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATE

$18.05/HOUR 4/25/2022

TANGUAY, MOLLY

TRANSPORTATION

BUS DRIVER

$23.00/HOUR 4/20/2022

7/1/2022

B. RESIGNATIONS
Name

Assignment

Building

Reason

Date

EYO, ARITA

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATE

CORNELIA

PERSONAL

4/19/2022

JORGENSEN, JEFF

DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SUPPORT
SERVICES

ECC

PERSONAL

6/2/2022

MAPES, WENDY

HOURLY CUSTODIAN

HIGH SCHOOL

PERSONAL

4/23/2022

PRZYBYLINSKI,
MARIAH

HOURLY CUSTODIAN

ECC

PERSONAL

4/28/2022

RAWLS, CRAIG

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATE

SOUTH VIEW

PERSONAL

6/3/2022

TOOP, JOHN

DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS

ECC

PERSONAL

4/22/2022

WHITE, LISA

HOURLY CUSTODIAN

ECC

PERSONAL

4/8/2022

C. REQUEST FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Name

Position

Building

Anticipated Dates of Leave

HORN, ZACH

TECH SUPPORT
SPECIALIST

ECC

7/3/2022 through 8/7/2022

D. CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Name

Building

Assignment Change

Salary

Date+

COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERVICES STAFF
A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT
Name

Assignment

Date

Salary

CRAM, JOSHUA

SUMMER RECREATION LEADER
DISTRICT WIDE

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

HEY, MOLLY

PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT WIDE

5/9/2022

$8,965.52 (prorated)

JAKALA, ANNABELLE RECREATION LEADER
HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

KENNEY, ANDREW

SUMMER RECREATION LEADER
DISTRICT WIDE

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

KENNEY, EMMA

SUMMER RECREATION LEADER
DISTRICT WIDE

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

LEUPOLD, OLIVER

SUMMER RECREATION LEADER
DISTRICT WIDE

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

LOBBEN, ABIGAIL

RECREATION LEADER
HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

MAO, JENNIE

RECREATION LEADER
HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

MURRAY, MESA

RECREATION LEADER
HIGH SCHOOL

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

PROCTOR, ALAYNA

RECREATION LEADER
HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY

6/3/2022

$15.33/HOUR

ROOS, MARK

RECREATION LEADER
HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY

6/3/2022

$15.94/HOUR

B. RESIGNATIONS
Name

Assignment

Building

Reason

Date

PETERSON, CALEB

RECREATION LEADER

CONCORD

PERSONAL

4/24/2022

WILSON, KATINA

RECREATION LEADER

CONCORD

PERSONAL

4/15/2022

C. CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Name

Building

Assignment Change

Salary

Date

ALDRICH, EMMA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.95/HOUR

6/3/2022

ALKHATIB, MALIK

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

BACKMAN, MARCY

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BALVOA, MICHAEL

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

BELLINGHAM, KELLY HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BIRCHEM, KATIE

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BJORK, LORI

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BLOCK, SIRI

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER LEAD REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.94/HOUR

6/16/2022

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BURKHARDT,
SAMUEL

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

CHRISTENSEN,
RAECHEL

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

DELOACH,
STEPHANIE

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$18.42/HOUR

6/3/2022

DEWANE, ANDRE

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$17.12/HOUR

6/3/2022

FOLEY, SETH

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

FORSTER, KARLA

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

GALAVAN, MITZIL

HIGHLANDS

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

BRUNDAGE, DANIEL HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER

ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT
GANT, TIFFANY

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

GARWOOD,
SHANNON

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

GERNBACHER,
VINCE

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

GIBSON, JAYLA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

GRAVES, JANE

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

HIGHLAND, TODD

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

JENSEN, MIRANDA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$18.42/HOUR

6/3/2022

JOHNSON, JASMINE

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

KHAN, NURUL

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

KONICEK, JEAN-LUC HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

KOPPY, KATIE

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

KRUENEGEL,
RACHEL

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

LIEN, NATHAN

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

LUCKTENBERG,

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

LYNCH, MAXWELL

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

MCVANN
HENKELMEN, IAN

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

MEYER, NATALIE

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

MIEDEMA, MARIT

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

MILETE, EMORY

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

MORROW, TORI

HIGHLANDS

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

MUSSE, NURA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

O’BRIEN, ERIN

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$17.12/HOUR

6/3/2022

O’BRIEN, MADELYN

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

OVERTON, SIERRA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$18.42/HOUR

6/3/2022

OWEN, ABIGAIL

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

RUBY, JOHANNA

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$17.12/HOUR

6/3/2022

SANDERS, THERESE HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

SIDDY, JOSEPH

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$18.18/HOUR

6/3/2022

SCHWARTZ, RONALD HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

SIMMONS, COLLEEN HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$19.85/HOUR

6/3/2022

SMITH, CARLEY

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

STUMM, NYLA

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

SUFKA, NATASHA

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$18.42/HOUR

6/3/2022

SULLIVAN, HAROLD

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

THOMPSON, OWEN

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

TIERNEY, SAMUEL

HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

$15.33/HOUR

6/3/2022

VIDELE, GRACE

HIGHLANDS

$15.94/HOUR

6/3/2022

HIGHLANDS

SUMMER REC LEADER
ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT

D. REQUEST FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Name

Position

Building

Anticipated Dates of Leave

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: Termination and Non-Renewal of Probationary Teachers and Long-term Substitutes

TYPE: Consent

PRESENTER(S): Sonya Sailer, Director of Human Resources

BACKGROUND: As a result of changing staffing needs each school year, the attached resolution
provides for the termination and non-renewal of the teaching contracts for certain probationary
teachers. These actions are necessary due to continuing contract teachers returning from leaves of
absence, changes in enrollment, licensure requirements, and other reasons. These teachers may
apply for any vacant positions available for the 2022-2023 school year if properly licensed and
qualified.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the attached resolution terminating and non-renewing the teaching
contracts of certain probationary teachers.

PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER: Termination and non-renewal of probationary teachers.

ATTACHMENTS: Resolution

Member ___________________ introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:
RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE TERMINATION AND NON-RENEWAL OF THE
TEACHING CONTRACTS OF THE FOLLOWING PROBATIONARY TEACHERS:

Fenske, Heather

WHEREAS, the above named are probationary teachers in Independent School District 273.
BE IT RESOLVED, by the School Board of Independent School District 273, that pursuant to
Minnesota Statute Section 122A.40, subdivision 5, that the teaching contracts of the above named,
who are probationary teachers and/or long-term substitutes in Independent School District 273, be
hereby terminated at the close of the current 2021-22 school year.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that written notice be sent to said teachers regarding termination
and non-renewal of their current contracts, as follows:

NOTICE OF TERMINATION
AND NON-RENEWAL

<<First>> <<Last>>
<<Location>>
<<Emp_>>
Dear <<First>>:
You are hereby notified that at a regular meeting of the School Board of Independent School
District 273 held on May 9, 2022, a resolution was adopted by majority vote to terminate your contract
effective at the end of the current school year and not to renew your contract for the 2022-23 school
year. Said action of the Board is taken pursuant to Minnesota Statute Section 122A.40, subdivision 5.
You may officially request that the School Board give its reasons for the non-renewal of your
teaching contract.
Yours very truly,
SCHOOL BOARD OF
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273

The motion for the adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by Board Member
_____________________________ and upon vote being taken thereon, the following voted in favor
thereof: _________________________________________ and the following voted against the
same: ____________________________________________, whereupon said resolution was
declared duly passed and adopted.

_______________________________________
Julie Greene, Clerk of the School Board, ISD 273

Director of Community Education and Strategic Partnerships
261 duty days
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 273
EDINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Edina, Minnesota 55424

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
THIS CONTRACT, made and entered into this 9th day of May 2022, between Independent School District No. 273, City of
Edina, Hennepin County, Minnesota, hereinafter called "Employer," and Anne Marie Leland, hereinafter called "Employee," for the
contract term of July 1, 2022 and extending through June 30, 2023.
Employee will perform the duties of the position of Director of Community Education and Strategic Partnerships as shall be
designated by the Employer and in conformity with the Job Description for such position as adopted by the Employer.
Vacations, holidays and duty days shall be those prescribed for Employee's position by Employer, which may include as duty
days those legal holidays on which the Employer is authorized to conduct school.
Employee will observe all policies, rules, and regulations of Employer and will make all reports required by Employer and
the laws of Minnesota.
Employer will pay Employee for services under this contract at the rate of $145,644.00, payable in semi-monthly
installments, under the rules and regulations adopted by Employer in respect thereto. If a 2022-2023 salary increase is approved by
the School Board for positions within the Superintendent’s Advisory Council, then such salary increase will be applied to the annual
salary provided in this contract.
This contract shall remain in full force and effect for its term, unless modified by mutual consent of the School Board and the
Employee, or unless terminated by a majority vote of the full membership of the School Board for just cause or written resignation of
the Employee before April 1. Such resignation shall take effect at the close of the fiscal year in which the resignation is accepted by
the School Board. It is agreed that said contract is subject to review in subsequent years and any change agreed upon after the contract
renewal date shall be retroactively applied to the point of contract renewal.
This contract is effective only after School Board authorization in an appropriate action, recorded in its minutes, and executed
by the parties.

BY THE EMPLOYEE:

BY THE SCHOOL BOARD:

_______________________________

Its Chair: _______________________________________

May 5, 2022
Date: __________________________

Its Clerk: _______________________________________

BY THE SUPERINTENDENT:

Date: _________________________________

_______________________________
Date: __________________________

Independent School District No. 273 is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, disability, status with regard
to public assistance, sexual orientation, or age.
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FOR CONSENT
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
Regular Meeting, May 9, 2022
SUBJECT:

COMMENDATION OF LENY WALLEN-FRIEDMAN

Be it Resolved, That
The School Board
Commend and recognize Leny Wallen-Friedman for his service on the Edina
School Board from January 2012 through May 2022.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Board hereby expresses its sincere appreciation, and that of the staff and residents
of the School District, for Leny Wallen-Friedman’s ten years of devoted service to the
Edina Public Schools and its affairs during the period 2012 through 2022.
Leny Wallen-Friedman has served the district in many different capacities both on the
board and off. Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman served as Board Chair for four years. He
also served on each of the different Board committees during his tenure: Finance and
Facilities, Policy, Teaching and Learning, and Human Resources, which is now our
Governance Committee. He has also served as Board liaison to many organizations.
These have included the Student Activities Advisory Committee and Early Childhood
Special Education Committee. Additionally, he has been the Board liaison to Edina High
School.
Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman has been a very valuable Board member in many different
ways. His years of experience provided a breadth and depth of knowledge to all
discussions, and his expertise in finance and law always provided valuable context in
many discussions. Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman was involved in many critical decisions
regarding the district, including the hiring of two Superintendents, the development of
two different strategic plans, moving the 9th grade level to the high school, starttime
changes at the middle and elementary schools, and many other critical decisions.
Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman has been a very dedicated, pragmatic, and
strategic-minded Board member.
The Board members congratulate Leny Wallen-Friedman, and extend a collective and
individual “thank you” for a job well done!

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/22

TITLE: Staff End Of Year Letter
TYPE: Consent
PRESENTER(S): Governance Committee
BACKGROUND: This letter has been written and prepared to send to all staff prior to the
school year ending to express the board’s gratitude for everyone.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the letter.
PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER:
Review letter.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Letter

Dear Edina Administrators, Educators and Staff,
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the word grateful as, “appreciative of benefits received
: expressing gratitude.” This word first appeared in the 16th century, around the time of the
beginning of the Scientific Revolution and many other significant historical events. One can
imagine someone saying, “Copernicus, I am so grateful you are proposing the earth revolves
around the sun.” Or, “DaVinci, wow, we are so grateful you are painting this Mona Lisa thing.”
From the Latin word “gratus,” which means “pleasing” and “thankful,” this root word is also the
source of such familiar words such as “gratitude,” “congratulations,” and “gratuity.”
The Urban Dictionary defines the word preesh as, “thanks; appreciation for something;
gratitude.” This word first appeared in the 21st century, around the time of the launch of the first
iPhone and Facebook and the last known production of the VCR. One can imagine statements
such as, “I’d preesh it if my new iPhone model lasted longer than a year.” Or, “Wow, Mr.
Zuckerberg, I so preesh you tracking all my online purchases.”
While one can imagine many such uses for the words gratitude and preesh and many
derivatives between, there is no way that the creators of either word could have predicted the
confluence of events that have defined the last few years in public education. If they had, they
might have created new and more creative terms such as:
●

Dynamester: From the Greek root word “dyna” meaning “power” and the Latin word
“semestris” meaning “six-month’s duration.” Definition: “power through the rest of this
semester.” Common use: “Once I dynamester, I can enjoy my summer vacation.”

●

Malanesthetic: From the Latin root words “mal” meaning “bad” and “aesthet” meaning
“feeling” or “sensation.” Definition: “I have a really bad feeling.” Appropriate use would
be: “After my student blew his nose in his mask, a malanesthetic feeling hit my stomach.”

●

Narcabrevity: From the Greek root word “narc” meaning “sleep” and the Latin root word
“brev” meaning “short.” Definition: “Did I really sleep last night?” Appropriate use would
be: “I am so exhausted and these nights of narcabrevity are not helping.”

And most importantly:
●

Docuphiltation: From the Greek root word “doc” meaning “teach” and the Greek root
word “phil” meaning “love.” Definition: “love of teaching; students.” Common use: “My
students reinforce my docuphiltation.”

Thank you for indulging in our attempt at some levity as we near the end of another school that
has proven itself to be challenging and stressful in many ways. We know you are exhausted and
you have a right to be. Your well-being is important to us. Please know we are committed to
supporting each of you and will continue to actively work on plans to do so. EPS teachers, thank

you for showing up for our students in more ways than we can count this year and for always
striving to be like the teacher you’d want for your own kids. We are so preeshed.
Have a wonderful summer.
Sincerely,
Your Edina School Board

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Long-Term Facilities Maintenance (LTFM) Member District Resolution
TYPE: Consent
BACKGROUND: Each year Intermediate School District #287 updates their 10-year LTFM
plan, and on that basis, determines the levy amount needed from each of their member districts
for the upcoming levy cycle. Each member district then approves their amount in the form of a
resolution, allowing those proportionate costs for each member district to be placed on the
upcoming PAY23 (FY23-24) levy. Edina’s proportionate share for ISD #287’s LTFM costs is
$58,367.83, of which $8,981.68 is for pay as you go projects and $49,386.15 is for debt
payments on the 2017B Facilities Maintenance Bonds and the proposed 2022A Facilities
Maintenance Bonds.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the resolution approving ISD #287’s LTFM program budget
and authorize the inclusion of a proportionate share of those projects in the District’s application
for LTFM revenue.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. LTFM Member District Resolution
2. ISD #287 LTFM Plan Resolution
3. ISD #287 Member Allocation Application
4. ISD #287 LTFM 10-year Plan Application

DocuSign Envelope ID: 422DBB33-5D9A-4E2B-BA00-BBD6250206EB

RESOLUTION APPROVING INTERMEDIATE DISTRICT 287'S LONG
TERM FACILITY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM BUDGET AND
AUTHORIZING THE ALLOCATION TO THE MEMBER DISTRICTS
Pursuant to due call and notice thereof, a School Board meeting of Intermediate School
District No. 287, State of Minnesota, was held on March 24, 2022 at 6:30 p.m., for the
purpose in part, of approving the District’s Fiscal Year (FY) 24 Long-Term Facility
Maintenance budget and authorizing the allocation of a proportionate share of Intermediate
School District's long-term facility maintenance projects and related debt service payments
to each member district for inclusion in each member district's application for long-term
facility maintenance.
Anne Casey introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:
BE IT RESOLVED by the School Board of Intermediate District 287, State of
Minnesota as follows:
1.

The School Board of Intermediate District 287 hereby approves a long term facility
maintenance program budget for its facilities for the 2023-24 school year in an
amount not to exceed $923,118, of which $142,050 is for pay as you go projects
and $781,068 is for debt service payments on the 2017B Facilities Maintenance
Bond and the 2022A Facilities Maintenance Bond to be issued Fall 2022. The
various components of this program budget are attached as Exhibit A hereto and
are incorporated herein by reference and District administration is directed to apply
to the Commissioner of the Department of Education for approval.

2.

Minnesota Statutes, Section 123B.53, Subdivision 1, as amended, provides that if an
intermediate district's long term facility maintenance budget is approved by the
school boards of each of the intermediate's member districts, each member district
may include its proportionate share of the costs of the intermediate program in its
long term facility maintenance revenue application.

3.

The proportionate share of the costs of the intermediate school district's long-term
facility maintenance program for each member school district to be included in its
application shall be determined by multiplying the total cost of the intermediate
school district long-term facility maintenance program times a three year weighted
average adjusted pupil units formula. For school year 2023-24 (fiscal year 24), the
long-term facility maintenance costs shall be funded through annual levy. The
allocation of this proportionate share in the district's long-term facility maintenance
revenue application for FY 24 is hereby approved, subject to approval by the
Commissioner of Education. Upon receipt of the proportionate share of long-term
facility maintenance revenue attributable to the intermediate school district program,
the member district shall promptly pay to the intermediate school district the
applicable aid or levy proceeds.
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4.

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 123B.595, subdivision 3, the intermediate
district issued $5,065,000 Facilities Maintenance Bonds, Series 2017B. Such bonds
are payable from long-term maintenance revenue transferred by each member
district. This district hereby covenants to adopt in each fiscal year during the term
of such bonds, a resolution authorizing the inclusion in the application for long-term
facilities maintenance revenue the District's proportionate share for such fiscal year
of debt service on such bonds.

5.

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 123B.595, subdivision 3, the intermediate
district plans to issue $4,930,000 in Facilities Maintenance Bonds, Series 2022A in
the fall of 2022. Estimated debt service amounts for this bond are included in the
debt service totals of this resolution. Such bonds are payable from long-term
maintenance revenue transferred by each member district. This district hereby
covenants to adopt in each fiscal year during the term of such bonds, a resolution
authorizing the inclusion in the application for long-term facilities maintenance
revenue the District's proportionate share for such fiscal year of debt service on such
bonds

The motion for the adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by Member
Ruthie Dallas and upon vote being taken thereon, the following voted in favor thereof :
Andreson, Casey, Dallas, Johansen, Kunz, Mosqueda-Jones, and Neville and the
following voted against the same: None.
STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN
I, the undersigned, being the duly qualified and acting Clerk of Intermediate
School District No. 287, State of Minnesota, hereby certify that I have carefully
compared the attached and foregoing extract of minutes of a meeting of
Intermediate School District No. 287 held on the date therein indicated, with the
original of said minutes on file in my office, and the same is a full, true and
complete transcript insofar as the same relates to the approval of Intermediate
School District 287's long term facility maintenance program budget and
authorizing the allocation of a proportionate share of Intermediate School District's
long-term facility maintenance projects and related debt service payments to each
member district for inclusion in each member district's application for long-term
facility maintenance.
WITNESS MY HAND officially as Clerk this 24th day of March 2022.

Clerk
Intermediate School District 287

MDE / School Finance
Division of School Finance
1500 Highway 36 West
Roseville, MN 55113-4266

Long-Term Facility Maintenance Ten-Year Expenditure Application (LTFM) - Fund 01 and Fund 06 Projects Only

Instructions: Enter estimated, allowable LTFM expenditures (Fund 01 and/or Fund 06 only) under Minnesota Statutes, section 123B.595, subdivision 10. Enter by Uniform Financial and Accounting Reporting Standards (UFARS) finance code and by fiscal year in the cells provided.
District Info.

District Name:
District Number:
District Contact Name:
Contact Phone #

Intermediate District #287
287

Enter Information

District Info.

Date:
Email:
no data
no data

Mae L. Hawkins, Executive Director of Business Services
763-550-7156

Expenditure Categories

Health and Safety - this section excludes project costs in Category 2 of $100,000 or more for which additional
revenue is requested for Finance Codes 358, 363 and 366.
Category (1)
Finance Code
347
Physical Hazards
Other
Hazardous Materials
349
Environmental Health and Safety Management
352
Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation
358
Fire Safety
363
Indoor Air Quality
366
Total Health and Safety Capital Projects
all
Health and Safety - Projects Costing $100,000 or more per Project/Site/Year
Category (2)
Finance Code
Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation
358
Fire Safety
363
Indoor Air Quality
366
Total Health and Safety Capital Projects $100,000 or More
all
Remodeling for Approved Voluntary Pre-K under Minnesota Statutes, section 124D.151
Category (3)
Finance Code
355
no data
Finance Code
367
no data
Finance Code
368
369
370
379
380
381
382
383
384
all

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Remodeling for prekindergarten (Pre-K) instruction approved by the commissioner.
Total Remodeling for Approved Voluntary Pre-K Projects
Accessibility
Category (4)
Accessibility
Total Accessibility Projects
Deferred Capital Expenditures and Maintenance Projects
Category (5)
Building Envelope
Building Hardware and Equipment
Electrical
Interior Surfaces
Mechanical Systems
Plumbing
Professional Services and Salary
Roof Systems
Site Projects
Total Deferred Capital Expense and Maintenance

Total Annual 10-Year Plan Expenditures
Information Only - Debt Service Payments On Bonds
Total Annual LTFM Expenditures/Required Levy with Debt Service
Fund Balance Section

Fund 01

Beginning Fund Balance 01-467-XX
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue - Levy
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue - AID if Applicable
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue Other
LTFM Transfer IN from Fund 06 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT from Fund 01 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT if applicable - Special Legislation FY 20 and FY 21
LTFM Estimated Fiscal Year Expenditures

Ending Fiscal Year Fund Balance 01-467-XX

Fund 06

Beginning Fund Balance 06-467-XX
LTFM Fiscal Year Bonded Revenue
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue Other
LTFM Transfer IN from Fund 01 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT from Fund 06 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
Other Transfers
LTFM Estimated Fiscal Year Expenditures

Ending Fiscal Year Fund Balance 06-467-XX

7/31/2022
mlhawkins@district287.org
no data
no data
no data
no data
2022

2021 (base year)
no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Enter Information

no data

2023
no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
2024

no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Fiscal Year (FY) Ending June 30
2025

no data

2026

no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

2029

2028

2027

no data

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

no data

no data

2020
$32,000
$24,600
$50,000
$15,000
$52,000
$4,000
$177,600
no data
2020
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2020

2021
$32,960
$22,000
$51,658
$0
$43,500
$15,120
$165,238
no data
2021
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2021

2022
$32,992
$22,000
$51,658
$2,000
$35,000
$5,000
$148,650
no data
2022
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2022

2023
$30,960
$22,000
$51,658
$0
$32,432
$5,000
$142,050
no data
2023
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2023

2024
$32,000
$22,000
$51,658
$0
$33,729
$5,150
$144,537
no data
2024
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2024

2025
$32,000
$22,660
$51,679
$0
$36,083
$5,305
$147,727
no data
2025
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2025

2026
$32,000
$22,660
$51,679
$0
$36,083
$5,605
$148,027
no data
2026
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2026

2027
$32,000
$23,366
$51,679
$0
$37,165
$5,773
$149,983
no data
2027
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2027

2028
$32,000
$23,366
$51,679
$0
$37,165
$5,773
$149,983
no data
2028
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2028

$0
$0
no data
2020
$0
$0
no data
2020
$0
$0
$30,000
$0
$246,850
$0
$0
$0
$0
$276,850
$454,450
$460,550
$915,000
no data

$0
$0
no data
2021
$0
$0
no data
2021
$0
$0
$0
$0
$111,312
$0
$0
$0
$175,000
$286,312
$451,550
$464,950
$916,500
no data

$0
$0
no data
2022
$0
$0
no data
2022
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$307,400
$0
$307,400
$456,050
$460,950
$917,000
no data

$0
$0
no data
2023
$0
$0
no data
2023
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$142,050
$781,068
$923,118
no data

$0
$0
no data
2024
$0
$0
no data
2024
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$144,537
$778,963
$923,500
no data

$0
$0
no data
2025
$0
$0
no data
2025
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$147,727
$779,321
$927,048
no data

$0
$0
no data
2026
$0
$0
no data
2026
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$148,027
$781,921
$929,948
no data

$0
$0
no data
2027
$0
$0
no data
2027
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$149,983
$783,630
$933,613
no data

$0
$0
no data
2028
$0
$0
no data
2028
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$149,983
$784,356
$934,339
no data

2020
$530,174
$915,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$831,088
$614,086

2021
$614,086
$916,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,260,056
$270,530

2022
$270,530
$917,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,187,530
$0

2023
$0
$923,118
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$923,118
$0

2024
$0
$923,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$923,500
$0

2025
$0
$927,048
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$927,048
$0

2026
$0
$929,948
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$929,948
$0

2027
$0
$933,613
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$933,613
$0

2028
$0
$934,339
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$934,339
$0

2020
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2021
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2022
$0
$4,800,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$200,000
$4,600,000

2023
$4,600,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,541,100
$3,058,900

2024
$3,058,900
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,745,000
$1,313,900

2025
$1,313,900
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,313,900
$0

2026
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2027
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2028
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

MDE / School Finance
Division of School Finance
1500 Highway 36 West
Roseville, MN 55113-4266

y

ED - 02478-07

Instructions: Enter estimated, allowable LTFM expenditures (Fund 01 and/or Fund 06 only) under Minneso
District Info.

District Name:
District Number:
District Contact Name:
Contact Phone #

Intermediate District #287
287

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Enter Information

Mae L. Hawkins, Executive Director of Business Services
763-550-7156

Expenditure Categories

Health and Safety - this section excludes project costs in Category 2 of $100,000 or more for which additional
revenue is requested for Finance Codes 358, 363 and 366.
Category (1)
Finance Code
347
Physical Hazards
Other Hazardous Materials
349
Environmental Health and Safety Management
352
Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation
358
Fire Safety
363
Indoor Air Quality
366
Total Health and Safety Capital Projects
all
Health and Safety - Projects Costing $100,000 or more per Project/Site/Year
Category (2)
Finance Code
Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation
358
Fire Safety
363
Indoor Air Quality
366
Total Health and Safety Capital Projects $100,000 or More
all
Remodeling for Approved Voluntary Pre-K under Minnesota Statutes, section 124D.151
Category (3)
Finance Code
355
no data
Finance Code
367
no data
Finance Code
368
369
370
379
380
381
382
383
384
all

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data

Remodeling for prekindergarten (Pre-K) instruction approved by the commissioner.
Total Remodeling for Approved Voluntary Pre-K Projects
Accessibility
Category (4)
Accessibility
Total Accessibility Projects
Deferred Capital Expenditures and Maintenance Projects
Category (5)
Building Envelope
Building Hardware and Equipment
Electrical
Interior Surfaces
Mechanical Systems
Plumbing
Professional Services and Salary
Roof Systems
Site Projects
Total Deferred Capital Expense and Maintenance

Total Annual 10-Year Plan Expenditures
Information Only - Debt Service Payments On Bonds
Total Annual LTFM Expenditures/Required Levy with Debt Service
Fund Balance Section

Fund 01

Beginning Fund Balance 01-467-XX
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue - Levy
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue - AID if Applicable
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue Other
LTFM Transfer IN from Fund 06 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT from Fund 01 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT if applicable - Special Legislation FY 20 and FY 21
LTFM Estimated Fiscal Year Expenditures

Ending Fiscal Year Fund Balance 01-467-XX

Fund 06

Beginning Fund Balance 06-467-XX
LTFM Fiscal Year Bonded Revenue
LTFM Fiscal Year Revenue Other
LTFM Transfer IN from Fund 01 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
LTFM Transfer OUT from Fund 06 if applicable (see transfer guidance tab)
Other Transfers
LTFM Estimated Fiscal Year Expenditures

Ending Fiscal Year Fund Balance 06-467-XX

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
2031

2030
no data

2032

2033

no data
2029
$32,000
$24,067
$51,679
$0
$38,280
$5,946
$151,972
no data
2029
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2029

2030
$32,000
$24,067
$51,679
$0
$38,280
$5,946
$151,972
no data
2030
$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2030

$0
$0
no data
2029
$0
$0
no data
2029
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$151,972
$784,168
$936,140
no data

$32,000
$24,789
$51,679
$0
$39,429
$6,124
$154,021

$32,000
$24,789
$51,679
$0
$39,429
$6,124
$154,021

$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2029

$0
$0
$0
$0
no data
2030

$0
$0
no data
2030
$0
$0
no data
2030
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$151,972
$782,968
$934,940
no data

$0
$0
no data
2029
$0
$0
no data
2029
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$154,021
$785,926
$939,947
no data

$0
$0
no data
2030
$0
$0
no data
2030
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$154,021
$782,783
$936,804
no data

2029
$0
$936,140
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$936,140
$0

2030
$0
$934,940
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$934,940
$0

2029
$0
$939,947
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$939,947
$0

2030
$0
$936,804
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$936,804
$0

2029
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2030
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2029
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2030
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Long-Term Facilities Maintenance Expenditure Categories used in the Excel
Spreadsheet Template
Category 1: Health and Safety Expenditures by Uniform Financial and Accounting Reporting Standards (UFARS)
Finance Codes 347, 349, 352, 358, 363 and 366 (this section excludes project costs of $100,000 or more for
which additional revenue is requested for Finance Codes 358, 363 and 366).
projects for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 and FY 2023. The later years can be a rough estimate. Fiscal 2021 is an estimate
of what the final UFARS expenditures will be. Once the FY 2021 audited financial data is complete and final
UFARS data has been submitted, enter the actual FY 2021 Health and Safety (H&S) expenditures on the Health
and Safety Data Submission System Category 1 excludes projects costing $100,000 or more for asbestos removal
or encapsulation fire safety, and indoor air quality as they are entered under Category 2 as listed below. Also
enter FY 2021, FY 2022 and FY 2023 totals per finance code in the Health and Safety Data Submission on the
Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) website (MDE homepage > Districts, Schools and Educators >
Business and Finance > Data Submissions, then select the Health and Safety category) so hold harmless revenue
calculates properly on the levy.
Category 2: Health and Safety Expenditures by UFARS Finance Code for Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation,
Fire Safety and Indoor Air Quality projects costing $100,000 or more per Project, per Site, per Year.
A district enters totals by finance code for individual projects that cost $100,000 or more per site, per year for
asbestos removal and encapsulation, fire safety, or indoor air quality as they generate additional revenue. Also,
enter FY 2021, FY 2022 and FY 2023 H&S projects costing $100,000 or more on a separate line in the Health
and Safety Data Submission System on the MDE website (the project description should include the site name
and whether it is financed by “pay-as-you-go” or bonded dollars).
Category 3: Remodeling for Approved Voluntary Prekindergarten (VPK) Program
If the district has an approved VPK program include planned expenditures for remodeling projects.
Category 4: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Projects
Enter approved project costs to increase accessibility to school facilities. The project shall conform to both the
district’s ADA/Section 504 disabled access transition plan and the current ADA Accessibility Guidelines for
Buildings and Facilities, as well as applicable state and local building and fire codes.
Category 5: Deferred Maintenance Projects by UFARS Finance Code.
Facility deferred maintenance projects are broken into nine finance codes. Each code represents a component
grouping of a building designed to ease assignment of a project into the proper code. The code breakdown is
also meaningful for comparison of costs among school districts and to the Minnesota legislature to assess school
facility costs and the ongoing need for facility funding.

Additional Documentation
Category 2 Asbestos Removal and Encapsulation, Fire Safety and Indoor Air Projects $100,000 or over per Project, per
Site, per Year
For districts with asbestos removal and encapsulation, fire safety and indoor air quality projects costing $100,000 or
more per project, per site, per year for FY 2022 or FY 2023 the ten-year plan includes a narrative describing the scope
and cost of the project in greater detail. Individual project approval is required as these projects generate additional
revenue.
a. For asbestos removal and encapsulation projects, give a description of the type and amount of asbestos and the
scope of the project including an engineer or contractor estimate of the cost -narrative from contractor/professional
engineer .
b. For fire safety projects , include a project description and an estimate of the cost from the professional engineer . If
a building permit has been pulled for other school construction projects, the building inspector has jurisdiction over the
review of the fire suppression rework, but the State Fire Marshal should be contacted for final review and approval;
otherwise, the fire suppression rework requires an order from the state fire marshal, schools division. If replacing a fire
alarm system which is inoperable, submit State Fire Marshal orders to substantiate .
c. For indoor air quality projects , describe which American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) standards are not being met and indicate how the project will result in
meeting ASHRAE standards and include an estimate of cost from the project engineer. Also, include a floor plan to
reflect classrooms affected and a report listing cubic feet per minute (CFM) ratings - narrative from professional
engineer.
Category 3 Approved Voluntary Prekindergarten (VPK) Program - Remodeling Costs
For districts with an approved voluntary prekindergarten program under section 124D.151, a narrative describing the
project to remodel existing instructional space to accommodate kindergarten instruction. In the narrative, describe the
square footage and use of the existing instructional space, changes to be made to the facility, and the final square
footage and features of the prekindergarten instructional space, for example, bathroom space, play area, and small
group instruction space. This narrative may be the same narrative submitted to MDE as part of the application to obtain
approval for the voluntary prekindergarten program under section 124D.151.
Category 5 Deferred Maintenance Projects costing $2,000,000 per Project, per Site, per Year
For districts with deferred maintenance projects for FY 2022 or FY 2023 costing $2,000,000 or more per project, per site,
per year, a narrative describing each project in greater detail is required. In the narrative, discuss the deferred capital
and maintenance criteria that make the project eligible for Long-Term facilities maintenance revenue and the work
necessary to prevent further erosion of facilities. Describe the scope of work in sufficient detail to indicate the change in
condition of the facility and provide an indication of the improvement to useful life. Indicate the level of deferred
maintenance work needed for the facility before and after the project will be completed. Include an architect or
consultant cost estimate detailing categories of work and associated cost including an estimate of fees - narrative from
professional engineer/architect.

Updating the Health and Safety Database

The Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) will continue to use the existing Health and Safety (H&S)
database (located on the MDE website under MDE > Districts, Schools and Educators > Business and Finance >
Data Submissions, select Health and Safety) to drive levy processing for fall levies. Districts enter summary data
by finance code, consistent with the summary data for Fiscal Year (FY) 2021, FY 2022 and FY 2023 included on
the district's ten-year plan expenditure spreadsheet. Detailed information by project will still be required for
asbestos removal and encapsulation, fire safety and indoor air quality projects costing $100,000 or more per
project, per site, per year since those generate additional revenue over and above the Long-Term Facilities
Maintenance (LTFM) formula allowance. Do not enter information for deferred maintenance or accessibility
finance codes. The Health and Safety amounts provide an accurate calculation of the hold harmless revenue
estimate on the levy and aid entitlement reports, and either add to revenue or show complete information for
persons who seek levy information
When comfortable with data and assumptions, a district should enter the total health and safety cost from the
expenditure spreadsheet in the hold harmless section of the revenue spreadsheet and the Health and Safety
Data Submission System. Hold harmless revenue depends on the year's H&S costs plus deferred maintenance
revenue for districts that did not qualify for alternative facilities revenue. Hold harmless for an alternative
facilities school district is health and safety plus an amount to fund the other ten-year plan projects. For FY 2021
and later, MDE is asking school districts to enter totals by finance code from the expenditure spreadsheet in the
Health and Safety Data Submission System (instructions on how to enter H&S data on the data submissions
website may be found on the LTFM webpage under MDE > Districts, Schools and Educators > Business and
Finance > School Finance > Facilities and Technology > Long-Term Facilities Maintenance , then select “Health
and Safety Website Instructions” (these instructions may also be found on the Health and Safety Data
Submission System). MDE uses the submission system to load the prior law calculation H&S amount into the
Levy Limitation and Certification system and LTFM Aid Entitlement system. Without this step, the levy shows
zero in the health and safety line under the old law revenue and the calculation is inaccurate. An alternative
facilities school district should not include the amount in both the Health and Safety Data Submission System
and in the revenue amount entered for deferred maintenance ten-year plan projects levy as the H&S levy will be
doubled. In the Health and Safety Data Submission System, enter the H&S finance totals, six in all (if all are
included in the ten-year planned projects) from the expenditure spreadsheet plus separately enter each
individual project (asbestos removal and encapsulation, fire safety or indoor air quality) costing $100,000 or
Note: School Districts should continue to update H&S expenditures in the Health and Safety Data Submission
system on a regular basis to accurately cost estimate decreases or increases for applicable fiscal years.
Make sure to update the system for final, audited UFARS H&S financial data (reference the 20-21 UFARS
Turnaround Report titled Expenditure by Finance Code Report on the Minnesota Funding Reports (MFR)
webpage located at Data Center > Data Reports and Analytics, locate the School Finance Reports section, select
Minnesota Funding Reports (MFR). Enter your school name, view all reports, select UFARS Turnaround Reports
category, select 20-21 school year, under Report select “All” and then List Reports.

Long-Term Facilities Maintenanc
Scenario

Project Description

A - Fund 01

Project(s) between $100,000 to $1,999,999 per site for
finance codes 358, 363 and 366 funded on a pay as you go
basis with excess funds remaining.

B - Fund 06

Project(s) $2 million or more per site for Finance Codes
358, 363 and 366, funded with pay as you go (no debt
issued) project is completed with excess funds remaining.

C - Fund 06

Project(s) between $100,000 to $1,999,999 per site for
Finance Codes 358, 363 and 366, funded with debt, with
excess funds remaining.

D - Fund 06

Project(s) $2,000,000 or more per site for Finance Codes
358, 363 and 366, funded with debt with excess funds
remaining.

E - Fund 01

Funding in Fund 01 has accumulated over time providing
for a project over $2 million per site.

F - Fund 06

Project(s) $2 million or more per site funded with pay as
you go (no debt issued), project is completed with excess
funds remaining.

G - Fund 06

Project(s) under $2 million per site funded with debt
issued, project is completed with excess funds remaining.

H - Fund 06

Project(s) $2 million or more per site funded with debt,
project is completed with excess funds remaining.

Long-Term Facilities Maintenance Guide for Transfers
end of worksheet

ce (LTFM) Fund Transfers as of 12/29/16
Minnesota Statutes

Funds

No fund transfer required. MDE will adjust revenues
based on the lesser of actual expenditures or approved
costs.

123B.595 (reserve)

no data

Funds must be transferred from Fund 01 to Fund 06 in the
amount of the payments for the project. At the
completion of the project any amount that was
transferred in excess of expenditures must be returned to
Fund 01. MDE will adjust revenues in the general fund
based on the lesser of final expenditures or approved
costs.

123B.595 (reserve)

1 to 6 to 1

At the conclusion of the project, if the district does not
have further approved LTFM projects in Finance Codes
358, 363, and 366 that can be funded under the language
of the bond issue, the district should transfer the excess
funds from Fund 06 to Fund 07. Districts with additional
approved LTFM projects in Finance Codes 358, 363 or 366
that can be funded under the language of the bond issue
should retain the excess in the LTFM Restricted/Reserved
Balance Sheet Account 467, Fund 06 and incorporate the
excess funds into the calculation of the next LTFM bond
issue for Finance Codes 358, 363 and 366. LTFM revenue
is computed based on actual debt service payments.

475.61 (transfer)

6 to 7

Conclusion

At the conclusion of the project, if the district does not
have further approved LTFM projects in finance codes
358, 363, and 366 that can be funded under the language
of the bond issue, the district should transfer the excess
funds from Fund 06 to Fund 07. Districts with additional
approved LTFM projects in finance codes 358, 363 or 366
that can be funded under the language of the bond issue
should retain the excess in the LTFM Restricted/Reserved
467 Fund 06 and incorporate the excess funds into the
calculation of the next LTFM bond issue for finance codes
358, 363 and 366. LTFM revenue is computed based on
actual debt service payments.

475.61 (transfer)

6 to 7

Funds must be transferred from Fund 01 to Fund 06 in the
amount of the payments for the projects. At the
completion of the project any amount that was
transferred in excess of final expenditures must be
returned to Fund 01.

123B.595 (reserve)

1 to 6 to 1

Funds must be transferred from Fund 01 to Fund 06 in the
amount of the payments for the projects. At the
123B.595 or MN Laws
completion of the project any amount that was
2015, 1st SS, Ch 3, Art
transferred in excess of final expenditures must be
7, Sec 19
returned to Fund 01.

1 to 6 to 1

At the conclusion of the project, if the district does not
have further approved LTFM projects that can be funded
under the language of the bond issue, the district should
123B.595 (reserve) or
transfer the excess funds from Fund 06 to Fund 07.
475.61 (transfer),
Districts with additional approved LTFM projects that can
475.65
be funded under the language of the bond issue should
retain the excess in the LTFM Restricted/Reserved
Balance Sheet Account 467, Fund 06 and incorporate the
excess funds into the calculation of the next LTFM bond
issue. LTFM revenue is computed based on actual debt
service payments.

At the conclusion of the project, if the district does not
have further approved LTFM projects that can be funded
under the language of the bond issue, the district should
123B.595 (reserve) or
transfer the excess funds from Fund 06 to Fund 07.
475.61 (transfer),
Districts with additional approved LTFM projects that can
475.65
be funded under the language of the bond issue should
retain the excess in the LTFM Restricted/Reserved
Balance Sheet Account 467, Fund 06 and incorporate the
excess funds into the calculation of the next LTFM bond
issue. LTFM revenue is computed based on actual debt
service payments.
no data
no data
no data
no data

6 to 7

6 to 7

no data
no data

RESTRICTED GRID CODES
Program Code(s)

Finance Codes

Object
Code

Source
Code

no data

no data

no data

no data

865 and 867

358, 363 and 366

910

649

866

358, 363 & 366

910

649

867

Fund 01-865
867

867

Fund 06-

358, 363 and 366

910

649

All Finance
Codes, except
358, 363 and 366

910

649

All Finance
Codes, except
358, 363 and 366

910

649

865

All Finance
Codes, except
358, 363 and 366

910

649

867

All Finance
Codes, except
358, 363 and 366

910

649

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
Journal Entry
No Entry Required

Entry 1:
Debit Expense
01-005-865-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 06-005-867-000-649-000
Correcting Entry to Return Funds:
Debit Revenue
06-005-867-000-649-000
Credit Expense 01-005-865-3XX-910-000

Debit Expense
Credit Revenue

06-005-866-3XX-910-000
07-005-000-000-649-000

Debit Expense 06-005-867-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 07-005-000-000-649-000

Entry 1:
Debit Expense
01-005-865-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 06-005-867-000-649-000
Correcting Entry to Return Funds:
Debit Revenue
06-005-867-000-649-000
Credit Expense 01-005-865-3XX-910-000

Entry 1:
Debit Expense 01-005-865-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 06-005-867-000-649-000
Correcting Entry to Return Funds:
Debit Revenue 06-005-867-000-649-000
Credit Expense 01-005-865-3XX-910-000

Debit Expense 06-005-865-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 07-005-000-000-649-000

Debit Expense 06-005-865-3XX-910-000
Credit Revenue 07-005-000-000-649-000

no data
no data

Division of School Finance
1500 Highway 36 West
Roseville, MN 55113-4266

Intermediate/Cooperative Districts Long-Term Facilities
Maintenance Revenue Allocation

ED-02479-07

General Information and Instructions: Please read the Instructions for Completion on the Instructions tab before completing this report.
District Name:

Name of Person Completing this Report:

Title:

Intermediate District #287

Mae L Hawkins

Executive Director of Business Services

Telephone Number:

Email Address:

Date Submitted:

763-550-7156

mlhawkins@district287.org

7/31/2022

Long-Term Facilities Maintenance (LTFM) Revenue amounts to be Allocated to member School Districts for Fiscal Year (FY) 2024
1. Pay-as-you-go revenue portion
2. Bond debt service revenue portion
3. Total revenue amounts to allocate

District
Number
Type
School District Name
270
1 Hopkins
272
1 Eden Prairie
273
1 Edina
277
1 Westonka
278
1 Orono
279
1 Osseo
280
1 Richfield
281
1 Robbinsdale
283
1 St. Louis Park
284
1 Wayzata
286
1 Brooklyn Center

Totals: The column totals must agree with Lines 1 and 2.
Notes - Allocation method agreed to by member districts:

Pay-as-you-go
Allocation
Percent
10.594%
10.137%
6.323%
4.740%
3.039%
23.176%
5.767%
14.017%
5.183%
13.351%
3.674%

Allocated Pay-as-you-go
(Number 1)
$
15,048.35
$
14,399.47
$
8,981.68
$
6,732.74
$
4,316.62
$
32,921.36
$
8,191.88
$
19,911.72
$
7,362.88
$
18,964.81
$
5,218.49
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-

100.000% $

142,050.00

Bonded Debt
Service
Allocation
Percent
10.594%
10.137%
6.323%
4.740%
3.039%
23.176%
5.767%
14.017%
5.183%
13.351%
3.674%

100.000%

Allocated
Bonded Debt
Service
(Number 2)
$ 82,744.00
$ 79,176.08
$ 49,386.15
$ 37,020.28
$ 23,735.09
$ 181,019.53
$ 45,043.41
$ 109,485.43
$ 40,485.10
$ 104,278.83
$ 28,694.10

$
$
$

142,050.00
781,068.00
923,118.00

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

97,792.35
93,575.55
58,367.83
43,753.02
28,051.71
213,940.89
53,235.29
129,397.15
47,847.98
123,243.64
33,912.59
-

$

923,118.00

Long-Term Facilities Maintenance Revenue Allocation (ED-02479-07)
Instructions for Completion
General Information:
Minnesota Statutes, section 123B.595, subdivision 3 (Long-Term Facilities Maintenance Revenue) states:
Subdivision 3. Intermediate districts and other cooperative units .
Upon approval through the adoption of a resolution by each member district school board of an intermediate
district or other cooperative units under Minnesota Statutes, section 123A.24, subdivision 2, and the approval
of the commissioner of education, a school district may include in its authority under this section a
proportionate share of the Long-Term Facilities Maintenance (LTFM) costs of the intermediate district or
cooperative unit. The cooperative unit may issue bonds to finance the project costs or levy for the costs, using
LTFM revenue transferred from member districts to make debt service payments or pay project costs.
Authority under this subdivision is in addition to the authority for individual district projects under subdivision
1.
The LTFM revenue in cell H12 (Number 3 - Total revenue amounts to allocate) should match the sum of
expenditures on Line 48 of the LTFM Application – Ten Year Expenditure spreadsheet on the MDE website. If
LTFM bonding is planned, a preliminary bond schedule should also be attached . Detail revenue totals at the
bottom of the spreadsheet should also agree with lines numbered (1 - cell H10) and (2 - cell H11). Please
provide method of allocation (ex. ANTC, pupil units, etc) agreed to by member districts in the notes section at
the bottom of the spreadsheet. Note that for districts planning to issue bonds, the responsibilities of member
districts regarding long-term obligations should be specified in the cooperative agreement when joining or
leaving the cooperative/intermediate district.
A copy of the completed report should be mailed to the address below along with the member school
district board resolutions and proposed bond schedule if applicable . The electronic "actual" Excel copy of the
LTFM ten-year expenditure spreadsheet should also be emailed to the web address shown below. If a revised
report is prepared, clearly mark the report as revised, update the completion date, and email the revised
spreadsheet.
Minnesota Department of Education
Division of Program Finance
1500 Highway 36 West
Roseville, MN 55113-4266
mde.facilities@state.mn.us
If you have any questions after reading these instructions, please call the Minnesota Department of Education,
Division of School Finance at 651-582-8566 or email mde.facilities@state.mn.us. Copies of the "Long-Term
Facilities Maintenance Cooperative Allocation Worksheet" are available on the LTFM webpage under MDE >
Districts, Schools and Educators > Business and Finance > School Finance > Facilities and Technology > LongTerm Facilities Maintenance.

EXTRACT OF MINUTES OF MEETING
OF SCHOOL BOARD OF
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 273
(Edina Public Schools)
STATE OF MINNESOTA

Pursuant to due call and notice thereof, a School Board meeting of School District No.
273, State of Minnesota, was held on ________________, at ________ _ m., for the
purpose, in part, of approving the Intermediate School District No. 287's Long-Term
Facility Maintenance budget and authorizing the inclusion of a proportionate share of
Intermediate School District's long-term facility maintenance projects and related debt
service payments in the district's application for long-term facility maintenance.
______________ introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:
RESOLUTION APPROVING INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
NO. 287'S LONG-TERM FACILITY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
BUDGET AND AUTHORIZING THE INCLUSION OF A
PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THOSE PROJECTS IN THE DISTRICT'S
APPLICATION FOR LONG-TERM FACILITY MAINTENANCE
REVENUE
BE IT RESOLVED by the School Board of District No. 273, State of Minnesota, as
follows:
1.

The School Board of Intermediate School District 287 has approved a
long-term facility maintenance program budget for its facilities for the
2023-24 (fiscal year 2024) school year in the amount of $ 923,118.00 of
which District No. 273’s proportionate share is $ 58,367.83, consisting of
$ 8,981.68 for pay as you go projects and $ 49,386.15 for debt service
payments on the 2017B Facilities Maintenance Bonds and the proposed
2022A Facilities Maintenance Bonds. The various components of this
program budget are attached as Exhibit A hereto and are incorporated
herein by reference. Said budget is hereby approved. (Exhibit A)

2.

Minnesota Statutes, Section 123B.53, Subdivision 1, as amended, provides
that if an intermediate school district's long-term facility maintenance
budget is approved by the school boards of each of the intermediate school
district's member school districts, each member district may include its
proportionate share of the costs of the intermediate school district program
in its long-term facility maintenance revenue application.

3.

The proportionate share of the costs of the intermediate school district's
long term facility maintenance program for each member school district to
be included in its application shall be determined by multiplying the total

cost of the intermediate school district long-term facility maintenance
program times a three year weighted average adjusted pupil units formula.
For 2023-24, (FY 2024) the long-term facility maintenance costs shall be
funded through annual levy. The inclusion of this proportionate share in
the district's long-term facility maintenance revenue application for FY
2024 is hereby approved, subject to approval by the Commissioner of
Education. Upon receipt of the proportionate share of long-term facility
maintenance revenue attributable to the intermediate school district
program, the district shall promptly pay to the intermediate school district
the applicable aid or levy proceeds.
4.

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section 123B.595, Subdivision 3, the
intermediate district issued $5,065,000 Facilities Maintenance Bonds,
Series 2017B. Such bonds are payable from long-term maintenance
revenue transferred by each member district. This district hereby
covenants to adopt in each fiscal year during the term of such bonds, a
resolution authorizing the inclusion in the application for long-term
facilities maintenance revenue the District’s proportionate share for such
fiscal year of debt service on such bonds.

5.

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section 123B.595, Subdivision 3, the
intermediate district plans to issue up to $4,930,000 Facilities
Maintenance Bonds, Series 2022A. Such bonds will be payable from
long-term maintenance revenue transferred by each member district. This
district hereby covenants to adopt in each fiscal year during the term of
such bonds, a resolution authorizing the inclusion in the application for
long-term facilities maintenance revenue the District’s proportionate share
for such fiscal year of debt service on such bonds.

The motion for the adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by
_________________ and, upon vote being taken thereon, the following voted in
favor thereof:

And the following voted against the same:

Whereupon said resolution was approved and adopted by the school board of
Independent School District No. 273.

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN

I, the undersigned, being the duly qualified and acting Clerk of School
District No. 273, State of Minnesota, hereby certify that I have carefully
compared the attached and foregoing extract of minutes of a meeting of School
District No. 273, held on the date therein indicated, with the original of said
minutes on file in my office, and the same is a full, true and complete transcript
insofar as the same relates to the approval of Intermediate School District No.
287's long-term facility maintenance program budget and authorizing the
inclusion of a proportionate share of the Intermediate School District's long-term
facility maintenance projects in the district's application for long-term facility
maintenance revenue.
WITNESS MY HAND officially as such Clerk this _____ day of
_________, 2022.
_______________________
Clerk
School District No. _________

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Que Tal Transportation Agreement
TYPE: Consent
BACKGROUND: Each year for the past several years the District has agreed to help facilitate
the transportation of Que Tal students with Adams Services to ensure that the services do not
interfere with the general transportation provided by the District to its students. This facilitation
includes positioning and the timing of the arrival and departure of the Que Tal buses at
individual sites.

RECOMMENDATION: The District administration recommends renewing the agreement with
Que Tal for the 22-23 school year.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Que-Tal Transportation Agreement for FY22-23

TRANSPORTATION FACILITATION AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made and entered into by and between Independent School District
No. 273, Edina Public Schools (the “District”), and Que Tal Spanish Language Program (“Que
Tal”). The District and Que Tal are hereinafter referred to collectively as the “parties” and
individually as a “party.”
WHEREAS, Que Tal is a private organization that is not affiliated with the District, but
which provides services for some District students pursuant to contracts or agreements with the
parents of those individual students; and
WHEREAS, the District is not responsible to provide transportation for its students to or
from a private organization; and
WHEREAS, the District understands that Que Tal is entering into a transportation
services agreement with Adams Services, a current District transportation provider, to provide
such transportation services to Que Tal’s students; and
WHEREAS, the District is not a party to that agreement between Que Tal and Adams
Services, but the Parties would like to collaborate to ensure that the transportation being
provided by Que Tal runs smoothly and efficiently for students, and does not interfere with the
District’s transportation of its students.
NOW, THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF the mutual promises contained in the
Agreement and other valuable consideration, the sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the parties agree as follows:
1.

Term. The term of this Agreement shall begin on July 1, 2022, and automatically end on
June 30, 2023. Either party may terminate this Agreement, with or without cause and
without penalty, by providing written notice of termination to the other party at least
thirty (30) calendar days before the effective date of termination. This Agreement shall
not automatically renew. The district will begin discussions in December with Que Tal
on possible renewal for the upcoming school year with the intent of a recommendation to
the School Board approval in January.

2.

Transportation. Que Tal is solely responsible for transporting all of the students in its
programs from their designated elementary schools within the District to Que Tal after
school, to the extent these students choose to engage in Que Tal’s services. The District
is only responsible for picking up and dropping off individual students at their homes
consistent with District Policy, and is not responsible for providing transportation to or
from independently owned or operated before or after-school programs, such as Que Tal.
The District shall have no liability or responsibility related to the transportation of these
students to Que Tal or the transportation agreement between Que Tal and Adams
Services beyond those specifically outlined in this Agreement. Que Tal shall be solely
liable and responsible for ensuring the safe and legal transportation of its students, and
for ensuring that the transportation is provided in accordance with all state and federal
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regulations for such transportation of students. Que Tal shall be solely responsible for
handling student discipline or incidents that occur on its transportation, and the District
shall have no obligation or responsibility for responding to any disciplinary incidents or
allegations of wrongdoing against students on said transportation.
3.

Facilitation of Services. The District agrees to help facilitate the transportation of Que
Tal students with Adams Services to ensure that the services do not interfere with the
general transportation provided by the District to its students. This facilitation shall
include positioning and the timing of the arrival and departure of the Que Tal buses at
individual sites. The District will not be a party to the agreement between Que Tal and
Adams Services, nor is it undertaking any role or responsibilities related to the services
outlined therein beyond merely facilitating the provision of said services. The District
will provide Que Tal with a school calendar that outlines the days on which students will
need to be picked up, as well as any early release days. The District will also provide
Que Tal with the normal release times for each District school. As Adams Services
provides the District’s transportation services, any notices of early dismissal requiring an
earlier than normal pick up of Que Tal students at the District will be delivered directly to
Adams Services. The District will make effort to communicate early dismissals to the
Que Tal representative. However, the District is under no obligation to provide
additional notice to Que Tal parents of such an early dismissal or changes in schedule.

4.

Pick Up and Supervision. Que Tal students receiving transportation pursuant to the
agreement between Que Tal and Adams Services shall have up to a thirteen (13) minute
window of time in which they shall enter the bus to transport them to Que Tal. The
thirteen minute window of time will begin at 2:32 p.m. when the buses leave Highlands
elementary school and will end no later than 2:45 p.m. During this thirteen minute
window, the District agrees to provide supervision for the students to the same extent it
provides supervision to any of its students who are exiting the school and entering buses.
The District is not responsible to provide supervision or any other services to these
students after this thirteen minute window or 2:45 p.m., and Que Tal will be solely
responsible for the students and their safety, supervision, and well-being after 2:45 p.m.
The District agrees to provide supervision beyond the thirteen minute window only in
special circumstances, such as in the rare occurrence of inclement weather or a bus
breakdown that causes the Que Tal bus to miss the thirteen minute window. If said
circumstances cause the District to provide supervision for the students beyond the
thirteen minute window more than three (3) times during the term of this Agreement, the
Parties will meet and negotiate in good faith to determine a solution for this issue, which
may include Que Tal hiring staff to provide the supervision beyond the thirteen minute
window.

5.

Administrative Fee. The District will charge an Administrative Fee to Que Tal of
$500.00. This Administrative Fee shall be due to the district on October 1, 2022. An
invoice will be considered “past due” thirty-one (31) days after October 1, 2022 . If
payment is received after the past due date, a late fee of $25 will charged each 30 days
that the payment is not received. Que Tal will pay all necessary costs, including
reasonable attorney fees, for collecting amounts over which no good faith dispute exists
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and which are more than sixty (60) days past due. The District reserves the right, at its
option, to immediately terminate this Agreement if it does not receive payment within
thirty (30) calendar days of the due date. Such termination does not change the
obligation of Que Tal to pay any outstanding invoices or costs for services that have been
rendered to that point.
6.

List of Students. Que Tal must provide the District with a List of Students who will
utilize Que Tal transportation pursuant to this Agreement no later than August 15, 2021.
This list must include each student’s name, address, and designated elementary school.
Any additional students who enroll in Que Tal or changes to the List of Students after
August 15, 2022, must be delivered to the District as soon as practicable. No students
will be allowed to utilize Que Tal transportation unless or until the District receives such
official notice from Que Tal.

7.

Notice to and Permission from Parents. Que Tal must provide notice to the parents of
its students that Que Tal, and not the District, is responsible for the transportation of the
students pursuant to this Agreement. A copy of said notice must be provided to the
District prior to the provision of services under this Agreement. Similarly, Que Tal must
provide the District with signed permission forms from the parents of each student to be
transported by Que Tal to ensure that the District is aware of and has received parental
permission to release the students to Que Tal staff at the end of the school day.

8.

Relationship of the Parties. The District shall not be considered a partner of Que Tal,
nor shall it be considered a fiscal agent or otherwise be responsible for payments or
responsibilities of Que Tal. Nothing in this Agreement may be construed to create an
employment relationship, a partnership, a joint venture, or a joint enterprise between the
Parties and/or the employees of the Parties. The Parties are not authorized and shall have
no power under this Agreement to take any action that could legally bind the other Party.
It is the intent of the Parties that the relationship created between the Parties is that of
independent contractors and is governed by this Agreement.

9.

Equal Employment Opportunity. Que Tal agrees to provide equal opportunities to all
employees and applicants for employment in accordance with applicable laws, directives
and regulations of federal, State, and/or local governing bodies. No person shall, on the
grounds of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with
regard to public assistance, familial status, disability, sexual orientation, or age be
excluded from full employment rights in, participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program, service, or activity under the
provisions of any or all applicable Federal and state law including, but not limited to, the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Minnesota Statutes Chapter 363A.

10.

Compliance with Federal and State Laws and District Policies. When providing
services outlined in this Agreement, Que Tal must comply with all federal laws and all
Minnesota laws. Such laws specifically include, but are not limited to, the U.S.
Constitution, the Minnesota Constitution, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, the Individuals with Disabilities
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Education Act, Minnesota special education laws, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act,
the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Minnesota Human Rights Act. Assigned
employees and/or contractor of Que Tal must also comply with all District policies, a
copy of which is available on the district website at www.edinaschools.org.
11.

Data Privacy. All data collected, created, received, maintained, or disseminated in any
form, or for any purposes, by Que Tal because of this Agreement are governed by the
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes Chapter 13 (as amended)
(“MGDPA”), the Minnesota Rules promulgated pursuant to the MGDPA, the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (as amended) (“FERPA”), its implementing
regulations, and/or other applicable State and federal laws. No educational data, as
defined by the MGDPA, other nonpublic, private, or confidential data, as defined by the
MGDPA, or education record, as defined by the FERPA, that was collected, created,
received, maintained, or disseminated in any form, or for any purposes, by Que Tal
because of this Agreement may be released by Que Tal, or any of the Que Tal’s
employees, owners, agents, or representatives to any third party without the express
written consent of the District’s Superintendent. This provision specifically includes, but
is not limited to, any media relations. Que Tal acknowledges that the District is bound by
FERPA and the MGDPA, and thus, may not provide private educational data on a student
to Que Tal absent a FERPA and MGDPA-compliant permission form from a Parent.

12.

Criminal Background Check. At its own expense, and consistent with Minnesota
Statutes section 123B.03, subdivision 1(c), Que Tal must conduct a criminal background
check, or require that such a check be conducted, on all employees of Que Tal or
contractors providing transportation services on behalf of Que Tal before assigning the
employee and/or contractor to provide any transportation services under this Agreement,
or the agreement between Que Tal and Adams Services. If, at any time, Que Tal
discovers that employees and/or contractors of Que Tal that are assigned to work with
District students have been convicted of a crime, Que Tal must notify the District. The
District will make a determination of whether the conviction renders the assigned
employee and/or contractor unfit to continue to provide services pursuant to this
Agreement, subject to any limitations under state or federal law.

13.

Indemnification. Que Tal agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the District,
its employees, officers, directors, insurers, attorneys, and agents against any and all
claims, demands, suits, costs, judgments, or other forms of liability, actual or claimed,
including attorneys’ fees and punitive damages, for injury to property or persons, arising
out of any actions or omissions by Que Tal or Que Tal’s employees, officers, directors,
agents, or independent contractors. The District shall have the right to choose its own
legal counsel and seek reimbursement from Que Tal or its insurer for the cost of
defending itself in any legal action or administrative proceeding identified in this
paragraph. Que Tal’s duty to defend, indemnify, and hold the District harmless survives
the expiration and termination of this Agreement. The District will be legally or
financially responsible for any and all liability arising out of any actions or omissions by
the District’s employees.
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14.

Notices. Any notice given under this Agreement is sufficient if it is in writing, legible,
and delivered to the other party by hand, courier, registered mail, certified mail, regular
mail, or electronic mail at the applicable address listed below for the party. Notice is
effective upon receipt. If notice is provided by registered, certified, or regular mail, it is
effective upon receipt or three days after the date it was postmarked, whichever is earlier.
Notices, including bills and payments, must be sent to the following:
Que Tal Representative
Franciso Peschard, Executive Director
P.O. Box 186
Hamel, MN 55340

District Representative
John Toop, Director of Business Services
Edina Public Schools #273
5701 Normandale Rd
Edina, MN 55424

francisco.peschard@quetalwayzata.org
Ph: 763-208-3231

John.Toop@edinaschools.org
Ph: 952-848-4916

15.

Third Parties. This Agreement does not create any rights, claims or benefits to any
person that is not a party hereto, nor does it create or establish any third party beneficiary.

16.

Insurance. Que Tal, at its expense and for the duration of this Agreement, shall procure
and maintain in full force and effect Commercial General Liability Insurance with
minimum limits of $1,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000 annual aggregate. This
policy shall, at a minimum, cover liability arising out of or related to its services and
transportation provided under this Agreement. At the District’s request, Que Tal will
provide the District with proof of the insurance policies required by this Paragraph. An
umbrella or excess liability policy may be used in conjunction with primary coverage
limits to meet the minimum Commercial General Liability Insurance limit requirements.

17.

Assignment. Neither party may assign any rights or duties under this Agreement without
the written consent of the other party.

18.

Waiver and Enforcement. The failure to insist on compliance with any term, covenant,
or condition contained in this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of that term,
covenant, or condition, nor shall any waiver or relinquishment of any right or power
contained in this Agreement at any time be deemed a waiver or relinquishment of any
right or power at any other time. Each Party shall be responsible for its own costs and
expenses associated with this Agreement and any related matters, including enforcement
of this Agreement.

19.

Choice of Law and Forum. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State
of Minnesota. Venue for all legal proceedings arising out of this Agreement, or breach of
this Agreement, must be in Minnesota state or federal court.

20.

Equal Drafting and Severability. In the event that either Party asserts that a provision
of this Agreement is ambiguous, this Agreement must be construed to have been drafted
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equally by the parties. If any provision of this Agreement is held unenforceable by a
court of law, the remaining portions of the Agreement will remain in full force and effect
unless the remaining portions would not serve the original purpose of the Agreement.
21.

Entire Agreement. The terms of this Agreement constitute the entire agreement of the
parties. Except as stated in this Agreement, no party has relied on any statement,
promise, inducement, or representation. This Agreement supersedes any and all prior
statements and agreements between the Parties relating to the subject matter of this
Agreement. No variation, modification, or waiver of any provision of this Agreement
will be valid unless both parties agree to the change in writing, as evidenced by a duly
signed addendum to this Agreement. A copy of this Agreement will have the same legal
effect as the original.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have entered into this Agreement on the dates
shown below. By signing below each party specifically acknowledges that it has read this
Agreement, that it has been advised to review the terms of this Agreement with legal
counsel, that it has received all necessary approvals from governing bodies to enter into
such Agreement, and that it agrees to be legally bound by all terms of the Agreement.

Que Tal

Independent School District No. 273, Edina

By: ___________________________
Its: President

By: __________________________________
School Board Chair

Date: _________________________

Date: _______________________________

By: __________________________________
School Board Clerk
Date: _______________________________
RASW: 134032
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Board Meeting Date: 05/09/2022

TITLE: Staff Device Agreement with CDW
TYPE: Consent
PRESENTER(S): Natasha Monsaas-Daly, Director, District Media & Technology Services
BACKGROUND: The district provides a device to staff. This device is either a laptop or a
desktop workstation. These devices are on a 4-5 year replacement cycle. We partnered with
Catalyst Sourcing Solution for our device procurement process. Catalyst developed our RFP
and handled the bidding process. We received three bids - CDW, Now Micro, and Xerox. Based
on our rubric criteria, we have made the choice to purchase our staff devices from CDW. The
contract of $167,500 will provide 100 laptops and 100 desktops for the ‘22-23 refresh cycle.

RECOMMENDATION: None at this time.
PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER: Contract with CDW.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Report (next page)

Sourcing Summary
General Information
Department:
Purchase Owner:

Category:

Media and Technology
Ms. Natasha Monsaas-Daly

Windows-based Devices (Laptops/Desktops)

Date:

5-3-2022

Process Notes
Request for Quote (RFQ) requiring use of valid preexisting Joint Powers Contract

Process used

Vendors participating

•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Buy (no quote)
CDW-G (submitted)
NOW Micro (submitted)
Nor-Tech (no submission)
Technology Resource Advisors (no submission)
Xerox Business Solutions (submitted)

Description

Specification
Storage

256 GB SSD (nvme)

RAM

16GB

Battery

Intel i5-1135G7 or better

USB 3 Ports

2 or more

Network Interface Card

Laptop Specifications

10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities

Display

14” Touchscreen

Camera

Webcam built-in

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi 6

Keyboard

Backlit

Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or
accessories
Quantity

Description

Storage
RAM
Processor
Network Interface Card
USB 3 Ports
USB Ports
Digital Video Outputs

Desktop Specifications

8+ hours battery

Processor

Wi-Fi
Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or
accessories

USB C Power adapter for Laptop
Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
•

Lenovo L14
o
Generation 3 or equivalent

The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional
batteries, power adapters, and spare parts depot.
100

Specification
256 GB SSD (nvme)
16GB
Intel i5-10400T or better
10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities
THREE (3) or more USB 3 Ports
FIVE (5) or more total (including USB 3)
•
DisplayPort or HDMI
•
Two (2) or more
Wi-Fi 6
Power adapter
Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
Lenovo M70q Tiny Desktop Model or equivalent
The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional power
adapters, and spare parts depot.

Submitting Vendor Information
Company Name
CDW-G

Company Contact
Mayank Srivrastava

Joint Powers Agreement utilized
E&11439: E&I CNR01439 Catalog

Jerome Smith

MN State Contract # 160321

Michaelle Meland

Omnia Contract number: R171406

Company Name
CDW-G

Reference #1
Burnsville ISD 191

Reference #2
Mankato ISD 77

Now Micro

Minneapolis ISD 1

Anoka ISD 11

Wayzata ISD 010284

Slinger ISD 5513950

Now Micro
Xerox

References

Xerox

Questions/Responses
Question

Have you reviewed and agree with the District Terms, conditions, specifications, and
requirements as described? [Y/N]
Have you provided all documentation required? [Y/N]
Did you provided ALL Service Level Agreements (or docs) to be included in the
evaluations process? [Y/N]
What is the approximate number of weeks between order submission date and
delivery to district? [Y/N]
What is the latest date for receipt of Purchase Order to ensure delivery by 7/1/2021?
[Y/N]

CDW

Now Micro

Xerox

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

2

7

ASAP

6/11/2022

5/13/2022

Systems Proposed
Desc

CDW

Per Unit

Now Micro

Per Unit

Xerox

Per Unit

Xerox

Per Unit

Laptop

Lenovo
20X2SAXD00

$965.00

HP
613Q2UT

$1,030.00

Lenovo
21C50011US

$1,150.04

HP
61G02AV

$832.00

Parts Depot Warranty
- Laptop

3-year

$0.00

3-year

$0.00

3-year

$71.96

3-year

$0.00

Desktop

Lenovo
11T4S0T700

$710.00

HP
683J7UT

$760.00

Lenovo
11MY001YUS

$726.33

HP
9AG51AV

$690.24

Parts Depot Warranty
- Desktop

3-year

$0.00

3-year

$0.00

3-year

$0.00

3-year

$0.00

Net Cost Comparison
Desc

Qty

CDW
Net

Now Micro
Net

Xerox
Net

Xerox ALT
Net

Laptop

100

$96,500.00

$103,000.00

$115,040.00

$83,229.00

Desktop

100

$71,000.00

$75,000

$72,633.00

$69,024.00

Parts Warranty

200

$0.00

$0.00

$7,196.00

$0.00

Total

$167,500.00

$178,000.00

$194,869.00

$152,253.00

Recommendation
After carefully reviewing the proposed options, the Media and Technology Department recommends the selection of the
CDW-G proposal based on their ability to offer equipment most similar to the district’s current preferred fleet at the lowest cost,
ability to meet timeline requirements, and prior experience with the device manufacturer (Lenovo) and vendor (CDW-G).
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Sourcing Summary
General Information
Organization:

ISD #273 – Edina Public Schools

Department:

Media and Technology

Date:

4/28/2022

Category:

Windows-based Devices

Process Notes
Process used

Vendors participating

Request for Quote (RFQ) requiring use of valid preexisting Joint Powers Contract
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Buy (no quote)
CDW-G (submitted)
NOW Micro (submitted)
Nor-Tech (no submission)
Technology Resource Advisors (no submission)
Xerox Business Solutions (submitted)

Submitting Vendor Information
Company Name

Company Contact

Joint Powers Agreement utilized

Mayank Srivrastava

E&11439: E&I CNR01439 Catalog

Jerome Smith

MN State Contract # 160321

Michaelle Meland

Omnia Contract number: R171406

Reference #1

Reference #2

CDW-G

Burnsville ISD 191

Mankato ISD 77

Now Micro

Minneapolis ISD 1

Anoka ISD 11

Wayzata ISD 010284

Slinger ISD 5513950

CDW-G
Now Micro
Xerox

References
Company Name

Xerox

Questions/Responses
Question

CDW

Now Micro

Xerox

Have you reviewed and agree with the District Terms, conditions,
specifications, and requirements as described? [Y/N]

Y

Y

Y

Have you provided all documentation required? [Y/N]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

2

7

ASAP

6/11/2022

5/13/2022

Did you provided ALL Service Level Agreements (or docs) to be included in
the evaluations process? [Y/N]
What is the approximate number of weeks between order submission date
and delivery to district? [Y/N]
What is the latest date for receipt of Purchase Order to ensure delivery by
7/1/2021? [Y/N]

Sourcing Summary
Pricing Comparison
Desc

Qty

CDW Desc

Per Unit

Net

Now Micro Desc

Per Unit

Net

Xerox Desc

Per Unit

Net

Laptop

100

Lenovo 20X2SAXD00

$965.00

$96,500.00

EliteBook 840 G8 –
613Q2UT

$1,030.00

$103,000.00

Lenovo 21C50011US

$1,150.04

$115,040.00

Desktop

100

Lenovo 11T4S0T700

$710.00

$71,000.00

EliteDesk 800 G6
Desktop Mini –
683J7UT

$760.00

$75,000

Lenovo 11MY001YUS

$726.33

$72,633.00

Parts Depot
Warranty – Laptop

100

3-year Depot
Warranty

$0.00

$0.00

3-year Depot
Warranty

$0.00

$0.00

3-year Depot
Warranty

$71.96

$7,196.00

Parts Depot
Warranty – Desktop

100

3-year Depot
Warranty

$0.00

$0.00

3-year Depot
Warranty

$0.00

$0.00

3-year Depot
Warranty

$0.00

$0.00

Total:

$167,500.00

Total:

$178,000.00

Total

$194,869.00

Pricing Comparison - Alternates
Desc

Qty

CDW Desc

Per Unit

Net

Now Micro Desc

Per Unit

Net

Xerox Desc

Per Unit

Net

Laptop

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HP 9AG51AC

$832.00

$83,229.00

Desktop

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HP 61G02AV

$690.24

$69,024.00

Total:

$0.00

Total:

$0.00

Total:

$152,253.00

Optional Services Proposed
Desc

CDW

Now Micro

Xerox

HP EliteDisplay E24 G4 Monitor

No quote

$175.00

No quote

HP USB-C Dock G5

No quote

$135.00

No quote

HP 65W Smart AC Adapter

No quote

$45.00

No quote

HP 922h G4 FHD Monitor

No quote

$140.00

No quote

White Glove Services

No quote

No quote

$8.58

Asset Tagging

No quote

No quote

$9.00

Unboxing laptop Desktop Boxes and removing boxes

No quote

No quote

$0.00

Edina Public Schools
Windows-Based Devices (2022)

Digital Response | 4/28/2022 10:30 AM

© CDW Government LLC 2022 | 230 N. Milwaukee Ave. | Vernon Hills, IL 60061
To the extent allowable, all information and documents hereby submitted in response to the Request for Quote (“RFQ”) furnished by
Edina Public Schools are the Proprietary and Confidential property of CDW Government LLC (“CDW•G”).

4/28/2022
Edina Public Schools
5701 Normandie Road Suite 339
Edina, MN, 55424

One CDW Way
230 N. Milwaukee Avenue
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
P: 847.371.5800
F: 847.465.6800
Toll-free: 800.808.4239
cdwg.com/PeopleWhoGetIT

RE: CDW Education Response to Edina Public Schools’ RFQ for Windows-Based Devices (2022)
Dear Natasha Monsaas-Daly
CDW Education understands the objective of the RFP is for Edina Public Schools to identify a reliable and
experienced supplier partner capable of managing your technology solution. Our response demonstrates
CDW Education’s ability to contribute to the overall success of this initiative.
CDW Education is a specialized segment of CDW Government LLC (“CDW•G”), the wholly-owned subsidiary
of CDW LLC. As a global systems integrator impacting 75 million students across 34 countries, we enable
and empower over 17,000 education institutions to get the most out of the transformational impact of our
partners' technology. Specific advantages of partnering with us include:


Benefit 1. Extensive customized configuration services ensures products arrive at your locations ready
to plug and play, maximizing your staff’s productivity.



Benefit 2. Highly trained and experienced account team, including a dedicated account manager is
responsible for coordinating all of your needs and ensuring customer satisfaction.



Benefit 3. Valuable presales consulting expertise assists with developing solutions that provide robust
functionality, efficiencies, and cost savings.

As always, we consistently strive to exceed your expectations. Should you have any questions regarding
our response, please contact your account manager, Mayank Srivastava, at (312) 705-9366, or via email at
mayasri@cdw.com. We thank you for the opportunity to participate in this RFP process and are confident
you will find our response advantageous from both a strategic and budgetary standpoint.
Sincerely,

*

Justin Schwier
Supervisor, Proposals
CDW Education

*CDW Government (“CDW•G”) submits this bid response subject only to the terms and conditions contained in the current
E&I1439: E&I CNR01439 Catalog agreement. Any terms and conditions in the bid or elsewhere that are additional to or
different from the terms and conditions of that agreement shall not apply to any transaction(s) that results from CDW•G’s
submission of its bid response.

© CDW Government LLC 2022 | 230 N. Milwaukee Ave. | Vernon Hills, IL 60061
To the extent allowable, all information and documents hereby submitted in response to the Request for Quote (“RFQ”) furnished by
Edina Public Schools are the Proprietary and Confidential property of CDW Government LLC (“CDW•G”).

REQUEST FOR QUOTE: WINDOWS-BASED DEVICES (2022)

Opportunity Overview
Independent School District No. 273 is seeking proposals for the PURCHASE of Windows-based Devices – (Laptop [100 units] and Desktop
Computers [100 units]). The district would potentially be seeking additional units over the next 12 months.

Eligibility
Vendors must have a current, eligible Joint Powers-eligible cooperative agreement in which to base their proposed pricing on.

Submission Process
Questions can be submitted via email up until April 22nd, 2022, at 10:30 AM.
Questions can be emailed to rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com.
After receipt of all questions, a response addendum will be emailed to all known participating vendors.
Proposals for Windows Devices and related items will be received either electronically or by mail by the Independent School District No.
273, Edina, MN until 10:30 AM, April 28th, 2022, at the office of the Director, District Media and Technology Services.
Please clearly mark proposals “Staff PCs RFP (2022)” (in email subject line or on envelope).
Emailed proposals can be submitted to rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com.
If submitting physical copy, envelopes containing proposals must be sealed, clearly marked “Windows Devices RFP (2022)”, and feature
the name and address of the vendor and addressed to:
Attn: Natasha Monsaas-Daly
District Media and Technology Services
Independent School District No. 273
5701 Normandale Road, Suite 339
Edina, MN 55424

Proposal Content Requirements
Submissions should include:
•

•

Proposal Forms
o
Vendors shall submit their proposals upon the Submission Worksheet included with the specifications.

The Edina Public Schools’ School Board reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals or
parts of such proposals and waive any formalities or irregularities in quoting process. No proposal may
be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days after receipt without the consent of the Edina Public
Schools’ School Board. All quotations are to be F.O.B., Edina, MN.
Proposal Data
o
Vendors are encouraged to provide other information or documentation applicable to their proposal along
with the worksheet provided.
o
Proposed data should include:

Specification sheets for proposed devices

Document explaining repair process, estimated completion time, status communications, and
remedies for service failure (time or completion)

Documentation on the repair process to include any Web portals, paperwork, and contact information
needed to facilitate repairs of devices

Process Timeline
Event/Milestone

Date
Release of Documentation

4/19/2022

Deadline for vendor questions

4/22/2022

Proposal Deadline

4/28/2022

School Board Recommendation

5/9/2022

Submission of Purchase Order (no later than)

5/13/2022

Product Delivery (on-or-before)

7/1/2022

Evaluation and Selection Criteria
The district will evaluate each individual item and may choose to award any combination of items to vendors who submit. Contracts
will be awarded after confirmation by the Edina School District of the Vendor's ability to comply with all requirements called for in the
general provisions and specifications.
The Edina School District reserves the right to evaluate all proposals and determine whether the district’s specifications and
requirements are satisfied and to award contracts as the Edina School District determines to be in its best interest.
The Edina School District reserves the right to award the contract; reject all proposals; and/or waive minor irregularities or discrepancies
within the sourcing process based solely on the district’s evaluation of best value.
The following criteria will be used for evaluating proposals:
Evaluation Point Description

Weight (%)
Cost

51%

Ability to deliver product by July 1 , 2022

30%

References and prior performance/relationship with district

19%

st

Terms and Conditions
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

H.

I.

J.
K.
L.

M.

Eligibility & Compliance with Federal and State Law: Vendor must assure District that they have complied with all applicable Federal and State laws,
regulations and rules.
Invitation: The invitation to quote, which is attached hereto, and everything contained therein is adopted by reference and made part of these
specifications and conditions.
General Criteria for Award: After taking into consideration conformity with the specifications, timelines and other conditions imposed in the call for
proposals, an award shall be made to the lowest responsible vendor.
Writing: Within ten days of the award, persons having authority to contract for the parties shall duly execute a formal contract covering the subject
matter of the proposal.
Form of Proposals: The proposal must be submitted on the form prescribed by the District, a sample of which is contained in these specifications.
Vendor Qualifications: The District reserves the right to refuse to consider the proposal of a vendor who is not known to be reliable, skilled, and
regularly engaged in providing the service and/or goods described in the request. In addition, the District may require of any vendor to provide
evidence satisfactory to the District, of the vendor’s financial responsibility, and ability to efficiently, economically and satisfactorily perform the
services and/or deliver the goods required by the District.
Rejection of Proposal: In addition to grounds for rejection stated elsewhere in law, or in these specifications and conditions, the District may reject a
proposal if:
1)
The vendor fails to provide reasonable evidence reasonably requested pursuant to G.
2)
The vendor misstates or conceals any material fact in their proposal.
3)
The proposal submitted is conditional.
Alterations and Erasures: A proposal containing an alteration or erasure of any price contained in the proposed quote, which is used in determining
the lowest responsible quote shall be rejected unless the alteration or erasure is corrected as herein provided. An alteration or erasure may be
crossed out and the correction thereof printed in ink or typewritten adjacent thereto an initialed in ink by the person signing the proposal.
Identical low Proposals: In the case of identical low proposals from two or more vendors, the Board may at its discretion utilize negotiated
procurement methods with the tied low vendors with lowest proposals for that particular transaction, so long as the price paid does not exceed the
original proposal.
Single Quote: In the case where only a single proposal is received, the Board may, at its discretion, negotiate a mutually agreeable contract with the
vendor so long as the price paid does not exceed the original proposed quote.
Withdrawal and Award Deadlines: No vendor may withdraw his/her proposal within 60 days after the date of opening. The District may elect to take
up to 60 days to decide which vendor is to receive the award.
Award Options:
District reserves the right to:
1)
Award this contract in part or whole to a single vendor
2)
Reject any or all quotes/proposals.
3)
Award contract based on the investigation of vendors, as well as acceptance of alternates, all of which the Owner
deems to be in their best interest.
4)
Waive informalities or minor irregularities in proposals and waive minor irregularities or discrepancies in RFP procedure.
5)
Cancel a contract entered in to with the successful vendor at any time, upon 30 days’ written notice, if the District’s
standards are not met.
6)
the District is solely responsible for rendering the decision in matters of interpretation of all terms and conditions.
7)
The District, in determining the lowest responsible vendor, will consider in addition to the RFP process, the quality,
suitability and adaptability of the item(s) to be purchased for the use for which it is intended.
8)
Trade-in policy and allowances will be considered where appropriate.
Collusion:
Collusion is grounds for bid rejection of all collusive vendors.
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Terms & Conditions (cont’d)
N.

O.

P.
Q.

Title IX Compliance Notice & Non-Discrimination Policy: The District strictly adheres to Minnesota State Statute Section 181.59, Discrimination on
Account of Race, Creed, or Color Prohibited in Contract, for the contracts it will enters into. During the performance of this contract, the vendor
agrees that it shall not unlawfully discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, creed, religion, gender,
national origin, sexual orientation, disability, age, marital status, or public assistance status. The Bidder will take affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed and that employees are treated equally during employment, without unlawful discrimination because of their race, color,
creed, religion, gender, national origin, disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, or public assistance status.
Vendors shall also comply with any applicable federal or state laws regarding nondiscrimination. The following list includes, but is not meant to limit,
laws that may be applicable:
•
Minnesota Statute Chapter 363A
•
The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972
•
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973
•
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
•
The Equal Pay Act of 1963
•
The Job Training Partnership Act of 1982
Equal Opportunity: It is the policy of the District, in compliance with current Federal and State statutes and regulations, and in recognition of its
obligation to provide equal opportunity for education and employment for all persons within its jurisdiction, not to discriminate on the basis of sex,
race, religion, color, national origin, economic status, disability, age or marital status in any of the educational programs or personnel practices of the
Edina School District. The Superintendent is designated as coordinator for compliance for all areas relating to educational programs and personnel
practices. Title IX prohibits school districts from conducting business with any contractor or vendor not complying with Title IX requirements.
Requirements for onsite service providers: Vendor employees and contractors who will be providing services on District premises must have been
subject to a state and federal criminal background check and drug/chemical screening within the past 18 months.
Insurance Requirements: You may be required to provide proof of insurance as requested by District. Coverage levels described below should be
considered MINIMUM requirements.
Insurance

Worker's Compensation

Comprehensive General Liability (including PremisesOperations; Independent Contractor’s Protective; Products
and Completed Operations; Broad-Form Property Damage)
Blanket Contractual Liability
Comprehensive Automobile Liability

R.
S.
T.

U.

V.

Description

Coverage

Aggregate

Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

Personal Injury, with Employment
Exclusion Deleted

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

State Statutory Employer's Liability

Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit
Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit

$500,000

$1,000,000 each occurrence
$1,000,000 each occurrence

n/a

$2,000,000 aggregate
$2,000,000 aggregate

Non-Waiver of Specifications and Conditions: Failure or neglect of the District to require compliance with any term, condition, or specification of the
quoting shall not be deemed a waiver of the same.
Terms of Payment: Payments will be according to Minnesota Statute 471.425, currently providing for payment within 35 days after receipt of the
merchandise or the invoice, whichever comes latest. Nothing in the vendor’s proposal, quote, contract, or invoice will override this provision.
Prompt Payment to Subcontractors: Contract to comply with 2006 Minnesota Statute, Chapter 471.425 regarding “Prompt Payment to
Subcontractors” or the specification whichever is most stringent. 471.425 requires the prime contractor to pay any subcontractor or supplier within 10
days of the prime contractor’s receipt of payment from the municipality for undisputed services or supplies provided by the subcontractor or supplier.
Refer to the statute for additional information.
Taxes: No direct charge may be made for federal, state or municipal sales and excise taxes, for which Independent School District 273 is exempt.
The quote price shall not include the amount of any such tax. The vendor shall pay all taxes imposed on any and all goods and/or services used so
that there will be no liability on the part of the Owner for any type of tax assessed thereon.
Minnesota Taxes: Instrumentalities of the State of Minnesota are not subject to the State of Minnesota Sales Tax pursuant to Minnesota Laws
of 1967, Extra Session, Chapter 32, Article XIII, Section 25, Sub 1, Para. (J).
Excise Taxes: Instrumentalities of the State of Minnesota are not subject to Federal Excise Taxes. Individual exemption certificates will be
furnished upon request if needed by successful vendor(s) to reclaim such charges.
Confidentiality: All documents, materials and information supplied to the School District are subject to the Minnesota government data practice act.
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General Specifications
It is the intent of the Edina School District No. 273 to acquire Windows-based Laptops, Desktop PCs, and accessories as described in the
specifications below. These can be awarded to one vendor, or each item can be awarded to individual vendors based on response.
All equipment supplied pursuant to this solicitation shall be new, or later, currently advertised, standard production models,
incorporating all the latest available changes and features.
The Vendor shall furnish the manufacturer’s standard new equipment warranty at a minimum and shall promptly replace or repair
defective materials, parts, or workmanship and/or inadequate design at no cost to the purchaser.
Proposed price shall be all inclusive so that no other charges shall be applicable to the Edina School District.
The specifications describe the approved models as an example. Participating vendors can propose these specific devices or those
that are

Laptop Specifications
Description

Specification
256 GB SSD (nvme)

Storage
RAM

16GB

Battery

8+ hours battery

Processor

Intel i5-1135G7 or better

USB 3 Ports
Network Interface Card

2 or more
10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities

Display

14” Touchscreen

Camera

Webcam built-in

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi 6

Keyboard
Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or accessories

Backlit
USB C Power adapter for Laptop
Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
•
Lenovo L14
o
Generation 3 or equivalent
The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional
batteries, power adapters, and spare parts depot.

Quantity

100

Storage

256 GB SSD (nvme)

Desktop Specifications
Description

Specification
RAM

16GB

Processor
Network Interface Card
USB 3 Ports
USB Ports
Digital Video Outputs
Wi-Fi
Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or accessories

Intel i5-10400T or better
10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities
THREE (3) or more USB 3 Ports
FIVE (5) or more total (including USB 3)
•
•

DisplayPort or HDMI
Two (2) or more
Wi-Fi 6
Power adapter

Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
Lenovo M70q Tiny Desktop Model or equivalent
The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional
power adapters, and spare parts depot.

All equipment must be delivered no later than July 1st, 2022
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Quote Worksheet
Your Company Information
Company Name

CDW Government LLC

Contact Name

Address

230 N. Milwaukee Ave.

City

Vernon Hills

IL

Zip

60061

State

Joint Powers Agreement utilized (Holding organization & contract number)

Mayank Srivastava

E&I1439: E&I CNR01439 Catalog

References
District/Organization

Contact Name

Contact Email

Contact Phone

Burnsville ISD 191

Rachel Gorton

rgorton@isd91.org

952-707-2065

Mankato ISD 77

Angie Potts

apotts1@isd77.org

507-387-7698

Questions
Question

Your Response

Have you reviewed & agree with all terms, conditions, specifications, and requirements as described? [Y/N]

Yes

Have you provided all documentation required (as found on page 1)? [Y/N]

Yes

Are you able to maintain the proposed pricing for up to 1-year for additional orders? [Y/N]

Yes

What is the approximate number of weeks between order submission date and delivery to district? [#]
What is the latest date for receipt of Purchase Order to ensure delivery by July 1st, 2022? [DATE]

Currently 8 weeks
As Soon As Possible

Device Pricing
Description

Qty

Unit Manufacturer

Unit Model

Price Per Unit (FOB)

Net

Laptop Computers

100

Lenovo

20X2SAXD00

$965.00

$96,500.00

Desktop Computers

100

Lenovo

11T4S0T700

$710.00

$71,000.00

Additional Item Pricing
Please share any additional parts, services, or warranty included or discounted based on the proposed units above.
•

Examples: Power Cords, Parts Depot, Batteries, additional support, extended warranty coverage, etc.
Description/Includes

Quantity
Proposed

Per unit price
proposed

3-Year Depot Warranty - Laptop

100

included

3-Year Depot Warranty - Desktop

100

included
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Edina Public Schools, Windows-Based Devices (2022)

Company Overview
CDW Education understands that the objective of this RFx is for Edina Public Schools to identify the
most reliable and experienced provider for Windows-Based Devices. Whatever the driving force behind
your technology needs, we can support you where you are and help you achieve your goals—present
and future—with the right solutions, precisely implemented, which can evolve with your organization.
We get how technology has evolved as a business driver to solve your most critical organizations
challenges, understand your business, optimize technology and build unique IT solutions, and prepare
for future evolution. We have been helping organizations of every type and size optimize efficiency,
productivity, and performance for over thirty years. CDW Education stands behind you to maximize
your IT investment, connect you with top industry vendors, solve your business problems, and meet
your unique IT needs.

How We Can Help Edina Public Schools Achieve Your Goals
As Edina Public Schools evaluates its options for this RFP, CDW Education would like to call out several
benefits of partnering with us:
Technical Resources: Access
to hundreds of Solution
Architects in multiple
disciplines.

Turnkey with Breadth of
Solutions: We are
technology neutral with
100,000+ products and
services from 1,000+ leading and
emerging brands. We continually update
these partners and products, allowing
you access to industry-leading
solutions.
Scalability: A team of CDW IT
professionals will be
dedicated to Edina Public
Schools. Those resources will continue
to grow as business grows. We are
committed to making sure you receive
the highest level of service and have the
right team engaged.

Post-Sales Services: Access
to more than 300 technicians,
engineers, and support staff
who perform desktop imaging,
network configuration, server
builds, and full rack buildouts.

Edina Public Schools
and CDW Education
Economies of Scale: Edina
Public Schoolsgains the
advantage of our size in the
marketplace. As a top
partner (often the No. 1 partner
worldwide) to such manufacturers as
Cisco, Dell EMC, HPE, and Lenovo, we can
provide you with insight into new
technology.

Redundancy and Speed:
Store products in one of our
two US -owned, ISO
9001:2015-certified
distribution facilities. CDW Education can
assist with equipment schedules and
logistics.

Financial Strength: Our
financial stability stems
from our vendor-neutral
solutions and multiple
dedicated customer channels. Multiple
avenues for growth and a balanced
customer base allow us to weather
economic and technology cycles.

Tracking and Visibility:
Online procurement
capabilities streamline and
standardize purchasing, support flexible
reporting, and improve decision making.

Many respected vendors have well-established procurement/delivery and installation procedures but
no plan or personnel in place to ensure their company remains compliant with the contract once signed.

© CDW Government LLC 2022 | 230 N. Milwaukee Ave. | Vernon Hills, IL 60061
To the extent allowable, all information and documents hereby submitted in response to the Request for Quote (“RFQ”) furnished by
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Edina Public Schools will benefit from partnering with a vendor who not only offers a diverse breadth of
technology solutions but also has proven dexterity in the intricacies of state and local government
contracts. In addition to our customer-centric account management teams, we have a program
management (PM) department singularly devoted to managing contracts. Our experienced PM team
manages nearly 1,000 active state, local, and education contracts. When Edina Public Schools signs a
contract with us, you also save time you might otherwise spend tracking data on the contract,
advertising your contract to potential end users, and ensuring proper pricing and discounts are applied
to every purchase.
Along with unwavering customer focus, we are committed to technology solutions delivering the best
possible service and support with one-stop shopping for customized solutions. No matter where you
are on your technology journey, Edina Public Schools gets more from your IT investment through our
Technology Services, from roadmaps and adoption to project deployment and lifecycle management.
Some benefits Edina Public Schools will realize when partnering with CDW Education are:


Accessibility, reliability, and consistency for a smoother experience



Greater efficiencies through automated operations, agility, and
scalability



Increased infrastructure security with preventative and
proactive protection and remediation



Robust solution development for your unique challenges by
experienced and knowledgeable engineers.





CDW
Amplified™ Services

Integrated technology solutions designed, implemented, and
managed by highly specialized solution architects who can help
you capitalize on new opportunities
Management of your technology environment today and into
the future with lifecycle technical and customer support, from
presales consultations to post-implementation issue resolution

Security
Infrastructure
Workspace
Support
Data
Development



Savings of time money by supplementing your IT staff quickly with award-winning staff
augmentation



A strong partnership with individuals Edina Public Schools knows and trusts due to high
retention of quality coworkers motivated to maximize performance and productivity.
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WE GET Reliable Distribution
Unlike many solutions integrators, CDW operates physical warehouses as opposed to the virtual
warehouse methodology. CDW has two large, strategically located distribution centers controlled by a
state-of-the-art Warehouse Management System (WMS) that ensures speed and accuracy
throughout the order fulfillment and distribution processes. CDW has a 450,000-square-foot
distribution center located at our headquarters in Vernon Hills, IL and a 513,000-square-foot
distribution center located in North Las Vegas, NV. These locations facilitate quick distribution of
products to our growing customer base throughout the country. The Vernon Hills (VH) distribution
center focuses on distributing products to customers east of the Mississippi River while the Las Vegas
(LV) distribution center primarily serves the western part of the United States.

LAS VEGAS, NV

VERNON HILLS, IL

513k square feet
Capacity for up to 10K+
configurations per day

450k square feet
Capacity for up to 10K+
configurations per day

OUR CONFIGURATION CENTERS ARE PCI CERTIFIED AND HOLD SEVERAL ISO CERTIFICATIONS:
ISO 9001

ISO 14001

ISO 20243

ISO 27001

ISO 28000

Quality

Environmental

Risk Management

Information Security

Secure Supply Chain

As of April 2021, CDW holds over $500M of inventory in our two CDW-owned distribution centers that
total almost 1M square feet. Our ISO 9001, 14001 and 28000 certified strategically located distribution
centers provide speed, accuracy, and excellent geographic coverage across the United States. We
have access to more than 100,000 top brand-name products from more than 1,000 leading
manufacturers.
Due to the size of our facilities that span four levels of storage and three level picking modules, forklifts
are required to stock and pick products as needed. Our product lineup includes desktops, notebooks,
servers, peripherals, networking and communications equipment, software, accessories, plotters,
network printers, desktop printers, and print supplies. We offer everything your IT operation could
possibly need – from enterprise solutions to mouse pads.

WE GET Strong Manufacturer and Distribution Partnerships
A significant advantage we offer Edina Public Schools is our ability to deliver the right products, at the
right value, right when you need them. As one of the largest direct market resellers, CDW has
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established exceptional working relationships with the major manufacturers in the technology
industry. Our buying power attracts the industry’s top manufacturers – and their best prices. To
supplement our direct purchasing model, CDW has developed strong affiliations with principal channel
distributors. Our distribution centers are located in close proximity to principal distributors; this enables
us to quickly obtain competitively priced, non-stocked items.
CDW’s 2021 Environmental, Social, and Governance Report demonstrates our commitment to
operating responsibly and creating value for our coworkers, customers, communities, and investors.
CDW’s ESG report is built on our Circle of Service approach and on the CDW Way, the values we live by
that keep us focused on what matters, ensuring consideration of our stakeholders and societal
impacts.

WE GET Secure Supply Chain
Inventory availability and reliable distribution are not the only key elements in effective purchasing.
More and more, organizations rely on information and communication technology to handle growing
workloads and mission-critical operations. In this increasingly uncertain world, they are facing a
dangerous reality: the rise of counterfeit and maliciously tainted equipment. Customer can be confident
in the quality of the products you order through CDW. ISO 28000:2007 Secure Supply Chain is an
important standard for our company. The scope of the certification includes planning, deployment, and
provisioning of supply chain services and supporting processes. ISO 28000:2007 certification
demonstrates that CDW has mature, end-to-end risk management programs, with a focus on
delivering quality and security in managing information, products, and services to meet our customers’
needs.

WE GET National and International Reach
Businesses today demand a seamless international experience — one that ensures consistent service
levels and transparency across touchpoints, as well as access to local expertise and capabilities. Our
U.S. operational footprint is abundantly national, with offices located in every region and two state-ofthe-art distribution centers strategically located for the fastest possible service.

Comprehensive IT Solutions for Edina Public Schools
Edina Public Schools can develop the best total solution while attaining the most value with our full
range of products and services, from discrete hardware and software products to integrated IT
solutions. We are technology “agnostic,” focused on finding the right solution for you rather than
pushing a particular brand, and our sales and service delivery teams consist of nearly 6,000 customerfacing coworkers, including more than 2,000 field sellers, highly skilled technology specialists and
advanced service delivery engineers. Our offerings are comprehensive, including expert consulting,
design, configuration, installation, and lifecycle management services.
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We have services dedicated to each stage of your solution rollout and IT journey, with technical support
and professional services experts, architects and engineers that give your IT team the time they need
to turn IT into a competitive advantage.

Full-Stack Expertise
Products and Partnerships
100,000+ products from more
than 1,000 vendors including
Acer, Adobe, Cisco, Dell EMC, HP,
IBM, Lenovo, Microsoft, NetApp,
and VMware!

Technology Services







eProcurement integration
Leasing services
Managed services
Pre-shipment configuration
Professional services
Warranty and maintenance

Total Solutions









Cloud
Collaboration
Data center and networking
Managed Print Services
Point of Sale
Security
Software management
Total Mobility Management

WE GET K-12 Education
Forget blackboards — the classroom of today is a student-centered, collaborative environment that
supports a wide range of abilities and learning activities. Education, reimagined: Teachers empowered
to inspire students. Students immersed in personalized learning environments that improve academic
outcomes. Parents engaged in supporting student progress. That’s what can happen when you
innovatively integrate technology into K-12 education. CDW•G can help you get the right classroom
technology and layout in your schools to motivate your students and enable better educational
outcomes.

CDW Quick Facts

ABOUT CDW EDUCATION

Vernon Hills, IL
Headquarters

CDW Education is a specialized segment of CDW Government LLC
(“CDW•G”), the wholly-owned subsidiary of CDW LLC, a leading
multi-brand technology solutions provider to business, government,
education and healthcare organizations in the United States, the
United Kingdom and Canada. Recognizing the unique challenges and
opportunities of our public sector customers, we established CDW•G
in 1998 to focus on the specific needs of the government and
education sectors. Our teams are broken down by segment, with
separate teams serving State and Local customers, K-12, Higher
Education, and Federal, and further organized into 11 geographic
regions for a higher level of specialization. Our customer base is quite
diverse, ranging from state and local government, federal, healthcare,
K-12 and higher education. We have an expansive network of offices

$21B
2021 Annual Net Sales

13,900
Coworkers

28
U.S. Sales Offices

250,000+
Customers

161
2021 Fortune 500 Rank
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near major cities and a large team of field coworkers across the United States. As a global systems
integrator impacting 75 million students across 34 countries, CDW Education enables and empowers
over 17,000 education institutions to get the most out of the transformational impact of our partners'
technology.
CDW debuted on the Fortune 500 in 2001. and now ranks at number 161. CDW ranks at No. 5 on CRN’s
2021 Solution Provider 500 list. The sustainable growth and continued financial stability of our company
serves to assure Edina Public Schools that we are here to stay and can support you through the life of
this contract and beyond.
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WE GET Classroom IT
Being a top-notch K-12 administrator is no easy feat! It’s challenging enough to develop young minds
through the forethought and execution that is quality instruction, through the rigorous school
assignments that must be age-appropriately engaging and competitive, and through adequate
structuring of the classroom environment to bring forth curiosity, safety, collaboration, and dedication.
But in addition to these ever-present facets of good education, comes the technology that forms the
building blocks for our future in education! While we at CDW Education see this movement as a
liberating process for students and educators alike- all involved in the education process can rely on
the newest and most strategic tech tools to enhance learning- there is much to learn when it comes to
beginning the process, or enhancing the tools and process, or just getting another perspective on what
will work for your school or school system.
CDW Education understands the challenges – and opportunities – involved in building a flexible and
supportive personalized learning environment for K-12 students in the face of tremendous change. We
commend Edina Public Schools for your initiative to help bridge the digital equity divide by procuring
connected devices and broadband connections needed to provide enhance digital equity for your
students.
We also know Edina Public Schools’ need for vendor support does not stop at deployment completion.
Maintaining technology program innovativeness and alignment with your education goals is a
continuous and daunting task. In fact, in a year, your program will look very different. You need a
vendor that does more than meet your RFP’s technology requirements; you need a vendor partner
that shares a passion for education and continued development. CDW Education does not rest on our
laurels; we pledge to remain dedicated to supporting the full scope of Edina Public Schools’ technology
and related educational needs.

Comprehensive Solutions for the Modern Learning Environment
Forget blackboards — the classroom of today is a student-centered, collaborative environment that
supports a wide range of abilities and learning activities. Education, reimagined: Teachers empowered
to inspire students. Students immersed in personalized learning environments that improve academic
outcomes. Parents engaged in supporting student progress. That’s what can happen when you
integrate technology into K-12 education. CDW Education can help you get the right classroom
technology and layout in your schools to motivate your students and enable better educational
outcomes. We have been providing support to K-12 customers since our inception in 1998. We have
experience handling complex deployments for the largest school districts in the country. We have
deployed devices nationwide, and we have the logistics capabilities to get your devices to your
students, even in adverse conditions.

We are a trusted technology partner to more than 15,000 K-12 schools.
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You will find that CDW Education addresses Edina Public Schools’ RFP requirements to highlight our
proposed value-added services; aimed at increasing educator effectiveness, saving you budget dollars
and saving you valuable IT staff time. We hope to bring forth the kinds of solutions that will make for
more smiles and success among parents, teachers, students, and staff.

CDW Education as a Partner in Student Development
We believe that technology empowers students and educators
to make the learning process more interactive, individualized,
and hands-on. If properly deployed, technology fosters a more
effective learning environment that helps students develop
the necessary 21st century skills to succeed in their current
environment, at the college level, and in their future careers.

Commitment in Action
Christine Leahy, President and CEO of
CDW, was recently named to the New
York 2021 Education Power 100 list.
This list recognizes the public officials
and policymakers, superintendents
and scholars, advocates and activists,
and labor, business and nonprofit
leaders who are putting in countless
hours to ensure New York’s students
get a top-notch education.

For this reason, we applaud Edina Public Schools for your work
in providing students the opportunity to unlock their potential
through individualized, technology-based education and the
impact you have had in the success of so many students. We are humbled to contribute to this mission
and have enjoyed our history collaborating with Edina Public Schools to provide students affordable
access to technology. Like technology, we continue to focus on process improvements to ensure we
remain a contributing factor to the success of the Edina Public Schools program.
We have experience handling complex deployments for the largest school districts in the country. We
have deployed devices nationwide, and we have the logistics capabilities to get your devices to your
students, even in adverse conditions. Over the past 20+ years, CDW’s technology infrastructure
solutions have stayed in line with emerging technologies. Keeping up with those technologies, such as
collaboration solutions, cloud, mobility and virtualization, has been a major aspect of our ability to grow
as a company. In 2020, CDW acquired Amplified IT, a leading provider of education-focused services
and cloud-based software, enabling and empowering schools to leverage the innovation of Google for
Education and Google Cloud
We have actively expanded our catalog, certifications and solutions to address the latest
developments in technology, including cloud, IoT, drones and esports, in order to support the changing
needs of our customers. In addition, we have dedicated CDW Education resources aligned to these
solution areas to help our customers understand and implement them. Moving forward, we expect the
landscape in which we compete to continue to evolve as new technologies are developed, and we will
continue to evolve with those technologies.

Supporting Equity in Digital Learning
Every space can become a learning space. The structures designed and set up by teachers in the
classroom to promote autonomous student learning can be transposed onto a virtual classroom with
some basic steps. You get the best of both worlds- educators retain aspects of learning present in a
brick-and-mortar classroom, and you earn the tech benefits, including: friendly one-stop application
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interfaces, hands-on collaboration tools for student-to-teacher or student-to-student interactions,
organizational materials for teachers and students, data modeling tools for higher-level instruction,
videos and podcasts at the tips of your fingers, advanced tools, and more. All these tools can feed into
learning that is systematized, organized, collaborative, fun, fairly administered, fairly assessed, and
finally, not too overwhelming.
CDW Education has been actively supporting educational institutions transition to online education, as
the pandemic has shown that education can no longer just rely on the traditional classroom to teach
future generations. School leaders, teachers, IT teams and other departments are also coming together
to reassess, learn and engage with technology in new ways with a shared goal in mind: improving the
quality and reach of education.

Drive your Vision with Our K-12 Collaborators
CDW Education provides K-12 educational collaborators to assist in aligning Edina Public Schools’
Standards-Based Teaching & Learning Framework with your technology roadmap. CDW Education’s
Learning Environment Advisors (LEAs) team are available for future
discussion with Edina Public Schools when strategizing your technology
CDW Education K-12
program roadmap. Working with the leading OEMs in the industry, the role
RESOURCES
of the LEA serves as a critical vendor-agnostic voice to assist Edina Public
Educational Collaborators
Schools in sorting through all the major education platforms when making
assist in aligning your T&L
your mobility and hardware decisions. With the LEAs being vendorframework with your
technology roadmap
neutral, Edina Public Schools can be confident you are getting suggestions
for solutions that best fit your systems and processes.
Learning Environment
Advisors (LEAs) work with

Academics and Technology have become so intertwined, it only makes
sense to blend both of these program goals into one. This furthers
for your school and helping
collaboration, as you get both IT Staff and Educators providing expert
your technology roadmap
evolve
insight in the development and vetting of what works and does not work
for your schools. The available CDW Education resources unite both
viewpoints and ensure Edina Public Schools’ technology program is successful from both an operational
and an academic perspective. Lock-stepping your programs provides a greater benefit to your
classrooms than struggling to keep two programs on pace with each other.
leading OEMs, advocating

WE GET Empowering Your Classroom
Empower your students, teachers, administrators and parents to explore and build opportunities for
improving academic outcomes. From selecting the right mobile devices to ensuring seamless
connectivity and accessibility, we can help you orchestrate highly effective personalized learning
environments
Balancing the challenge of maximizing your students' digital freedom while simultaneously keeping
them protected is no easy task. You must also ensure your teachers are supported with the digital
autonomy they need to educate your students. Innovative uses of educational devices including
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Chromebooks and Windows 10 can help you overcome this challenge and achieve digital freedom and
security. CDW Education can assist you with implementing content filtering and classroom
management techniques, finding the right storage solutions and determining your new software
workflow.

CDW Blueprint to Design® Program
Increased efforts to integrate technology into learning environments have encourage a shift in thinking
about the impact the physical space has on instructional goals and success. Education leaders across
the country are embarking on exciting changes involving new school construction, building remodels,
classroom renovation, and media centers. With the CDW Blueprint to Design® four step offering, Edina
Public Schools can re-design your classroom space to fit the ever-changing needs of your students
and staff. With this offering, Edina Public Schools will receive a two-hour consultation with an
Education Strategist, trained in space design and pedagogy, to understand the goals and vision behind
your project. You send us a blueprint (or floorplan) and photos of the space. CDW will work with a
dedicated school design engineer to complete 2D color renderings and options. CDW will deliver a
completed design package back to you, perfect for presenting to leadership/stakeholders, or for
including in your strategic plan

Additional CDW•G Resources
Additional resources CDW Education offers for instructional support and
collaboration to assist educators in creating a 21st century learning
environment include:
 Free semiannual editions of The Big Deal Book of Technology. This
resource offers guidance on where to obtain grant funding for educational
technology and professional development workshop and includes links to
websites that educators in your school may find useful.

EdTech
offers lesson
plans and
research,
providing
educators with
the latest
information on
emerging
trends

 EdTech: Focus publications help K-12 school district technology
managers and campus IT staff doing their jobs more effectively. Descriptions
of best practices, special features, product reviews and case studies from
the field showcase technology’s impact on teaching, learning and
administrative services on school campuses of all types and sizes.
 Edtechmag.com: The electronic version of our EdTech publication,
this site offers lesson plans, thought-leadership videos, whitepapers, case
studies, and research reports that provide in-depth perspectives of
emerging trends and technologies. Additional on this site, educators will find
a calendar of events coverage, reference guides, and insightful webinars in
which schools and institutions discuss their best practices, share
perspectives and provide recommendations.
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AT GETEDFUNDING.COM,

Funding Information & Resources

YOU CAN:


Access resources
including advice,
best practices,
workshop videos,
and more



Create a profile
and receive alerts
for new
opportunities as
soon as they
become available



Research funding
options to
discover the
solutions that are

While we utilize many avenues to lower costs, our primary focus is being the
best-valued solution for Edina Public Schools. While providing strategic cost
savings for our customers, we do not sacrifice our unique value-added
offerings, because we know long term we are providing substantial savings
and support. As a vendor agnostic technology integrator, we do not push
brands; we orchestrate best fit solutions. This is because Edina Public
Schools is better off with solutions that make the most sense for their need.
We have relationships with all the top manufacturers and service partners
and have compared each of their offerings to your unique needs and
objectives. For Edina Public Schools’ deployment, we have tailored a custom
solution which provides the most value to you for every stage of your
program.

right for you

We know Edina Public Schools’ need for vendor support does not stop at
deployment completion. Maintaining technology program innovativeness
active grants and
and alignment with your education goals is a continuous and daunting task. In
awards
fact, in a year, your program will look very different. You need a vendor that
does more than meet your RFP’s technology requirements; you need a
vendor partner that shares a passion for education and continued development. CDW Education does
not rest on our laurels; we pledge to remain dedicated to supporting the full scope of Edina Public
Schools’ technology and related educational needs. Our partners all offer the same enthusiasm,
ensuring we achieve all Edina Public Schools’ program goals.


Search through
thousands of

CDW Education addresses Edina Public Schools’ RFP requirements to highlight our proposed valueadded services; aimed at increasing educator effectiveness, saving you budget dollars and saving you
valuable IT staff time.

Get-Ed Funding Overview
GetEdFunding.com
CDW•G hosts GetEdFunding.com, a free grant-finding resource, providing access to billions of dollars’
worth of educational funding opportunities. As the sponsor of the GetEdFunding website, CDW•G’s
mission is to help educators and institutions to uncover the funds they need to supplement shoestring
budgets, expand innovative programs, prepare students for the increasingly complex skills they’ll need
to participate in tomorrow’s workforce and help close the equity gap in educating students from all
backgrounds and circumstances. This tool is dedicated to helping educators identify the funding that is
needed to take learning to the next level.
This site is current, built by tapping by a wide range of print and electronic sources, web searches,
organizations’ web pages, communication with program administrators, and conversations with longstanding contacts. In the case of federal grants, which rely on congressional approval for continued
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funding, best efforts have been made to tie down agencies’ sense of the likelihood of future funding.
Those programs pending congressional approval are included in this collection so that they may get on
your radar as future possibilities.

GETEDFUNDING

+ Easy to use
+ Relevant
+ Reliable
+ Created by
educators

GetEdFunding is created by educational professionals, for educational
professionals. It is designed to be an easy-to-use, relevant and reliable
database. Former and currently practicing educators from various levels of
pre-K through higher education and experienced educational publishing
writer/editors have touched every stage of this database development.
Their work included conducting research, writing entries, fact-checking,
aligning curriculum, copyediting, data entry, and beta testing, among
others. In addition to experienced educational publishing professionals, the
team includes an education grant specialist, community college instructor,
high school math teacher, special needs educator, district technology
coordinator, library/media specialist, ELL teacher and elementary teacher.

This site helps Edina Public Schools reduce the energy your teachers are
spending to search for programs and money. This rich resource of grant and funding opportunities is
expanded, updated, and monitored daily. You can search by six criteria, including 41 areas of focus, eight
content areas and any of the 21st century themes and skills that support your curriculum. Once you are
registered on the site, you can save the grants of greatest interest, then return to read about them at
any time. Further, this site provides a tool for your teachers to tap into resources that are already
available and applicable to their learning plans. For example, there are over 60 STEM specific programs
currently available for application.
Please reach out to your Account Manager for more information and accessibility to these great
programs that are here to serve your school or district. Having the expertise to connect schools and
districts like your own to the government programs and their relief efforts, we can take the tedious
work out of your schedule and optimize the overall process. Then you can take more time to consider
your long-term options, determine what is right for you, and be on your way to greater education
initiatives. Thinking about what new technology can bring for future innovation in education, is a
process that starts today, with the right financial mindset and tools on your side.

Our Part in the Newest Government Funding Initiative
Approximately 30% of all public K-12 students live in households either without an internet connection
or device adequate for distance learning at home. With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, this
“homework gap” has widened exponentially, and nearly 16 million students lack the baseline technology
requirements for distance learning, including reliable highspeed internet, sufficient data plans, and a
computer, laptop or tablet device.
The Emergency Connectivity Fund (ECF)- part of the American
Rescue Plan- was established in March 2021 to enhance digital
equity to internet access in homes in order to support distance
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learning. Given that we have been providing reimbursement to K-12 & Library customers since our
inception in 1998, we have the upper hand when it comes to helping customers get the right support
they need for the project of their choosing. For instance, our dedicated internal team is highly trained
and knowledgeable regarding all FCC reimbursement programs; we know the lay of the land when it
comes to working all angles within this domain for over 20 years. More specifically, we have stayed
informed and connected around the emergence of the Emergency Connectivity Fund, so that we can
assist in the global crisis most effectively in the short-term and the long-term. Again, we have been
awarded over 17,000 projects totaling over $511M in total equipment and services delivered to U.S.
schools, and we have never lost funding for a school, as substantiated by countless audits. CDW can be
the asset that a school or district needs in securing funding, gaining leverage, and emerging with
confidence.
With over 200 government and education contracts, we are the nation’s largest direct response
provider of multi-brand technology products and services to date. We are proud to offer our vendoragnostic expertise towards future goals and initiatives that will benefit the new generation of schools
and their students. Edina Public Schools can count on our coworkers to maintain drive and momentum
through economically difficult times our customers may face, and thereby put our best foot forward
and serve up high-quality and cutting-edge technology, maintenance and support, for the growing
demands of educators. Let us know how we can help you get from point A to point B, and your Account
Management team will be ready to begin the collaborative process.
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Pricing Offer
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PRICE QUOTE
QUOTE ID:
Revision:
CUSTOMER ID:
QUOTE DATE:
QUOTE EXPIRES:
PAYMENT TERMS:
FOB:

230 N Milwaukee Ave
Vernon Hills, IL 60061

Qty

Part Number

Project: Edina Desktop and Notebook
Attention: Nathaniel Lindley
Prepared for: Edina Public Schools - Isd 273
5701 Normandale Rd
Edina, MN
55424-2401

EDC

Sales Person:
Phone:
Email:
ISR:
Phone:
Email:

578082
8
4079074
04/26/2022
05/27/2022
Net 30 Days
Port of Origin
Dave Donarski
(847) 465-6000
davedon@cdwg.com

Mayank Srivastava
(312) 705-9366
mayasri@cdw.com

Customer
Price

Description

Customer
Extended
Price

Lenovo L14 Gen 2 Touch Screen
100

20X2SAXD00

NEED EDC

L14 Touch, i5-1135 G7, 16GB Ram, 256GB SSD, Wifi 6, 3yr
Depot Warranty

$

965.00 $

96,500.00

Sub Total: $ 96,500.00
Lenovo M70q Gen 3 Tiny Desktop
100

11T4S0T700

NEED EDC

M70q Gen 3, i5-12500T, 16gb, 256GB SSD, Wifi 6 enabled, 3yr
Warranty

$

710.00 $

71,000.00

Sub Total: $ 71,000.00

Quote Total: $ 167,500.00
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STATED). THIS QUOTE EXCLUDES SALES TAX (UNLESS SPECIFICALLY STATED). SALES AND SERVICES ARE GOVERNED BY THE SIGNED AGREEMENT YOU MAY
HAVE WITH CDW. IF NO SEPARATE AGREEMENT IS EFFECTIVE, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALES AND SERVICES ARE LIMITED TO THOSE CONTAINED IN
THE "TERMS & CONDITIONS" LINK AT https://www.cdwg.com/content/cdwg/en/terms-conditions/sales-and-service-projects.html. BY ORDERING OR ACCEPTING DELIVERY
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ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT TERMS OR CONDITIONS IN ANY FORM DELIVERED BY CUSTOMER ARE HEREBY DEEMED TO BE MATERIAL ALTERATIONS, AND
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ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
For the modern workforce, whether they’re in healthcare
settings, at corporate offices, or at points of sale (POS),
productivity must align with space-saving efficiency and
uncompromised user experience. The newest compact
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 Tiny Desktop enables big ideas.
With up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 processor with
optional Intel vPro® Essentials built on the latest Windows 11
platform, the ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 delivers enterpriselevel power, speed, and potential in a desktop so small it can
fit—or hide—almost anywhere.
Engineered for manageability, security, and performance, this
powerful device blends seamlessly into today’s shifting and
shrinking workspaces. Now with Modern Standby, get instanton capability while saving power. And when bundled with
TIO*, ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 offers even greater value and
more cost-effective upgrade options.
*Supports TIO 22/24 Gen 3, TIO 22/24 Gen 4, TIO 27, and TIO Flex.

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
FULL-SIZE PERFORMANCE
This Tiny desktop boasts full-size processing power with up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 processors,
optional Intel vPro® Essentials, up to two DDR4 SODIMM (3200MHz), and dual punch-outs that allow
users to configure ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 to meet their needs.
SECURITY INSIDE AND OUT
ThinkCentre devices allow employees to innovate fearlessly with the reinforced security of ThinkShield,
Lenovo’s comprehensive, end-to-end security solution that combines industry-leading hardware,
software, services, and processes to protect data, ideas, and your business. ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 has
built-in and customizable security features, including self-healing BIOS, a TPM 2.0 chip, and a Kensington™
Cable Lock slot.
COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEABILITY
This Tiny desktop is easy to deploy, upgrade, and manage thanks to built-in driver support for older
OS versions. Toolless access to the SSD and memory module make expansion and maintenance fast
and efficient. The ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 is also designed to grow with your business. From industryspecific equipment to legacy peripherals, this desktop can connect them all.
ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 is designed with people—and shrinking workspaces—in mind. Its sleek, modern
design and compact 1L form allow this Tiny PC to fit seamlessly into modern offices, healthcare, finance,
or retail environments either sitting out, mounted out of the away, or bundled with Tiny-in-One (TIO).
Users can connect ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 to as many as four displays for maximum multitasking, while
a USB-C port located on the front panel offers fast charging and quick data sharing.

M70q G2

M70q G3

Gen-to-Gen

Platform

B560

Q670(B)

10-15% enhanced performance

Front IO

1x USB 3.1 Gen 2
1x UBS-C 3.1 Gen 1

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB-C 3.2 Gen 1

More USB ports with
improved connectivity

PCIe G3

PCIe G4

High speed

No

Yes

Instant-on, power-saving
capability

SSD
Modern Standby

purposeful design
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 enhances the computing experience with
practical features like Smart Power On, which allows users to turn on
the desktop using a simple keyboard shortcut. This is especially useful
when the device—and its power button—are bundled inside TIO.

relentless innovation
We are inspired by our customers and what they want from our devices.
It shows in the variety of mounting options we offer for ThinkCentre
M70q Gen 3 and the added value this device presents when bundled
with TIO. This combination allows businesses to upgrade monitors and
PCs separately to save budget and offers users an even more clutterfree, space-saving design.

trusted quality
Lenovo’s dedication to constantly improving product quality means
rigorous testing for durability and reliability. In addition to our
extensive in-house testing for real-world challenges, ThinkCentre M70q
Gen 3 is tested against MIL-STD methods and procedures.

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
Services
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of end-to-end services to support and
protect your investment—so you can focus on the job at hand, not IT.

PREMIER SUPPORT
As IT budgets contract, you need to reduce complexity, decrease operational costs, and find
ways to increase efficiency from your in-house IT support teams. Lenovo™ Premier Support
manages routine support tasks, freeing IT focus on strategic efforts that move the organization
forward. Boost end-user productivity and limit downtime with direct access to elite Lenovo
engineers who provide unscripted, advanced hardware and software support.
CO2 OFFSET SERVICES
As the first in the industry, Lenovo offers this certification service to customers who wish
to purchase their PC products CO2-compensated over the device’s lifecycle. Included in the
hardware transaction, CO2 compensation is based on realistic emission by product, covering
production, shipment, and typical usage cycle (5 years). This service proactively supports
reduction of CO2 emitted in the atmosphere and compensates for environmental impact of
business operations.
DEVICE AS A SERVICE (DaaS)
Improve flexibility in today’s hybrid workplace. DaaS allows you to do more with less and get
support wherever and whenever it’s needed with reliable, stable, and fully customizable solutions.

Accessories
Vertical Stand
This innovative, elegant stand is designed with a small dip angle in front for ease of
use. The Vertical Stand also minimizes vibration and noise while maximizing thermal
performance.

PN: SM10Z42055

ThinkCentre Tiny Dust Shield
With an all-new design, this nylon 100 mesh dust shield helps extend the life of your
ThinkCentre Tiny by protecting it from dust, dirt, and other foreign objects that can
get inside. Improve the performance and overall life of your Tiny with this easy to
remove, wash, and replace dust shield that has Anti-Dust Performance Verification.

PN: SM10Y67391

ThinkCentre Tiny Vesa Mount II
The ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II is uniquely designed to house the Tiny PC. This
versatile mount device can be used separately or combined with other options for a
secure mounting functionality.
PN: 4XF0N03161

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
performance

design

PROCESSOR

EOU

Up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 Processors

Yes

OPERATING SYSTEM

DIMENSIONS

Windows 11 (Home & Pro)
Windows 11 Downgrade (Pro)
Windows 10 (IoT)

179 x 36.5 x 182.9 mm / 7.0 x 1.4 x 7.2 in

MEMORY

Up to 2 DDR4 SODIMM 3200MHz

WEIGHT

1.32 kg / 2.9 lbs
MIL-STD-810H

Yes

PSU

135W 89%, 90W 89%, 65W 89%

manageability

security

Supports up to 4 independent monitors
Smart Power On

TPM 2.0 chip
BIOS-based Smart USB Protection
Kensington™ Cable Lock

green certifications

connectivity
FRONT PORTS

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB-C 3.2 Gen 1
1x Combo

Energy Star® 8.0
EPEAT™ Gold
RoHS
ERP LOT3
TÜV Ultra Low Noise
TCO 9.0

REAR PORTS

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB 3.2 Gen 1
1x USB 2.0
HDMI 2.1 TMDS
DP 1.4
2x Punch Out (DP/HDMI/VGA/Serial/TypeC +DP/HDMI/
VGA/Serial/LAN)
1x LAN
M.2 SLOT

1x M.2 SSD (PCIe Gen 4)
1x M.2 Wi-Fi
INTERNAL BAY

1x 2.5” HDD
EXTERNAL BAY

Optional ODD box
WI-FI

Wi-Fi 6 (WLAN 802.11 AX) Bluetooth® 5.0
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Lenovo
ThinkPad
L14 GEN 2 Intel
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 is the entry-level enterprise
laptop of choice for users who need productivity
and portability. Featuring the latest 11th
generation Intel Core™ processors, optional
NVIDIA® graphics, and faster memory, ThinkPad
L14 Gen 2 offers better performance all around.
Along with a new Thunderbolt™ 4 port for faster
data transfer and enhanced docking, ThinkPad
L14 Gen 2 also offers LTE CAT12 capability for
faster wireless data connections. Whether
working from home or from across the globe,
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 keeps users connected to
the things that matter most.

Lenovo ThinkPad L14 GEN 2 Intel
BUILT TO PERFORM
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 packs a solid punch with up to 11th generation Intel Core™ i7 processors, up to 64GB DDR4
(3200MHz) memory, and up to 1TB SSD, and up to 2TB HDD storage. Combine all this with optional NVIDIA®
MX450 graphics, and users have a device that transitions easily from work to play.
KEEPS YOU CONNECTED
It’s easy to stay connected to more devices and data with new additions to ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 that include
Thunderbolt™ 4 and HDMI 2.0 ports as well as LTE CAT12 capability. From faster data transfer and server access to
expanded options for docking and displays, ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 ensures greater productivity anywhere users go.
ALL-DAY PRODUCTIVITY
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 helps users work more efficiently with new features like Modern Standby, which enables the
device to wake from sleep in less than one second and stay up-to-date even during sleep mode. Unified
communications (UC) functions on the F9 through F11 keys enable users to place voice or video calls directly from
their laptop with the touch of a button. And with up to 7.7 hours of battery life1, users can stay productive all day.

connectivity
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 keeps users connected with WiFi 6 and
LTE CAT12 capability in addition to Thunderbolt™ 4 and
HDMI 2.0 ports.

security
Enhanced ThinkShield features, coupled with SecureBio and
a touch fingerprint reader, help users maintain security at all
times.

SMARTER SECURITY

durability

In addition to security features that include a webcam privacy shutter, Match on Chip Touch Fingerprint Reader,
and dTPM 2.0 chip, ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 comes with an updated suite of built-in ThinkShield security solutions to
keep data and the device safe.

ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 i is MIL-STD-810H tested to withstand
22 scenarios—more than any of the other leading
competitors.

1

Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and
other factors.

Lenovo ThinkPad L14 GEN 2 Intel

accessories

performance
PROCESSOR

NFC

Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processors

Yes
Docking
Side mechanical dock
USB cable dock
Thunderbolt™ dock

OPERATING SYSTEM

Up to Windows 10 Pro
GRAPHICS

Integrated Intel® UHD Graphics
Optional NVIDIA® MX450

design

LENOVO THUNDERBOLT 3 ESSENTIAL DOCK PN: Varies by country

This universal dock boosts productivity for your ThinkPad laptop by adding support
for up to two 4K displays, an always-on charging port, gigabit Ethernet, and multiple
additional ports.

DISPLAY
CAMERA

Up to HD + IR camera with webcam privacy shutter

14” HD TN (220nit)
14” FHD IPS (250nit)
14” FHD IPS On-Cell Touch (300nit)

MEMORY

Up to 64GB DDR4 (3200Mhz)
2x DIMM

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)

331 x 235 x 19.1 mm
13.03 x 9.25 x 0.75 in

STORAGE

Up to 2TB HDD
Up to 1TB PCIe SSD

WEIGHT

BATTERY

KEYBOARD

Up to 7.7 hours,1 45Whr battery

One-stop travel docking is here. Sleek and compact, the Lenovo Powered USB-C
Travel Hub features six connection options for charging, displays, and more, as
well as a slim, portable design with cable management.

Starting at 1.58 kg/3.49 lbs

Keyboard with new UC functions for F9–F11. Backlit is optional.

AC ADAPTER

COLORS

Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge)

Black

AUDIO

CERTIFICATION

Dolby® Audio Premium Software

LENOVO POWERED USB-C TRAVEL HUB PN: 4X90S92381

EPEAT® Gold (UMA)

security

optional services

Match on Chip Touch Fingerprint Reader
dTPM 2.0 chip
Webcam privacy shutter

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect
your ThinkPad investment—so you can focus on your work, not your IT.

LENOVO 100 STEREO USB HEADSET PN: 4XD0X88524

This business-ready stereo headset features a rotatable boom microphone and
passive noise cancellation for clear audio on VoIP calls. It is lightweight for all-day
wear with comfortable leather and memory-form earcups. Adjustable headband
and boom microphone allow for either left-side or right-side wearing.

PREMIER SUPPORT

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

2x USB 3.1 Type-A Gen 1
1x USB 3.1 Type-C Gen 1
1x Thunderbolt™ 4/USB Type-C Gen 2
1x HDMI 2.0
1x RJ45
1x MicroSD Card
1x Audio (Headphone and Microphone Combo Jack)

Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo technicians offering
comprehensive hardware and software support. Gives you a consistent point
of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally
managed from start to finish.
LENOVO ESSENTIAL WIRELESS COMBO KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)

PN: Varies by country

Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for nonwarranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as
minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

This combo allows you to connect both keyboard and mouse using only one nano
USB wireless receiver. The slim, wireless keyboard has a responsive key feeling, and
includes an adjustable tilt leg, numeric keypad, and spill resistant design. The full-size
wireless mouse accommodates left- and right-handed users.

WARRANTY EXTENSION (1-YEAR BASE, UP TO 3 YEARS TOTAL)
WIFI

WiFi 6 WLAN 802.11 AX
LTE CAT12

This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget for PC
expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership
over time.
1

Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage,
and other factors.
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Lenovo
ThinkPad
L14 GEN 2 Intel
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 is the entry-level enterprise
laptop of choice for users who need productivity
and portability. Featuring the latest 11th
generation Intel Core™ processors, optional
NVIDIA® graphics, and faster memory, ThinkPad
L14 Gen 2 offers better performance all around.
Along with a new Thunderbolt™ 4 port for faster
data transfer and enhanced docking, ThinkPad
L14 Gen 2 also offers LTE CAT12 capability for
faster wireless data connections. Whether
working from home or from across the globe,
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 keeps users connected to
the things that matter most.

Lenovo ThinkPad L14 GEN 2 Intel
BUILT TO PERFORM
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 packs a solid punch with up to 11th generation Intel Core™ i7 processors, up to 64GB DDR4
(3200MHz) memory, and up to 1TB SSD, and up to 2TB HDD storage. Combine all this with optional NVIDIA®
MX450 graphics, and users have a device that transitions easily from work to play.
KEEPS YOU CONNECTED
It’s easy to stay connected to more devices and data with new additions to ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 that include
Thunderbolt™ 4 and HDMI 2.0 ports as well as LTE CAT12 capability. From faster data transfer and server access to
expanded options for docking and displays, ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 ensures greater productivity anywhere users go.
ALL-DAY PRODUCTIVITY
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 helps users work more efficiently with new features like Modern Standby, which enables the
device to wake from sleep in less than one second and stay up-to-date even during sleep mode. Unified
communications (UC) functions on the F9 through F11 keys enable users to place voice or video calls directly from
their laptop with the touch of a button. And with up to 7.7 hours of battery life1, users can stay productive all day.

connectivity
ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 keeps users connected with WiFi 6 and
LTE CAT12 capability in addition to Thunderbolt™ 4 and
HDMI 2.0 ports.

security
Enhanced ThinkShield features, coupled with SecureBio and
a touch fingerprint reader, help users maintain security at all
times.

SMARTER SECURITY

durability

In addition to security features that include a webcam privacy shutter, Match on Chip Touch Fingerprint Reader,
and dTPM 2.0 chip, ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 comes with an updated suite of built-in ThinkShield security solutions to
keep data and the device safe.

ThinkPad L14 Gen 2 i is MIL-STD-810H tested to withstand
22 scenarios—more than any of the other leading
competitors.

1

Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and
other factors.

Lenovo ThinkPad L14 GEN 2 Intel

accessories

performance
PROCESSOR

NFC

Up to 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processors

Yes
Docking
Side mechanical dock
USB cable dock
Thunderbolt™ dock

OPERATING SYSTEM

Up to Windows 10 Pro
GRAPHICS

Integrated Intel® UHD Graphics
Optional NVIDIA® MX450

design

LENOVO THUNDERBOLT 3 ESSENTIAL DOCK PN: Varies by country

This universal dock boosts productivity for your ThinkPad laptop by adding support
for up to two 4K displays, an always-on charging port, gigabit Ethernet, and multiple
additional ports.

DISPLAY
CAMERA

Up to HD + IR camera with webcam privacy shutter

14” HD TN (220nit)
14” FHD IPS (250nit)
14” FHD IPS On-Cell Touch (300nit)

MEMORY

Up to 64GB DDR4 (3200Mhz)
2x DIMM

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)

331 x 235 x 19.1 mm
13.03 x 9.25 x 0.75 in

STORAGE

Up to 2TB HDD
Up to 1TB PCIe SSD

WEIGHT

BATTERY

KEYBOARD

Up to 7.7 hours,1 45Whr battery

One-stop travel docking is here. Sleek and compact, the Lenovo Powered USB-C
Travel Hub features six connection options for charging, displays, and more, as
well as a slim, portable design with cable management.

Starting at 1.58 kg/3.49 lbs

Keyboard with new UC functions for F9–F11. Backlit is optional.

AC ADAPTER

COLORS

Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge)

Black

AUDIO

CERTIFICATION

Dolby® Audio Premium Software

LENOVO POWERED USB-C TRAVEL HUB PN: 4X90S92381

EPEAT® Gold (UMA)

security

optional services

Match on Chip Touch Fingerprint Reader
dTPM 2.0 chip
Webcam privacy shutter

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect
your ThinkPad investment—so you can focus on your work, not your IT.

LENOVO 100 STEREO USB HEADSET PN: 4XD0X88524

This business-ready stereo headset features a rotatable boom microphone and
passive noise cancellation for clear audio on VoIP calls. It is lightweight for all-day
wear with comfortable leather and memory-form earcups. Adjustable headband
and boom microphone allow for either left-side or right-side wearing.

PREMIER SUPPORT

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

2x USB 3.1 Type-A Gen 1
1x USB 3.1 Type-C Gen 1
1x Thunderbolt™ 4/USB Type-C Gen 2
1x HDMI 2.0
1x RJ45
1x MicroSD Card
1x Audio (Headphone and Microphone Combo Jack)

Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo technicians offering
comprehensive hardware and software support. Gives you a consistent point
of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally
managed from start to finish.
LENOVO ESSENTIAL WIRELESS COMBO KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)

PN: Varies by country

Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for nonwarranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as
minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

This combo allows you to connect both keyboard and mouse using only one nano
USB wireless receiver. The slim, wireless keyboard has a responsive key feeling, and
includes an adjustable tilt leg, numeric keypad, and spill resistant design. The full-size
wireless mouse accommodates left- and right-handed users.

WARRANTY EXTENSION (1-YEAR BASE, UP TO 3 YEARS TOTAL)
WIFI

WiFi 6 WLAN 802.11 AX
LTE CAT12

This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget for PC
expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership
over time.
1

Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage,
and other factors.
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ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
For the modern workforce, whether they’re in healthcare
settings, at corporate offices, or at points of sale (POS),
productivity must align with space-saving efficiency and
uncompromised user experience. The newest compact
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 Tiny Desktop enables big ideas.
With up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 processor with
optional Intel vPro® Essentials built on the latest Windows 11
platform, the ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 delivers enterpriselevel power, speed, and potential in a desktop so small it can
fit—or hide—almost anywhere.
Engineered for manageability, security, and performance, this
powerful device blends seamlessly into today’s shifting and
shrinking workspaces. Now with Modern Standby, get instanton capability while saving power. And when bundled with
TIO*, ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 offers even greater value and
more cost-effective upgrade options.
*Supports TIO 22/24 Gen 3, TIO 22/24 Gen 4, TIO 27, and TIO Flex.

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
FULL-SIZE PERFORMANCE
This Tiny desktop boasts full-size processing power with up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 processors,
optional Intel vPro® Essentials, up to two DDR4 SODIMM (3200MHz), and dual punch-outs that allow
users to configure ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 to meet their needs.
SECURITY INSIDE AND OUT
ThinkCentre devices allow employees to innovate fearlessly with the reinforced security of ThinkShield,
Lenovo’s comprehensive, end-to-end security solution that combines industry-leading hardware,
software, services, and processes to protect data, ideas, and your business. ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 has
built-in and customizable security features, including self-healing BIOS, a TPM 2.0 chip, and a Kensington™
Cable Lock slot.
COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEABILITY
This Tiny desktop is easy to deploy, upgrade, and manage thanks to built-in driver support for older
OS versions. Toolless access to the SSD and memory module make expansion and maintenance fast
and efficient. The ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 is also designed to grow with your business. From industryspecific equipment to legacy peripherals, this desktop can connect them all.
ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 is designed with people—and shrinking workspaces—in mind. Its sleek, modern
design and compact 1L form allow this Tiny PC to fit seamlessly into modern offices, healthcare, finance,
or retail environments either sitting out, mounted out of the away, or bundled with Tiny-in-One (TIO).
Users can connect ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 to as many as four displays for maximum multitasking, while
a USB-C port located on the front panel offers fast charging and quick data sharing.

M70q G2

M70q G3

Gen-to-Gen

Platform

B560

Q670(B)

10-15% enhanced performance

Front IO

1x USB 3.1 Gen 2
1x UBS-C 3.1 Gen 1

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB-C 3.2 Gen 1

More USB ports with
improved connectivity

PCIe G3

PCIe G4

High speed

No

Yes

Instant-on, power-saving
capability

SSD
Modern Standby

purposeful design
ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3 enhances the computing experience with
practical features like Smart Power On, which allows users to turn on
the desktop using a simple keyboard shortcut. This is especially useful
when the device—and its power button—are bundled inside TIO.

relentless innovation
We are inspired by our customers and what they want from our devices.
It shows in the variety of mounting options we offer for ThinkCentre
M70q Gen 3 and the added value this device presents when bundled
with TIO. This combination allows businesses to upgrade monitors and
PCs separately to save budget and offers users an even more clutterfree, space-saving design.

trusted quality
Lenovo’s dedication to constantly improving product quality means
rigorous testing for durability and reliability. In addition to our
extensive in-house testing for real-world challenges, ThinkCentre M70q
Gen 3 is tested against MIL-STD methods and procedures.

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
Services
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of end-to-end services to support and
protect your investment—so you can focus on the job at hand, not IT.

PREMIER SUPPORT
As IT budgets contract, you need to reduce complexity, decrease operational costs, and find
ways to increase efficiency from your in-house IT support teams. Lenovo™ Premier Support
manages routine support tasks, freeing IT focus on strategic efforts that move the organization
forward. Boost end-user productivity and limit downtime with direct access to elite Lenovo
engineers who provide unscripted, advanced hardware and software support.
CO2 OFFSET SERVICES
As the first in the industry, Lenovo offers this certification service to customers who wish
to purchase their PC products CO2-compensated over the device’s lifecycle. Included in the
hardware transaction, CO2 compensation is based on realistic emission by product, covering
production, shipment, and typical usage cycle (5 years). This service proactively supports
reduction of CO2 emitted in the atmosphere and compensates for environmental impact of
business operations.
DEVICE AS A SERVICE (DaaS)
Improve flexibility in today’s hybrid workplace. DaaS allows you to do more with less and get
support wherever and whenever it’s needed with reliable, stable, and fully customizable solutions.

Accessories
Vertical Stand
This innovative, elegant stand is designed with a small dip angle in front for ease of
use. The Vertical Stand also minimizes vibration and noise while maximizing thermal
performance.

PN: SM10Z42055

ThinkCentre Tiny Dust Shield
With an all-new design, this nylon 100 mesh dust shield helps extend the life of your
ThinkCentre Tiny by protecting it from dust, dirt, and other foreign objects that can
get inside. Improve the performance and overall life of your Tiny with this easy to
remove, wash, and replace dust shield that has Anti-Dust Performance Verification.

PN: SM10Y67391

ThinkCentre Tiny Vesa Mount II
The ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II is uniquely designed to house the Tiny PC. This
versatile mount device can be used separately or combined with other options for a
secure mounting functionality.
PN: 4XF0N03161

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 3
performance

design

PROCESSOR

EOU

Up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 Processors

Yes

OPERATING SYSTEM

DIMENSIONS

Windows 11 (Home & Pro)
Windows 11 Downgrade (Pro)
Windows 10 (IoT)

179 x 36.5 x 182.9 mm / 7.0 x 1.4 x 7.2 in

MEMORY

Up to 2 DDR4 SODIMM 3200MHz

WEIGHT

1.32 kg / 2.9 lbs
MIL-STD-810H

Yes

PSU

135W 89%, 90W 89%, 65W 89%

manageability

security

Supports up to 4 independent monitors
Smart Power On

TPM 2.0 chip
BIOS-based Smart USB Protection
Kensington™ Cable Lock

green certifications

connectivity
FRONT PORTS

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB-C 3.2 Gen 1
1x Combo

Energy Star® 8.0
EPEAT™ Gold
RoHS
ERP LOT3
TÜV Ultra Low Noise
TCO 9.0

REAR PORTS

2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB 3.2 Gen 1
1x USB 2.0
HDMI 2.1 TMDS
DP 1.4
2x Punch Out (DP/HDMI/VGA/Serial/TypeC +DP/HDMI/
VGA/Serial/LAN)
1x LAN
M.2 SLOT

1x M.2 SSD (PCIe Gen 4)
1x M.2 Wi-Fi
INTERNAL BAY

1x 2.5” HDD
EXTERNAL BAY

Optional ODD box
WI-FI

Wi-Fi 6 (WLAN 802.11 AX) Bluetooth® 5.0

©2022 Lenovo. All rights reserved. These products are available while supplies last. For any questions concerning price, please contact your Lenovo Account Executive. Lenovo is not
responsible for photographic or typographic errors. Warranty: For a copy of applicable warranties, write to: Warranty Information, 500 Park Offices Drive, RTP, NC 27709, Attn: Dept.
ZPYA/B600. Lenovo makes no representation or warranty regarding third-party products or services. Trademarks: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, Rescue and Recovery, ThinkPad, ThinkCentre,
ThinkStation, ThinkVantage, and ThinkVision are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo. Microsoft, Windows, and Vista are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
©Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Quote Worksheet
Your Company Information
Company Name

Contact Name

Now Micro

Address

Jerome Smith

1420 Perron Rd

City

Mendota Heights

MN

Zip

55120

State

Joint Powers Agreement utilized (Holding organization & contract number)

MN State Contract # 160321

References
District/Organization

Contact Name

Contact Email

Contact Phone

Minneapolis Public Schools

Brad Lundquist

brad.lundquist@mpls.k12.mn.us

612-668-0028

Anoka Hennepin Public Schools

Jill Bourman

jill.bourman@ahschools.us

763-506-1251

Questions
Question

Your Response

Have you reviewed & agree with all terms, conditions, specifications, and requirements as described? [Y/N]

Y

Have you provided all documentation required (as found on page 1)? [Y/N]

Y

Are you able to maintain the proposed pricing for up to 1-year for additional orders? [Y/N]

Y

What is the approximate number of weeks between order submission date and delivery to district? [#]

2

What is the latest date for receipt of Purchase Order to ensure delivery by July 1st, 2022? [DATE]

6/11

Device Pricing
Description
Laptop Computers
Desktop Computers

Qty

Unit Manufacturer

100
100

Unit Model

Price Per Unit (FOB)

Net

HP

EliteBook 840 G8 - 613Q2UT

$1,030.00

$103,000.00

HP

EliteDesk 800 G6 Desktop Mini 683J7UT

$760.00

$75,000

Additional Item Pricing
Please share any additional parts, services, or warranty included or discounted based on the proposed units above.
•

Examples: Power Cords, Parts Depot, Batteries, additional support, extended warranty coverage, etc.
Description/Includes

Quantity
Proposed

Per unit price
proposed

3-Year Depot Warranty - Laptop

100

Included in price

3-Year Depot Warranty - Desktop

100

Included in price

HP EliteDisplay E24 G4 Monitor

$175.00

HP USB-C Dock G5

$135.00

HP 65W Smart AC Adapter

$45.00

HP P22h G4 FHD Monitor

$140.00

5

Included in the quoted price for the Warranty is the Manufacturer’s service coverage, as well as Now Micro’s value add
to the Manufacturer warranty. This plan includes the option to use the Manufacturer’s warranty service or use Now
Micro’s service for repairs. Edina does not need to pick one service to use for all devices. With all Warranties quoted,
Edina can send Laptops to Now Micro for break/fix with about a 1-2 week turnaround time from the received date
(subject to parts availability)
Procedure for Filing warranty claim with Now Micro. All Devices purchased through Now Micro will come with access to
our DICE Portal (Pictured Below).
DICE- Inventory Management System. This system allows for customers to create tickets by searching their DICE
database by serial number or asset tag number. Once a ticket is created this allows customers to track the progress of
their system through updates provided by our Support team to the DICE portal in the ticketing section.
To create a ticket- search for the device using the asset tag or serial number in the DICE portal. After you have found the
device you select the “Create Ticket Tab” and fill in a description of the problem. That kicks off the process
automatically on our end to send a call tag for the device to repair at Now Micro at no cost to Edina Public Schools.
The warranty process can also be started by calling our support team or by email: support@nowmicro.com

Once the ticket is created you have the ability to track the shipment of the device as well as Now Micro’s progress in
fixing the device. (See Below)

6

7

NOW MICRO
1420 Perron Road East, Suite 300
Mendota Heights, MN 55120
Phone: 651-633-9072 Fax: 651-393-2133

4/26/2022 Edina RFP
Number: 23355
Date: 04/26/2022
Quote prepared for: Natasha Monsaas-Daly

Bill To:
Natasha Monsaas-Daly
Edina Public Schools Ref: MN-EDIN001
5701 Normandale Road
Edina, MN 55424-2401
Phone: (952)848-3900
Email: natasha.monsaas-daly@edinaschools.org
Item
#

Mfr. Part

Ship To:
Natasha Monsaas-Daly
Edina Public Schools
5701 Normandale Road
Edina, MN 55424-2401
Phone: (952)848-3900
Description

1 683J7UT#ABA HP EliteDesk 800 G6 Desktop Computer - Intel Core i5 10th Gen i5-10500T Hexacore (6 Core) 2.30 GHz - 16 GB RAM DDR4 SDRAM - 256 GB NVMe M.2 PCI
Express SSD - Desktop Mini - Intel Q470 Chip - Windows 11 Pro - Intel UHD Graphics
630 DDR4 SDRAM - English Keyboard - 65 W - 3 Year Warranty
Mfr: HP INC.
UNSPSC : 43211507
1 item(s)

Price

Qty.

Extended

$ 760.00

100

$ 76,000.00

Sub-Total

$ 76,000.00

Freight

$ 0.00

Tax @ 0%

$ 0.00

Total

$ 76,000.00

Quote Valid Until: 05/26/2022

Payment Details

Shipping and Delivery Details

Credit Card [ VISA # Expires On: ]
Payment Term: 30 days

Shipping via: FEDEX Ground

Terms and Conditions
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a quote for goods and services. Please be aware that due to the current industry volatility, the ongoing uncertainty in global
trade, and the continued potential of tariffs, unfortunately all prices are subject to change without notice. Now Micro will continue to do our best to notify customers
of any known volatility that would prevent quotes from being valid for our standard period of 30 days.
All prices quoted reflect a 3% cash discount. Now Micro reserves the right to extend quoted prices on Net Terms accounts. The quoted prices are not applicable to
credit card, P-card or extended terms accounts without written consent. If you wish to pay with credit card, P-card or an extended terms agreement, please contact
your sales representative for an updated quote. Now Micro does not accept American Express as a form of payment. Once purchased, equipment may only be
returned to Now Micro with prior consent and only for defects covered by the manufacturer's warranty. See complete Now Micro purchase agreement for additional
details. Purchase orders may be submitted electronically to orders@nowmicro.com, or by fax to (651)393-2133. Questions regarding your order? Please reach us
at insidesales@nowmicro.com.
Prices provided under MN State Contract # 160321, Dell/NASPO Contract MNWNC-97222 and MHEC. Contracts provide for computers, servers, software,
professional and non-professional services.
Prepared by: Ben Rains

Email: benr@nowmicro.com

Phone: 651-633-9072

NOW MICRO
1420 Perron Road East, Suite 300
Mendota Heights, MN 55120
Phone: 651-633-9072 Fax: 651-393-2133

4/26/2022 Edina RFP
Number: 23356
Date: 04/26/2022
Quote prepared for: Natasha Monsaas-Daly

Bill To:
Natasha Monsaas-Daly
Edina Public Schools Ref: MN-EDIN001
5701 Normandale Road
Edina, MN 55424-2401
Phone: (952)848-3900
Email: natasha.monsaas-daly@edinaschools.org
Item
#

Mfr. Part

Ship To:
Natasha Monsaas-Daly
Edina Public Schools
5701 Normandale Road
Edina, MN 55424-2401
Phone: (952)848-3900
Description

1 613Q2UT#ABA HP EliteBook 840 G8 14" Notebook - Full HD - 1920 x 1080 - Intel Core i5 11th Gen
i5-1135G7 Quad-core (4 Core) - 16 GB Total RAM - 256 GB SSD - Intel Chip - Intel
Iris Xe Graphics - 3 Year Warranty
Mfr: HP INC.
UNSPSC : 43211503
1 item(s)

Price

Qty.

Extended

$ 1,030.00

100

$ 103,000.00

Sub-Total

$ 103,000.00

Freight

$ 0.00

Tax @ 0%

$ 0.00

Total

$ 103,000.00

Quote Valid Until: 05/26/2022

Payment Details

Shipping and Delivery Details

Credit Card [ # Expires On: ]
Payment Term: 30 days

Shipping via: FEDEX Ground

Terms and Conditions
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a quote for goods and services. Please be aware that due to the current industry volatility, the ongoing uncertainty in global
trade, and the continued potential of tariffs, unfortunately all prices are subject to change without notice. Now Micro will continue to do our best to notify customers
of any known volatility that would prevent quotes from being valid for our standard period of 30 days.
All prices quoted reflect a 3% cash discount. Now Micro reserves the right to extend quoted prices on Net Terms accounts. The quoted prices are not applicable to
credit card, P-card or extended terms accounts without written consent. If you wish to pay with credit card, P-card or an extended terms agreement, please contact
your sales representative for an updated quote. Now Micro does not accept American Express as a form of payment. Once purchased, equipment may only be
returned to Now Micro with prior consent and only for defects covered by the manufacturer's warranty. See complete Now Micro purchase agreement for additional
details. Purchase orders may be submitted electronically to orders@nowmicro.com, or by fax to (651)393-2133. Questions regarding your order? Please reach us
at insidesales@nowmicro.com.
Prices provided under MN State Contract # 160321, Dell/NASPO Contract MNWNC-97222 and MHEC. Contracts provide for computers, servers, software,
professional and non-professional services.
Prepared by: Ben Rains

Email: benr@nowmicro.com

Phone: 651-633-9072

HP Sales Central
HP EliteBook 840 G8 Notebook PC (613Q2UT)
Active as of 3/4/2022

Overview
Work with each other even when you’re apart
Teams work from many locations requiring a powerful, secure,
and durable laptop that connects easily to keep you
productive. Meet the demands of the multi-task, multi-place,
enterprise-business workday with the HP EliteBook 840.

List Price
$1,559.00

Designed for you

Pursue success

The HP EliteBook 840 is built for how you work with a
new AI-based audio experience. This easy to carry
ultralight and thin business PC comes with an 85percent screen-to-body ratio and a quiet and
comfortable keyboard to work on.

Do your best work on the HP EliteBook 840 with Wi-Fi
6 6,7 , long battery life, and a powerful 11th Gen Intel®
Core™ processor. 4

Protected by HP Wolf Security
HP Wolf Pro Security Edition PCs interlace HP Sure Click
Pro with HP Sure Sense Pro providing more in-depth
coverage than the standard versions through a 1-year
or 3-year user license with HP Support. 3 This creates a
powerful, single solution that doesn’t require an ITmanaged PC environment.

Specifications
Operating system
Windows 10 Pro (available through downgrade rights from Windows 11 Pro) 1,2 1
Processor family
11th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processor
Processor
Intel® Core™ i5-1135G7 (up to 4.2 GHz with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, 8 MB L3 cache, 4 cores) 6,7 1
Management features
HP Driver Packs; HP System Software Manager (SSM); HP BIOS Config Utility (BCU); HP Client Catalog; HP
Manageability Integration Kit Gen4
Sustainable impact specifications
Ocean-bound plastic in speaker enclosure; 35% post-consumer recycled plastic; Low Halogen; Bulk
packaging available
Security management
Absolute persistence module; HP DriveLock and Automatic DriveLock; HP Secure Erase; Power-on
authentication; Preboot authentication; TPM 2.0 embedded security chip shipped with Windows 10 (Common
Criteria EAL4+ Certified); HP Sure Click; HP Sure Sense; Support for chassis padlocks and cable lock devices;

HP Sure Start Gen6; HP Sure Run Gen3; HP Sure Recover Gen3; HP Sure Admin; HP BIOSphere Gen6
Memory
16 GB DDR4-3200 MHz RAM (2 x 8 GB)
Memory layout (slots & size)
2 x 8 GB
Memory Slots
2 SODIMM
Internal Storage
256 GB PCIe® NVMe™ TLC SSD
Optical drive
Not included
Display
14" diagonal, FHD (1920 x 1080), touch, IPS, 250 nits, 45% NTSC
Display size (diagonal)
14"
Graphics
Integrated
Graphics (integrated)
Intel® Iris® Xᵉ Graphics
Ports
2 Thunderbolt™ 4 with USB4 Type-C® 40Gbps signaling rate (USB Power Delivery, DisplayPort™ 1.4); 2
SuperSpeed USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate (1 charging); 1 Stereo headphone/microphone combo jack; 1
HDMI 2.0b; 1 AC power
(HDMI cable sold separately.)

3
Camera
720p HD IR privacy camera
Audio
Audio by Bang & Olufsen, dual stereo speakers, 3 multi array microphone
Pointing device
Clickpad with multi-touch gesture support
Keyboard
HP Premium Collaboration Keyboard – spill-resistant, backlit keyboard
Wireless
Intel® AX201 Wi-Fi 6 (2x2) and Bluetooth® 5 combo, non-vPro®
Power
HP Smart 65 W External AC power adapter
Battery type
HP Long Life 3-cell, 53 Wh Li-ion
Minimum dimensions (W x D x H)
12.73 x 8.44 x 0.7 in
Weight
Starting at 3.21 lb (touch); Starting at 2.92 lb (non-touch)
UPC number
196337777057
Package dimensions (W x D x H)
2.71 x 19.01 x 12 in
Software included
HP Connection Optimizer; HP Image Assistant; HP Hotkey Support; HP Noise Cancellation Software; HP PC
Hardware Diagnostics UEFI; HP Support Assistant; Buy Office (Sold separately); HP Power Manager; myHP;
HP Privacy Settings; HSA Fusion for Commercial; HSA Telemetry for Commercial; Touchpoint Customizer for
Commercial; HP Notifications; HP QuickDrop; Tile App; HP Wireless Button Driver 19
20
39 1

Manufacturer Warranty
HP Services offers 1-year and 3-year limited warranties and 90 day software limited warranty options
depending on country. Batteries have a default one year limited warranty except for Long Life Batteries
which will have same 1-year or 3-year limited warranty as the platform. On-site service and extended
coverage is also available. HP Care Pack Services are optional extended service contracts that go beyond the
standard limited warranties. To choose the right level of service for your HP product, use the HP Care Pack
Services Lookup Tool at: http://www.hp.com/go/cpc. 36 1

Overview

1 This product includes a one (1) year license of HP Wolf Pro Security Edition which includes HP Sure Click Pro and HP Sure Sense Pro. The HP Wolf Pro Security
Edition software is licensed under the license terms of the HP End User License Agreement (EULA) that can be found at: https://support.hp.com/usen/document/ish_3875769-3873014-16 as modified by the following: “7. Term. Unless otherwise terminated earlier pursuant to the terms contained in this
EULA, the license for the HP Wolf Pro Security Edition (HP Sure Sense Pro and HP Sure Click Pro) is effective upon activation and willcontinue for twelve (12)
months thereafter (“InitialTerm”). At the end of the InitialTerm you may either (a) purchase a renewallicense for the HP Wolf Pro Security Edition from
HP.com, HP Sales or an HP ChannelPartner, or (b) continue using the standard versions of HP Sure Click and HP Sure Sense at no additionalcost with no
future software updates or HP Support.”
2 Wireless access point and internet service required and sold separately. Availability of public wireless access points limited. Wi-Fi 6 is backwards compatible
with prior 802.11 specs. The specifications for Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) are draft and are not final. If the finalspecifications differ from the draft specifications, it
may affect the ability of the PC to communicate with other 802.11ax devices. Wi-Fi® supporting gigabit speeds is achievable with Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) when
transferring files between two devices connected to the same router. Requires a wireless router, sold separately, that supports 160MHz channels.
3 HP Wolf Pro Security Edition (including HP Sure Click Pro and HP Sure Sense Pro) is available preloaded on select SKUs and, depending on the HP product
purchased, includes a paid 1-year or 3-year license. The HP Wolf Pro Security Edition software is licensed under the license terms of the HP Wolf Security
Software - End-User license Agreement (EULA) that can be found at: https://support.hp.com/us-en/document/ish_3875769-3873014-16 as that EULA is
modified by the following: “7. Term. Unless otherwise terminated earlier pursuant to the terms contained in this EULA, the license for the HP Wolf Pro
Security Edition (HP Sure Sense Pro and HP Sure Click Pro) is effective upon activation and willcontinue for either a twelve (12) month or thirty-six (36)
month license term (“InitialTerm”). At the end of the InitialTerm you may either (a) purchase a renewallicense for the HP Wolf Pro Security Edition from
HP.com, HP Sales or an HP ChannelPartner, or (b) continue using the standard versions of HP Sure Click and HP Sure Sense at no additionalcost with no
future software updates or HP Support.”
4 Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not allcustomers or software applications willnecessarily benefit from use of
this technology. Performance and clock frequency willvary depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s
numbering, branding and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.
6 Wireless access point and internet service required and sold separately. Availability of public wireless access points limited. Wi-Fi 6 is backwards compatible
with prior 802.11 specs. The specifications for Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) are draft and are not final. If the finalspecifications differ from the draft specifications, it
may affect the ability of the laptop to communicate with other 802.11ax devices.
7 Wi-Fi® supporting gigabit speeds is achievable with Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) when transferring files between two devices connected to the same router. Requires
a wireless router, sold separately, that supports 160MHz channels.
Specifications

1 Not allfeatures are available in alleditions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers,
software or BIOS update to take fulladvantage of Windows functionality. Windows is automatically updated and enabled. High speed internet and Microsoft
account required. ISP fees may apply and additionalrequirements may apply over time for updates. See http://www.windows.com.
2 This system is preinstalled with Windows 10 Pro software and also comes with a license for Windows 11 Pro software and provision for recovery software.
You may only use one version of the Windows software at a time. Switching between versions willrequire you to uninstallone version and installthe other
version. You must back up alldata (files, photos, etc.) before uninstalling and installing operating systems to avoid loss of your data.
6 Multi-core is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not allcustomers or software applications willnecessarily benefit from use of
this technology. Performance and clock frequency willvary depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s
numbering, branding and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.
7 Intel® Turbo Boost performance varies depending on hardware, software and overallsystem configuration. See
http://www.intel.com/technology/turboboost/ for more information.
19 HP Connection Optimizer requires Windows 10.
20 HP Support Assistant requires Windows and Internet access.
36 HP Care Packs are sold separately. Service levels and response times for HP Care Packs may vary depending on your geographic location. Service starts on
date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and limitations apply. For details, visit www.hp.com/go/cpc. HP services are governed by the applicable HP terms
and conditions of service provided or indicated to Customer at the time of purchase. Customer may have additionalstatutory rights according to applicable
locallaws, and such rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP
Product.
39 Tile is an optionalfeature that must be configured at the factory and requires Windows 10. Some features require optionalsubscription to Tile Premium. Tile
application for Windows 10 available for download from the Windows Store. Mobile phone app available for download from App Store and Google Play.
Requires iOS 11 and greater or Android 6.0 and greater see https://support.thetileapp.com/hc/en-us/articles/200424778 for more information. HP Tile will
function as long as the PC has battery power.

Detailed Specifications
Accessories
HP Thunderbolt Dock 120W G2 2UK37AA; HP 65W Slim AC Adapter H6Y82AA; HP Wireless Rechargeable
950MK Mouse and Keyboard 3M165AA; HP Stereo USB Headset T1A67AA; HP Business Backpack (up to
17.3") 2SC67AA
Audio
Audio by Bang & Olufsen, dual stereo speakers, 3 multi array microphone
Available software
HP Smart Support
Available software footnote number
[57]
Battery brand
HP
Battery capacity
53
Battery capacity uom
Wh
Battery cells number
3
Battery life
Long Life
Battery life note
Battery is internal and not replaceable by customer. Serviceable by warranty. Fast charging 50% in 30
minutes.
Battery type
HP Long Life 3-cell, 53 Wh Li-ion
Battery type
Li-ion
Battery weight
0.45 lb
Battery weight
204 g
Bluetooth version
Bluetooth® 5.0
Brightness
250 nits
Camera
720p HD IR privacy camera
Camera Infrared
IR
Camera resolution (vertical)
720p
Camera resolution standard
HD
Code name
Corvette 14
Color gamut
45% NTSC
Copyright notice
© Copyright 2022 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change
without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty

statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
Datasheet photo 1
AHID/a8a22506209a78a75ec138c6d0ca8fd5a6049883
Datasheet photo 2
Publication photos/AMS Care Pack Blue.jpg
Datasheet photo 3
AHID/69da81d9b9dcd393e1fc08695227057b1fd2b7ae
Datasheet photo 4
AHID/98ee12dcaabe8a410261f18128bd2fca2cf8ea7d
Datasheet photo 5
AHID/aea64d3aee1d6c8168227b721961e2cd2f0752fc
Display
14" diagonal FHD touch display
Display
14" diagonal, FHD (1920 x 1080), touch, IPS, 250 nits, 45% NTSC
Display brightness
250
Display brightness uom
nits
Display footnote number
[16,17,18]
Display panel technology
IPS
Display resolution (pixels)
1920 x 1080
Display resolution standard
FHD
Display size (diagonal)
14"
Display size (diagonal) uom
"
Display size (diagonal, imperial)
14
Display size (diagonal, metric)
35.6
Display size (diagonal, metric) uom
cm
Display surface treatment
anti-glare
Display touchscreen type
touch screen
ECC memory
non-ECC
External I/O ports footnote number
[32]
Fingerprint reader
Fingerprint sensor
Graphics
Integrated
Graphics (integrated)
Intel® Iris® Xᵉ Graphics

Image legal disclaimer
Product image may differ from actual product
Internal Storage
256 GB PCIe® NVMe™ TLC SSD
Keyboard
HP Premium Collaboration Keyboard – spill-resistant, backlit keyboard
Keyboard backlight
backlit
Keyboard features
Spill-resistant
Keyboard name
HP Premium Collaboration Keyboard
Legal tagline
HP recommends Windows 11 Pro for business
Manageability features footnote number
[21,22]
Management features
HP Driver Packs; HP System Software Manager (SSM); HP BIOS Config Utility (BCU); HP Client Catalog; HP
Manageability Integration Kit Gen4
Manufacturer Warranty
HP Services offers 1-year and 3-year limited warranties and 90 day software limited warranty options
depending on country. Batteries have a default one year limited warranty except for Long Life Batteries
which will have same 1-year or 3-year limited warranty as the platform. On-site service and extended
coverage is also available. HP Care Pack Services are optional extended service contracts that go beyond the
standard limited warranties. To choose the right level of service for your HP product, use the HP Care Pack
Services Lookup Tool at: http://www.hp.com/go/cpc.
Memory
16 GB DDR4-3200 MHz RAM (2 x 8 GB)
Memory and storage
16 GB memory; 256 GB SSD storage
Memory layout (slots & size)
2 x 8 GB
Memory module type
DIMM
Memory size
16
Memory size uom
GB
Memory Slots
2 SODIMM
Memory speed
3200
Memory speed uom
MHz
Memory type
DDR4
Minimum dimensions (W x D x H)
12.73 x 8.44 x 0.7 in
Minimum dimensions (W x D x H)
32.34 x 21.46 x 1.79 cm
Number of memory slots
2
Operating system

Windows 10 Pro (available through downgrade rights from Windows 11 Pro)
Operating system footnote number
[1,2]
Optical drive
Not included
Package depth, imperial (most common size)
19.01
Package depth, metric (most common size)
48.3
Package dimensions (W x D x H)
2.71 x 19.01 x 12 in
Package dimensions (W x D x H)
6.9 x 48.3 x 30.5 cm
Package height, imperial (most common size)
12
Package height, metric (most common size)
30.5
Package width, imperial (most common size)
2.71
Package width, metric (most common size)
6.9
Pointing device
Clickpad with multi-touch gesture support
Ports
2 Thunderbolt™ 4 with USB4 Type-C® 40Gbps signaling rate (USB Power Delivery, DisplayPort™ 1.4); 2
SuperSpeed USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate (1 charging); 1 Stereo headphone/microphone combo jack; 1
HDMI 2.0b; 1 AC power
Ports note
HDMI cable sold separately.
Power
HP Smart 65 W External AC power adapter
Power supply required footnote number
[34,35]
Processor
Intel® Core™ i5-1135G7 (up to 4.2 GHz with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, 8 MB L3 cache, 4 cores)
Processor Brand
Intel®
Processor cache
8 MB L3
Processor core
4
Processor family
11th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processor
Processor family
Core™ i5
Processor frequency technology
Intel® Turbo Boost Technology
Processor generation
11th Generation
Processor maximum frequency
4.2
Processor maximum frequency uom

GHz
Processor model
1135G7
Processor name footnote number
[6,7]
Processor threads
8
Product brand name
HP
Product long name specifications
HP EliteBook 840 G8 Notebook PC, 14", touch screen, Windows 10 Pro (available through downgrade rights
from Windows 11 Pro), Intel® Core™ i5, 16GB RAM, 256GB SSD, FHD
Product short name specifications
HP EliteBook 840 G8 Notebook PC, 14", Intel® Core™ i5, 16GB RAM, 256GB SSD
Security management
Absolute persistence module; HP DriveLock and Automatic DriveLock; HP Secure Erase; Power-on
authentication; Preboot authentication; TPM 2.0 embedded security chip shipped with Windows 10 (Common
Criteria EAL4+ Certified); HP Sure Click; HP Sure Sense; Support for chassis padlocks and cable lock devices;
HP Sure Start Gen6; HP Sure Run Gen3; HP Sure Recover Gen3; HP Sure Admin; HP BIOSphere Gen6
Security management footnote number
[23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,33]
Security Software Licenses
HP Wolf Pro Security Edition (1 year)
Security software licenses footnote number
[56]
Software included
HP Connection Optimizer; HP Image Assistant; HP Hotkey Support; HP Noise Cancellation Software; HP PC
Hardware Diagnostics UEFI; HP Support Assistant; Buy Office (Sold separately); HP Power Manager; myHP;
HP Privacy Settings; HSA Fusion for Commercial; HSA Telemetry for Commercial; Touchpoint Customizer for
Commercial; HP Notifications; HP QuickDrop; Tile App; HP Wireless Button Driver
Software included footnote number
[19,20,39]
Standard memory note
Transfer rates up to 3200 MT/s.
Storage capacity
256
Storage capacity uom 01
GB
Storage interface 01
PCIe®
Storage interface protocol 01
NVMe™
Storage memory technology 01
TLC
Storage type
SSD
Storage type 01
SSD
Sustainable impact specifications
Ocean-bound plastic in speaker enclosure; 35% post-consumer recycled plastic; Low Halogen; Bulk
packaging available
Sustainable impact specifications footnote number
[38,42,43]

Tech spec footnote
[1] Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or
separately purchased hardware, drivers, software or BIOS update to take full advantage of Windows
functionality. Windows is automatically updated and enabled. High speed internet and Microsoft account
required. ISP fees may apply and additional requirements may apply over time for updates. See
http://www.windows.com.
Tech spec footnote
[10] Intel® Optane™ memory is sold separately. Intel® Optane™ memory system acceleration does not
replace or increase the DRAM in your system. Available for HP commercial desktops and notebooks and for
select HP workstations (HP Z240 Tower/SFF, Z2 Mini, ZBook Studio, 15 and 17 G5) and requires a SATA HDD,
7th Gen or higher Intel® Core™ processor or Intel® Xeon® processor E3-1200 V6 product family or higher,
BIOS version with Intel® Optane™ supported, Windows 10 version 1703 or higher, M.2 type 2280-S1-B-M
connector on a PCH Remapped PCIe Controller and Lanes in a x2 or x4 configuration with B-M keys that meet
NVMe™ Spec 1.1, and an Intel® Rapid Storage Technology (Intel® RST) 15.5 driver.
Tech spec footnote
[11] Intel® Optane™ memory system acceleration does not replace or increase the DRAM in your system.
Requires 8th Gen or higher Intel® Core™ processor, BIOS version with Intel® Optane™ supported, Windows 10
64-bit, and an Intel® Rapid Storage Technology (Intel® RST) driver.
Tech spec footnote
[12] Wireless access point and Internet service required and sold separately. Availability of public wireless
access points limited. The specifications for the 802.11ac WLAN are draft specifications and are not final. If
the final specifications differ from the draft specifications, it may affect the ability of the notebook to
communicate with other 802.11ac WLAN devices.
Tech spec footnote
[13] WWAN module is an optional feature, requires factory configuration and requires separately purchased
service contract. Check with service provider for coverage and availability in your area. Connection speeds
will vary due to location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 4G LTE not available on all
products, in all regions.
Tech spec footnote
[14] Miracast is a wireless technology your PC can use to project your screen to TVs, projectors, and
streaming.
Tech spec footnote
[15] Intel® Iris® Xᵉ Graphics capabilities require system to be configured with Intel® Core™ i5 or i7 processors
and dual channel memory. Intel® Iris® Xᵉ Graphics with Intel® Core™ i5 or 7 processors and single channel
memory will only function as UHD graphics.
Tech spec footnote
[16] HD content required to view HD images.
Tech spec footnote
[17] Resolutions are dependent upon monitor capability, and resolution and color depth settings.
Tech spec footnote
[18] HP Sure View Reflect integrated privacy screen is an optional feature that must be configured at
purchase and is designed to function in landscape orientation.
Tech spec footnote
[19] HP Connection Optimizer requires Windows 10.
Tech spec footnote
[2] This system is preinstalled with Windows 10 Pro software and also comes with a license for Windows 11
Pro software and provision for recovery software. You may only use one version of the Windows software at
a time. Switching between versions will require you to uninstall one version and install the other version. You
must back up all data (files, photos, etc.) before uninstalling and installing operating systems to avoid loss of
your data.
Tech spec footnote
[20] HP Support Assistant requires Windows and Internet access.
Tech spec footnote
[21] HP Driver Packs not preinstalled, however available for download at
http://www.hp.com/go/clientmanagement.
Tech spec footnote
[22] HP Manageability Integration Kit can be downloaded from
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/ads/clientmanagement/overview.html.

Tech spec footnote
[23] Absolute firmware module is shipped turned off and can only be activated with the purchase a license
subscription and full activation of the software agent. License subscriptions can be purchased for terms
ranging multiple years. Service is limited, check with Absolute for availability outside the U.S. Certain
conditions apply. For full details visit: https://www.absolute.com/about/legal/agreements/absolute/
Tech spec footnote
[24] HP Secure Erase for the methods outlined in the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special
Publication 800-88 "Clear" sanitation method. HP Secure Erase does not support platforms with Intel®
Optane™.
Tech spec footnote
[25] Firmware TPM is version 2.0.
Tech spec footnote
[26] HP Sure Click requires Windows 10. See https://bit.ly/2PrLT6A_SureClick for complete details.
Tech spec footnote
[27] HP Sure Sense requires Windows 10.
Tech spec footnote
[28] HP Sure Start Gen6 is available on select HP PCs.
Tech spec footnote
[29] HP Sure Run Gen3 is available on select Windows 10 based HP Pro, Elite and Workstation PCs with select
Intel® or AMD processors.
Tech spec footnote
[30] HP Sure Recover Gen3 is available on select HP PCs and requires an open network connection. You must
back up important files, data, photos, videos, etc. before using HP Sure Recover to avoid loss of data.
Tech spec footnote
[31] HP Sure Admin requires Windows 10, HP BIOS, HP Manageability Integration Kit from
http://www.hp.com/go/clientmanagement and HP Sure Admin Local Access Authenticator smartphone app
from the Android or Apple store.
Tech spec footnote
[32] SuperSpeed USB 20Gbps is not available with Thunderbolt™ 4.
Tech spec footnote
[33] HP BIOSphere Gen6 is available on select HP Pro and Elite PCs. See product specifications for details.
Features may vary depending on the platform and configurations.
Tech spec footnote
[34] Recharges the battery up to 50% within 30 minutes when the system is off or in standby mode. Power
adapter with a minimum capacity of 65 watts is required. After charging has reached 50% capacity, charging
will return to normal. Charging time may vary +/-10% due to System tolerance.
Tech spec footnote
[35] Availability may vary by country.
Tech spec footnote
[36] HP Care Packs are sold separately. Service levels and response times for HP Care Packs may vary
depending on your geographic location. Service starts on date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and
limitations apply. For details, visit www.hp.com/go/cpc. HP services are governed by the applicable HP terms
and conditions of service provided or indicated to Customer at the time of purchase. Customer may have
additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected by
the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product.
Tech spec footnote
[37] Based on US EPEAT® registration according to IEEE 1680.1-2018 EPEAT®. Status varies by country. Visit
www.epeat.net for more information.
Tech spec footnote
[38] External power supplies, power cords, cables and peripherals are not Low Halogen. Service parts
obtained after purchase may not be Low Halogen.
Tech spec footnote
[39] Tile is an optional feature that must be configured at the factory and requires Windows 10. Some
features require optional subscription to Tile Premium. Tile application for Windows 10 available for download
from the Windows Store. Mobile phone app available for download from App Store and Google Play. Requires
iOS 11 and greater or Android 6.0 and greater see https://support.thetileapp.com/hc/enus/articles/200424778 for more information. HP Tile will function as long as the PC has battery power.

Tech spec footnote
[4] Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software
applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency will vary
depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering,
branding and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.
Tech spec footnote
[40] Windows 10 MM18 battery life will vary depending on various factors including product model,
configuration, loaded applications, features, use, wireless functionality, and power management settings. The
maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage. See www.bapco.com for
additional details.
Tech spec footnote
[41] For full Intel® vPro™ functionality, Windows, a vPro supported processor, vPro enabled Q370 chipset or
higher and vPro enabled WLAN card are required. Some functionality, such as Intel Active management
technology and Intel Virtualization technology, requires additional 3rd party software in order to run.
Availability of future "virtual appliances" applications for Intel vPro technology is dependent on 3rd party
software providers. Compatibility of this generation of Intel vPro technology-based hardware with future
"virtual appliances" is yet to be determined.
Tech spec footnote
[42] Percentage of ocean-bound plastic contained in each component varies by product.
Tech spec footnote
[43] Recycled plastic content percentage is based on the definition set in the IEEE 1680.1-2018 standard.
Tech spec footnote
[44] Actual battery Watt-hours (Wh) will vary from design capacity. Battery capacity will naturally decrease
with shelf life, time, usage, environment, temperature, system configuration, loaded apps, features, power
management settings and other factors.
Tech spec footnote
[5] Processor speed denotes maximum performance mode; processors will run at lower speeds in battery
optimization mode.
Tech spec footnote
[6] Multi-core is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or
software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency
will vary depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s
numbering, branding and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.
Tech spec footnote
[7] Intel® Turbo Boost performance varies depending on hardware, software and overall system
configuration. See http://www.intel.com/technology/turboboost/ for more information.
Tech spec footnote
[8] Due to the non-industry standard nature of some third-party memory modules, we recommend HP
branded memory to ensure compatibility. If you mix memory speeds, the system will perform at the lower
memory speed.
Tech spec footnote
[9] For storage drives, GB = 1 billion bytes. TB = 1 trillion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 30 GB
(for Windows 10) is reserved for system recovery software.
Tech spec footnote 56
[56] This product includes a one (1) year license of HP Wolf Pro Security Edition which includes HP Sure Click
Pro and HP Sure Sense Pro. The HP Wolf Pro Security Edition software is licensed under the license terms of
the HP End User License Agreement (EULA) that can be found at: https://support.hp.com/usen/document/ish_3875769-3873014-16 as modified by the following: “7. Term. Unless otherwise
terminated earlier pursuant to the terms contained in this EULA, the license for the HP Wolf Pro Security
Edition (HP Sure Sense Pro and HP Sure Click Pro) is effective upon activation and will continue for twelve (12)
months thereafter (“Initial Term”). At the end of the Initial Term you may either (a) purchase a renewal license
for the HP Wolf Pro Security Edition from HP.com, HP Sales or an HP Channel Partner, or (b) continue using the
standard versions of HP Sure Click and HP Sure Sense at no additional cost with no future software updates or
HP Support.”
Tech spec footnote 57
[57] HP Smart Support automatically collects the telemetry necessary upon initial boot of the product to
deliver device-level configuration data and health insights and is available preinstalled on select products,
thru HP Factory Configuration Services; or it can be downloaded. For more information about how to enable
HP Smart Support or for download, please visit http://www.hp.com/smart-support.

Touchscreen
Yes
Trademark information
Intel, Core and Intel vPro are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in
the United States and other countries. USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB
Implementers Forum. ENERGY STAR is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
UNSPSC code
43211503
UPC number
196337777057
vPro enabled
non-vPro®
Warranty footnote number
[36]
Weight
Starting at 1.32 kg (non-touch); Starting at 1.46 kg (touch)
Weight
Starting at 3.21 lb (touch); Starting at 2.92 lb (non-touch)
Weight note (imperial)
Weight will vary by configuration.
Weight note (metric)
Weight will vary by configuration.
Wireless
Intel® AX201 Wi-Fi 6 (2x2) and Bluetooth® 5 combo, non-vPro®
Wireless antenna
2x2
Wireless Model
Wi-Fi 6 AX201
Wireless Note
MU-MIMO and Miracast support.
Wireless standard
Wi-Fi 6
Wireless supplier
Intel®
©Copyright 2021 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for HP products
and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing shall be construed as constituting an
additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
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to the edge and beyond with purpose-built
devices and services.
Now Micro goes beyond the edge to help customers procure, deploy and manage
computing assets. With a blend of purpose-built hardware, factory automation
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It’s About Service.
Now Micro goes beyond hardware to oﬀer services to help you
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Open API
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User Editable Fields
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April 28, 2022
ISD 273 Edina Public Schools
Window Device RFP - Xerox Response
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in your Request for Proposal (RFP) for Windows Device
procurement for ISD 273, Edina Public Schools. After careful consideration of the RFP requirements, we
are excited to provide the enclosed solution that has been tailored to meet the needs of ISD 273. Based
on the RFP, we are submitting pricing for the following:
•

100 HP laptops as specified in the RFP with Lenovo alternative

•

100 HP desktops as specified in the RFP with Lenovo alternative

•

Optional services to include (outlined in the RFP detail):
o

White Glove Services and Asset Tagging

o

Warranty & Depot Services

o

Complimentary support to help unbox if requested

o

HP “Shaping the Future” if the district qualifies there could be a windows
operating system per device savings of $20-30. Please see the link as a
reference.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/windows/shapethefuture.aspx
Additionally, Edina Public Schools would benefit from Xerox in our local support and global reach. At
Xerox Business Solutions, we offer a full spectrum of IT products and services. In addition to offering
laptops and desktop solutions, our IT services and IT solutions are customized to fit your specific
technology needs.
We look forward to participating in the next steps of your procurement process and elaborating on our
capabilities, approach, and experience described in this proposal. In the meantime, if you have any
questions, or if anything is unclear, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Michaelle Meland
Senior Account Executive
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REQUEST FOR QUOTE: WINDOWS-BASED DEVICES (2022)

Opportunity Overview
Independent School District No. 273 is seeking proposals for the PURCHASE of Windows-based Devices – (Laptop [100 units] and Desktop
Computers [100 units]). The district would potentially be seeking additional units over the next 12 months.

Eligibility
Vendors must have a current, eligible Joint Powers-eligible cooperative agreement in which to base their proposed pricing on.

Submission Process
Questions can be submitted via email up until April 22nd, 2022, at 10:30 AM.
Questions can be emailed to rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com.
After receipt of all questions, a response addendum will be emailed to all known participating vendors.
Proposals for Windows Devices and related items will be received either electronically or by mail by the Independent School District No.
273, Edina, MN until 10:30 AM, April 28th, 2022, at the office of the Director, District Media and Technology Services.
Please clearly mark proposals “Staff PCs RFP (2022)” (in email subject line or on envelope).
Emailed proposals can be submitted to rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com.
If submitting physical copy, envelopes containing proposals must be sealed, clearly marked “Windows Devices RFP (2022)”, and feature
the name and address of the vendor and addressed to:
Attn: Natasha Monsaas-Daly
District Media and Technology Services
Independent School District No. 273
5701 Normandale Road, Suite 339
Edina, MN 55424

Proposal Content Requirements
Submissions should include:
•

•

Proposal Forms
o
Vendors shall submit their proposals upon the Submission Worksheet included with the specifications.

The Edina Public Schools’ School Board reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals or
parts of such proposals and waive any formalities or irregularities in quoting process. No proposal may
be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days after receipt without the consent of the Edina Public
Schools’ School Board. All quotations are to be F.O.B., Edina, MN.
Proposal Data
o
Vendors are encouraged to provide other information or documentation applicable to their proposal along
with the worksheet provided.
o
Proposed data should include:

Specification sheets for proposed devices

Document explaining repair process, estimated completion time, status communications, and
remedies for service failure (time or completion)

Documentation on the repair process to include any Web portals, paperwork, and contact information
needed to facilitate repairs of devices

Process Timeline
Event/Milestone

Date
Release of Documentation

4/19/2022

Deadline for vendor questions

4/22/2022

Proposal Deadline

4/28/2022

School Board Recommendation

5/9/2022

Submission of Purchase Order (no later than)

5/13/2022

Product Delivery (on-or-before)

7/1/2022

Evaluation and Selection Criteria
The district will evaluate each individual item and may choose to award any combination of items to vendors who submit. Contracts
will be awarded after confirmation by the Edina School District of the Vendor's ability to comply with all requirements called for in the
general provisions and specifications.
The Edina School District reserves the right to evaluate all proposals and determine whether the district’s specifications and
requirements are satisfied and to award contracts as the Edina School District determines to be in its best interest.
The Edina School District reserves the right to award the contract; reject all proposals; and/or waive minor irregularities or discrepancies
within the sourcing process based solely on the district’s evaluation of best value.
The following criteria will be used for evaluating proposals:
Evaluation Point Description

Weight (%)
Cost

51%

2022

30%

References and prior performance/relationship with district

19%

Ability to deliver product by July

1st,

Terms and Conditions
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.

H.

I.

J.
K.
L.

M.

Eligibility & Compliance with Federal and State Law: Vendor must assure District that they have complied with all applicable Federal and State laws,
regulations and rules.
Invitation: The invitation to quote, which is attached hereto, and everything contained therein is adopted by reference and made part of these
specifications and conditions.
General Criteria for Award: After taking into consideration conformity with the specifications, timelines and other conditions imposed in the call for
proposals, an award shall be made to the lowest responsible vendor.
Writing: Within ten days of the award, persons having authority to contract for the parties shall duly execute a formal contract covering the subject
matter of the proposal.
Form of Proposals: The proposal must be submitted on the form prescribed by the District, a sample of which is contained in these specifications.
Vendor Qualifications: The District reserves the right to refuse to consider the proposal of a vendor who is not known to be reliable, skilled, and
regularly engaged in providing the service and/or goods described in the request. In addition, the District may require of any vendor to provide
evidence satisfactory to the District, of the vendor’s financial responsibility, and ability to efficiently, economically and satisfactorily perform the
services and/or deliver the goods required by the District.
Rejection of Proposal: In addition to grounds for rejection stated elsewhere in law, or in these specifications and conditions, the District may reject a
proposal if:
1)
The vendor fails to provide reasonable evidence reasonably requested pursuant to G.
2)
The vendor misstates or conceals any material fact in their proposal.
3)
The proposal submitted is conditional.
Alterations and Erasures: A proposal containing an alteration or erasure of any price contained in the proposed quote, which is used in determining
the lowest responsible quote shall be rejected unless the alteration or erasure is corrected as herein provided. An alteration or erasure may be
crossed out and the correction thereof printed in ink or typewritten adjacent thereto an initialed in ink by the person signing the proposal.
Identical low Proposals: In the case of identical low proposals from two or more vendors, the Board may at its discretion utilize negotiated
procurement methods with the tied low vendors with lowest proposals for that particular transaction, so long as the price paid does not exceed the
original proposal.
Single Quote: In the case where only a single proposal is received, the Board may, at its discretion, negotiate a mutually agreeable contract with the
vendor so long as the price paid does not exceed the original proposed quote.
Withdrawal and Award Deadlines: No vendor may withdraw his/her proposal within 60 days after the date of opening. The District may elect to take
up to 60 days to decide which vendor is to receive the award.
Award Options:
District reserves the right to:
1)
Award this contract in part or whole to a single vendor
2)
Reject any or all quotes/proposals.
3)
Award contract based on the investigation of vendors, as well as acceptance of alternates, all of which the Owner
deems to be in their best interest.
4)
Waive informalities or minor irregularities in proposals and waive minor irregularities or discrepancies in RFP procedure.
5)
Cancel a contract entered in to with the successful vendor at any time, upon 30 days’ written notice, if the District’s
standards are not met.
6)
the District is solely responsible for rendering the decision in matters of interpretation of all terms and conditions.
7)
The District, in determining the lowest responsible vendor, will consider in addition to the RFP process, the quality,
suitability and adaptability of the item(s) to be purchased for the use for which it is intended.
8)
Trade-in policy and allowances will be considered where appropriate.
Collusion:
Collusion is grounds for bid rejection of all collusive vendors.
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Terms & Conditions (cont’d)
N.

O.

P.
Q.

Title IX Compliance Notice & Non-Discrimination Policy: The District strictly adheres to Minnesota State Statute Section 181.59, Discrimination on
Account of Race, Creed, or Color Prohibited in Contract, for the contracts it will enters into. During the performance of this contract, the vendor
agrees that it shall not unlawfully discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, creed, religion, gender,
national origin, sexual orientation, disability, age, marital status, or public assistance status. The Bidder will take affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed and that employees are treated equally during employment, without unlawful discrimination because of their race, color,
creed, religion, gender, national origin, disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, or public assistance status.
Vendors shall also comply with any applicable federal or state laws regarding nondiscrimination. The following list includes, but is not meant to limit,
laws that may be applicable:
•
Minnesota Statute Chapter 363A
•
The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972
•
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973
•
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
•
The Equal Pay Act of 1963
•
The Job Training Partnership Act of 1982
Equal Opportunity: It is the policy of the District, in compliance with current Federal and State statutes and regulations, and in recognition of its
obligation to provide equal opportunity for education and employment for all persons within its jurisdiction, not to discriminate on the basis of sex,
race, religion, color, national origin, economic status, disability, age or marital status in any of the educational programs or personnel practices of the
Edina School District. The Superintendent is designated as coordinator for compliance for all areas relating to educational programs and personnel
practices. Title IX prohibits school districts from conducting business with any contractor or vendor not complying with Title IX requirements.
Requirements for onsite service providers: Vendor employees and contractors who will be providing services on District premises must have been
subject to a state and federal criminal background check and drug/chemical screening within the past 18 months.
Insurance Requirements: You may be required to provide proof of insurance as requested by District. Coverage levels described below should be
considered MINIMUM requirements.
Insurance

Worker's Compensation

Comprehensive General Liability (including PremisesOperations; Independent Contractor’s Protective; Products
and Completed Operations; Broad-Form Property Damage)
Blanket Contractual Liability
Comprehensive Automobile Liability

R.
S.
T.

U.

V.

Description

State Statutory Employer's Liability
Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit

Coverage

Aggregate

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

$500,000

n/a

Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

Bodily Injury; Property Damage;
Combined Single Limit

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

Personal Injury, with Employment
Exclusion Deleted

$1,000,000 each occurrence

$2,000,000 aggregate

Non-Waiver of Specifications and Conditions: Failure or neglect of the District to require compliance with any term, condition, or specification of the
quoting shall not be deemed a waiver of the same.
Terms of Payment: Payments will be according to Minnesota Statute 471.425, currently providing for payment within 35 days after receipt of the
merchandise or the invoice, whichever comes latest. Nothing in the vendor’s proposal, quote, contract, or invoice will override this provision.
Prompt Payment to Subcontractors: Contract to comply with 2006 Minnesota Statute, Chapter 471.425 regarding “Prompt Payment to
Subcontractors” or the specification whichever is most stringent. 471.425 requires the prime contractor to pay any subcontractor or supplier within 10
days of the prime contractor’s receipt of payment from the municipality for undisputed services or supplies provided by the subcontractor or supplier.
Refer to the statute for additional information.
Taxes: No direct charge may be made for federal, state or municipal sales and excise taxes, for which Independent School District 273 is exempt.
The quote price shall not include the amount of any such tax. The vendor shall pay all taxes imposed on any and all goods and/or services used so
that there will be no liability on the part of the Owner for any type of tax assessed thereon.
Minnesota Taxes: Instrumentalities of the State of Minnesota are not subject to the State of Minnesota Sales Tax pursuant to Minnesota Laws
of 1967, Extra Session, Chapter 32, Article XIII, Section 25, Sub 1, Para. (J).
Excise Taxes: Instrumentalities of the State of Minnesota are not subject to Federal Excise Taxes. Individual exemption certificates will be
furnished upon request if needed by successful vendor(s) to reclaim such charges.
Confidentiality: All documents, materials and information supplied to the School District are subject to the Minnesota government data practice act.
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General Specifications
It is the intent of the Edina School District No. 273 to acquire Windows-based Laptops, Desktop PCs, and accessories as described in the
specifications below. These can be awarded to one vendor, or each item can be awarded to individual vendors based on response.
All equipment supplied pursuant to this solicitation shall be new, or later, currently advertised, standard production models,
incorporating all the latest available changes and features.
The Vendor shall furnish the manufacturer’s standard new equipment warranty at a minimum and shall promptly replace or repair
defective materials, parts, or workmanship and/or inadequate design at no cost to the purchaser.
Proposed price shall be all inclusive so that no other charges shall be applicable to the Edina School District.
The specifications describe the approved models as an example. Participating vendors can propose these specific devices or those
that are

Laptop Specifications
Description

Specification
256 GB SSD (nvme)

Storage
RAM

16GB

Battery

8+ hours battery

Processor

Intel i5-1135G7 or better

USB 3 Ports
Network Interface Card

2 or more
10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities

Display

14” Touchscreen

Camera

Webcam built-in

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi 6

Keyboard
Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or accessories

Backlit
USB C Power adapter for Laptop
Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
•
Lenovo L14
o
Generation 3 or equivalent
The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional
batteries, power adapters, and spare parts depot.

Quantity

100

Storage

Specification
256 GB SSD (nvme)

Desktop Specifications
Description
RAM

16GB

Processor
Network Interface Card
USB 3 Ports
USB Ports
Digital Video Outputs
Wi-Fi
Included Accessories
Warranty
Approved Models*
Additional peripherals or accessories

Intel i5-10400T or better
10/100/1000 LAN w/ Wake-on-LAN capabilities
THREE (3) or more USB 3 Ports
FIVE (5) or more total (including USB 3)
•
•

DisplayPort or HDMI
Two (2) or more
Wi-Fi 6
Power adapter

Manufacturer’s warranty with 3-year DEPOT warranty
Lenovo M70q Tiny Desktop Model or equivalent
The district is interested in any additional items that may be included in the proposal.
Please indicate if your proposal includes items and quantities such as additional
power adapters, and spare parts depot.

All equipment must be delivered no later than July 1st, 2022
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Quote Worksheet
Your Company Information
Company Name

Xerox Business Solutions – (MOTG) Midwest

Address

Contact Name
City

5600 Rowland RD

State

Michaelle Meland
Minnetonka

Zip

Minnesota

55343

Omnia Contract Number: R171406

Joint Powers Agreement utilized (Holding organization & contract number)

References
District/Organization

Contact Name

Contact Email

Contact Phone

youngb@sd149.org

Dolton school District 149

Dr. Bridget Young

708-868-8300

Slinger school District 5513950

Patrick Armstrong

Patrick.Armstrong@slingerschools.org

262-644-7514

Wayzata School District

Cindy Windsor

Cindy.Windsor@WayzataSchools.org

763-745-5032

Questions
Question

Your Response

Have you reviewed & agree with all terms, conditions, specifications, and requirements as described? [Y/N]

y

Have you provided all documentation required (as found on page 1)? [Y/N]

y

Are you able to maintain the proposed pricing for up to 1-year for additional orders? [Y/N]

y

What is the approximate number of weeks between order submission date and delivery to district? [#]

7 weeks

What is the latest date for receipt of Purchase Order to ensure delivery by July 1st, 2022? [DATE]

5-13-2022

Device Pricing
Description

Qty

Unit Manufacturer

Unit Model

Price Per Unit (FOB)

Net

Laptop Computers

100

Hewlett Packard

9AG51AV

$832.00

$83,229

Desktop Computers

100

Hewlett Packard

61G02AV

$690.24

$69,024

Laptop Computers

100

Lenovo

21C50011US

$1,150.04

$115,040

Desktop Computers

100

Lenovo

11MY001YUS

$726,33

$72,633

Additional Item Pricing
Please share any additional parts, services, or warranty included or discounted based on the proposed units above.
•

Examples: Power Cords, Parts Depot, Batteries, additional support, extended warranty coverage, etc.
Description/Includes

Quantity
Proposed

Per unit price
proposed

3-Year Depot Warranty – Lenovo Laptop

100

$71.96

3-Year Depot Warranty – Lenovo Desktop

100

Included

3- Year Depot Warranty – HP Desktop

100

Included

3- Year Depot Warranty – HP Laptop

100

Included

Optional: White Glove Services

100

$8,58

Optional: Asset Tagging

100

$9.00

5

No Charge: Unboxing Laptop Desktop Boxes and remove boxes if necessary

100

0

6

Desktop: HP
-

HP RCTO ProDesk 400 G6 DM AMS PC
ENERGY STAR Certified
Electronic TCO Certified labeling
Intel Core i5-10500T 2.3GHz 6C 35W
OS Localization 64BIT
OST Win 11 Pro 64 DG106
16GB (1x16GB) DDR4 2666 SODIMM
256GB M.2 2280 PCIe NVMe TLC SSD
No Included Keyboard
DM No SATA HDD Bracket G6
No Mouse Included
No 3rd Port
No Flex Port 2
Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX201 ax2x2 nvP +BT5 WW
No Intel vPro without 3rd video
65 Watt EPS3-pin
3/3/3 DM Warranty
Single Unit (DM) Packaging
HP 400 G6 DM CKIT
Intel CML Core i5 Label

Laptop: HP
-

HP IDS UMA i5-1135G7 RTK USBC 440G8BNBPC
Pike Silver ALU
Standard Packaging
OS Localization
OST Win 11 Pro 64 DG106
Integrated HD 720p DM Webcam
14 FHD AG LED UWVA 250 fHDC TOP NWBZbent
16GB (1x16GB) DDR4 3200
256GB PCIe NVMe Value SSD
IntelWiFi6AX201ax2x2MUMIMOnvP160MHz+BT5W
No WWAN
MISC No Fingerprint Sensor
3 Cell 45 WHr Long Life
45 Watt nPFC USB-C AC Adapter
C5 1.0m stkr CNVTL Power Cord
3/3/0 Warranty
Country Localization
Clickpad BL SR
Electronic Energy Star labeling (EStar)
Electronic TCO Certified labeling
Core i5 sz3 G11 Label

Desktop Specifications
Technical Information
Release Month:
Release Year:

March
2022

Processor
Processor Manufacturer:
Processor Type:
Processor Model:
Processor Core:
Processor Speed:
Maximum Turbo Speed:

AMD
Ryzen 5 PRO
5675U
Hexa-core (6 Core)
2.30 GHz
4.30 GHz

Chipset
Chipset Manufacturer:

AMD

Memory
Standard Memory:
Memory Technology:
Memory Speed:
Memory Configuration:

16 GB
DDR4 SDRAM
3200 MHz
1 x 16GB

Storage
Drive Type:
Total Solid State Drive Capacity:
SSD Form Factor:
Optical Drive Type:

SSD
512 GB
NVMe M.2 PCI Express
No

Display & Graphics
Screen Size:
Display Screen Technology:
Screen Mode:
Screen Resolution:
Touchscreen:
Graphics Controller
Manufacturer:
Graphics Controller Model:
Graphics Memory Technology:
Graphics Memory Accessibility:

14"
In-plane Switching (IPS) Technology
Full HD
1920 x 1080
Yes
AMD
Radeon Graphics
DDR4 SDRAM
Shared

Network & Communication
Wireless LAN:
Wireless LAN Standard:
Wimax:
Ethernet Technology:
Bluetooth:
WWAN Supported:
Near Field Communication:

Yes
IEEE 802.11ax
No
Gigabit Ethernet
Yes
No
No

Built-in Devices
Front Camera/Webcam:
Infrared Camera:
Finger Print Reader:

Yes
Yes
Yes

Interfaces/Ports
HDMI:
Yes
Total Number of USB Ports:
4
Number of USB 3.2 Gen 1 Ports: 2
Number of USB 3.2 Gen 1 Type-C 1
Ports:
Number of USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C 1
Ports:
Network (RJ-45):
Yes

Software
Operating System Platform:
Operating System:
Downgradable Operating
System:
Operating System Language:
Operating System Architecture:

Windows
Windows 11
Windows 10 Pro
English
64-bit

Input Devices
Keyboard Backlight:
Keyboard Localization:

Yes
English

Battery Information
Number of Cells:

3-cell

Power Description
Maximum Power Supply
Wattage:

65 W

Physical Characteristics
Product Color:
Height:
Width:
Depth:
Weight (Approximate):

Thunder Black
0.78"
12.8"
8.5"
3.06 lb

Miscellaneous
Package Contents:

•
•

ThinkPad L14 Gen 3 (AMD)
AC Adapter

Features:
Energy Star:
Environmentally Friendly:
Environmental Certification:

Anti-glare Screen
Yes
Yes

TCO Certified:

Yes

•
•
•
•

ENERGY STAR 8.0
EPEAT Gold
ErP Lot 3
RoHS

Lenovo Desk Top
Processor
Processor Manufacturer:
Processor Type:
Processor Generation:
Processor Model:
Processor Core:
Processor Speed:
Maximum Turbo Speed:

Intel
Core i5
11th Gen
I5-11400T
Hexa-core (6 Core)
1.30 GHz
3.70 GHz

Chipset
Chipset Manufacturer:
Chipset Model:

Intel
B560

Memory
Standard Memory:
Maximum Memory Supported:
Memory Technology:
Number of Total Memory Slots:

16 GB
64 GB
DDR4 SDRAM
2

Storage
Total Solid State Drive Capacity:
Solid State Drive Interface:
Solid State Drive Configuration:
SSD Form Factor:

256 GB
PCI Express NVMe
1 x 256GB
M.2

Display & Graphics
Graphics Controller
Manufacturer:
Graphics Controller Model:
Graphics Memory Technology:
Graphics Memory Accessibility:

Intel
UHD Graphics 730
DDR4 SDRAM
Shared

Network & Communication
LAN Manufacturer:
LAN Model:
Ethernet Technology:
Wireless LAN:
Wireless LAN Standard:

Intel
I219-V
Gigabit Ethernet
Yes
IEEE 802.11ax

Bluetooth:

Yes

Interfaces/Ports
HDMI (Rear):
Number of USB 3.2 Gen 1 Ports:
Number of USB 3.2 Gen 2 Ports:
USB Type-C (Front):
USB Type-C Detail:
DisplayPort (Rear):

Yes
2
3
Yes
1x USB-C 3.2 Gen 1
Yes

Operating System
Operating System Platform:
Operating System:
Operating System Architecture:

Windows
Windows 10 Pro
64-bit

Physical Characteristics
Product Color:
Form Factor:
Height:
Width:
Depth:
Weight (Approximate):

Black
Tiny
1.4"
7"
7.2"
2.76 lb

Miscellaneous
Package Contents:

Energy Star:
Environmentally Friendly:
Environmental Certification:

•
•

ThinkCentre M70q Gen 2
Power Adapter

•
•
•

ENERGY STAR 8.0
EPEAT Gold
RoHS

Yes
Yes

Warranty
Limited Warranty:

3 Year

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bougie, Heidi
Ryan Kleinjan
Monsaas-Daly, Natasha; Lindley, Nathaniel
RE: [CAUTION! EXTERNAL] Edina Schools - Windows-based Devices (2022)
Wednesday, April 27, 2022 11:47:18 AM
image001.png
image002.png

Thank you for the opportunity.
After thorough review, we will not be submitting a response to your RFP.
Heidi
Heidi Bougie
Sr. Education Account Manager
Best Buy Business – Best Buy Education
————————————————————
Desk: 612.292.0265
Cell: 612.206.7018

From: Ryan Kleinjan <rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 9:47 AM
To: Bougie, Heidi <Heidi.Dorazio-Bougie@bestbuy.com>
Cc: Monsaas-Daly, Natasha <Natasha.Monsaas-Daly@edinaschools.org>; Lindley, Nathaniel
<Nathaniel.Lindley@edinaschools.org>
Subject: [CAUTION! EXTERNAL] Edina Schools - Windows-based Devices (2022)
Importance: High

⚠ This message is from an external sender and could be a phish. ⚠
Slow down, read carefully and look for signs that it may be a phish. If you think it’s malicious, click the report phish button or forward
this email to phishing@bestbuy.com.

Good morning!
On behalf of the team at Edina Schools, I am pleased to invite you to participate in the Request for
Proposal process for the purchase of Windows-based devices for the use of district staff in the 202223 school year.
Please see the attached documents for requirements, specifications, and the timeline for this
process.
You will also find the district’s letter of authorization allowing Catalyst to manage this process.
To provide a quote, you will need to utilize a joint-powers-eligible cooperative agreement to base
your rate.

You are welcome to reach out to me directly at any time with questions.
Have a great afternoon,
RK

Ryan Kleinjan
PRESIDENT

O: 952-467-6079
C: 952-484-3281
rkleinjan@catalystsourcing.com
www.suppliertracker.com
www.catalystsourcing.com

DISCLOSURE: The information contained in this e-mail communication and any attached documentation may be proprietary, privileged, and confidential or
otherwise protected from disclosure and is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Catalyst Buying Group dba Catalyst Sourcing Solutions is NOT a law
firm, subsequently, contents in messages are not intended to convey or constitute legal advice of any kind. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any
unauthorized person. The use, distribution, transmittal or re-transmittal by an unintended recipient of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient of this e-mail, please delete it and all attachments from your system without copying it and notify the above sender so that our e-mail address may
be corrected. Thank you.

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: AP Psychology Materials Purchase
TYPE: Consent

PRESENTER(S): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; and Bethany VanOsdel, Assistant
Director of Teaching and Learning

BACKGROUND: In the winter of 2022, the AP Psychology team recommended updating their current
Meyers AP Psychology text to the most current version of the same program. The approved materials will
be used starting in 2022-2023 and beyond with AP Psychology students at EHS.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve proceeding with the purchase of the updated AP Psychology materials.
DESIRED OUTCOMES FOR THE BOARD: School board members should review the attached quote and
approve the purchase of the updated AP Psychology materials.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Bedford, Freeman & Worth High School Publishers Psychology purchase quote

This price quote is good for 60 days. BFW High School Publishers is committed to delivering the best value for the program you have
adopted. Pricing herein may reflect package discounts. Removing or editing components may cancel any package discounting applied to
component items. Prices subject to change, including annual increases in November. Shipping fees are estimated; actual shipping fees may
vary.

Purchase Orders:
Please attach a copy of this price quote to your purchase order. Submit Your Purchase Order To:
MPS 16365 James Madison Highway Gordonsville, VA 22942
Email: highschool@mpsvirginia.com / Toll Free: (540) 672-7744
No shipping--approved by SW
Prepared By Lisa Grosbier Phone +1 6466282141 Email
Quote Number 00079426 Created Date 4/11/2022

lgrosbier@bfwpub.com

Ship To Bill To

States

Contact Name Brian Simpson Phone
9520483058
Edina High School
6754 Valley View Rd
Edina, Minnesota 554391761 United
States

Itemized Products

Edina High School
6754 Valley View Rd
Edina, Minnesota 554391764 United

ISBN EAN Product Edition Author Sales Price Quantity Total
Price
USD
1319497683 9781319497682 Myers' Psychology (Transition Edition)

0.00 190.00 USD 0.00 226.45 190.00 USD

4David G. Myers; C. Nathan DeWall

USD
43,025.50

1319497667 9781319497668 UPDATED Myers' Psychology
(Transition Edition) 3David G. Myers; C. Nathan

DeWall
ISBN EAN Free Product Edition Author Line Item Description
Price Quantity Your
Net
Price

Itemized Product Total: USD 43,025.50

Free Product: Please include in your PO:
1319475957 9781319475956 ExamView
Assessment Suite for Myers' Psychology 4

David G. Myers; C. Nathan
DeWall

490.00 2 $0.00

David G. Myers;
USD

Sole Source Statement: Competition in providing the above named products is precluded by the existence of a copyright. There are no like products
available for purchase that serve the same purpose because of exclusive distribution/marketing rights. These products should be purchased directly from

BFW (MPS) or its approved depositories. Purchases from any other source would not ensure the item’s authenticity/warranty. Unapproved 3rd party
vendors cannot provide packages, digital materials or teaching materials. BFW (MPS) cannot provide these items to a school if the student edition has
been purchased through a third party. We are the sole source for these items and packages.
Note for Canadian Users: Please note that invoices are issued in CAD, but if payment is to be made via credit card, it will be processed through our
US Bank and an exchange rate fee will be applied.
NOTE: If you plan to place an order and will require a signed data agreement, please send to your rep as soon as possible. Agreement reviews take
an average of 1-3 weeks to review.

1319475477 9781319475475 Teacher's Edition USD
for Myers' Psychology 4 C. Nathan DeWall
490.00

2 $0.00
USD

1319362575 9781319362577

1319497667 9781319497668

Teacher's Edition for Updated

UPDATED Myers' Psychology

Myers' Psychology for the AP®

(Transition Edition) 3

Course 3

Shipping Information

486.72 2 $0.00

David G. Myers; C. Nathan
DeWall

USD

David G. Myers; C. Nathan

490.00 2 $0.00

DeWall
David G. Myers; C. Nathan

USD

DeWall

490.00 2 $0.00

David G. Myers; C. Nathan

1319362591 9781319362591
Teacher's Resource Flash Drive for
Updated Myers' Psychology for the

DeWall

USD

David G. Myers; C. Nathan

0.00 10 $0.00

DeWall
USD

AP® Course 3

226.45 10 $0.00
1319362583 9781319362584
ExamView Assessment Suite for
Updated Myers' Psychology for the
AP® Course 3
Total Available for Purchase USD approval by SW
0.00

1319497683 9781319497682
Myers' Psychology (Transition
Edition) 4

approval by SW

Schools are typically tax exempt however if your school is NOT tax exempt, please note that your local tax rate will apply to this quote.
Shipping Location No Shipping
Shipping Fees:
Special Shipping Fees:
Total Shipping Fees:
USD 0.00 USD 0.00 USD
0.00

Grand Totals

Itemized Products + Shipping Fees: USD 43,025.50

Instructor Resources

Digital Adopters: Instructor resources will be available within your product; no action needed
Print Only Adopters: Instructor resources can be unlocked by visiting www.bfwpub.com/AdopterTRM

Sole Source Statement: Competition in providing the above named products is precluded by the existence of a copyright. There are no like products
available for purchase that serve the same purpose because of exclusive distribution/marketing rights. These products should be purchased directly from
BFW (MPS) or its approved depositories. Purchases from any other source would not ensure the item’s authenticity/warranty. Unapproved 3rd party
vendors cannot provide packages, digital materials or teaching materials. BFW (MPS) cannot provide these items to a school if the student edition has
been purchased through a third party. We are the sole source for these items and packages.
Note for Canadian Users: Please note that invoices are issued in CAD, but if payment is to be made via credit card, it will be processed through our
US Bank and an exchange rate fee will be applied.
NOTE: If you plan to place an order and will require a signed data agreement, please send to your rep as soon as possible. Agreement reviews take
an average of 1-3 weeks to review.

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Lease Agreement with Children’s Yamaha Music School
TYPE: Consent
PRESENTER(S): Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
BACKGROUND: The term of the lease is July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023. The rent
will total $23,608.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Children’s Yamaha Music School lease
Desired Outcomes from the Board: Approve
ATTACHMENTS: Lease Agreement

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Lease Agreement with West Metro Credit Union
TYPE: Consent
PRESENTER(S): Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
BACKGROUND: The term of the lease is July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023. The rent
will total $9,332.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve West Metro Credit Union lease
Desired Outcomes from the Board: Approve
ATTACHMENTS: Lease Agreement

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Lease Agreement with Minnesota Gifted and Talented, Inc.
TYPE: Consent
PRESENTER(S): Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education
BACKGROUND: The term of the lease is July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023. The rent
will total $1,854

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Minnesota Gifted and Talented, Inc.. lease
Desired Outcomes from the Board: Approve
ATTACHMENTS: Lease Agreement

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Early Learning Strategic Implementation Plan
TYPE: Report
PRESENTER(S): Valerie Burke, Director of Community Education and Leah Byrd,
Coordinator of the Early Learning Center

BACKGROUND: The report proposes an implementation plan to utilize strategic plan actions
to further enrollment and engagement goals for our parents and children at the Early Learning
Center

RECOMMENDATION: Accept
Desired Outcomes from the Board: Read and come prepared with questions and
comment

ATTACHMENTS: Report and Slides

Introduction
The Edina Public Schools strategic plan and Data Metrics plan have put a high value on educating all
students from birth through high school graduation. We affirm this value and feel strongly that the
Edina Early Learning Center is a place where all families and children can discover their possibilities and
thrive.
We believe in the power and importance of parents as their child’s first teacher and believe in the ability
of Early Childhood Family Education to support all families. The strategies and implementation plan
outlined in this report is intended to inform you of our implementation, action, and success measures
over the course of the next 24 months.
Why Early Childhood Family Education
Building community and social support is an important factor for young families' success. Early
Childhood Family Education (ECFE) is an important and universally accessible way to help provide that
support. A study done by the Minnesota Association for Family and Early Education found that ECFE
parents in 32 districts, representing urban, suburban, and rural communities concluded that both
parents and children benefit from participating in ECFE. Ninety-six percent of parents surveyed reported
that participating in ECFE helped improve their parenting. Parents also reported improved parenting
skills in communication, limit setting, understanding child development, and understanding their role in
their child’s success in school. Parents also noted positive changes in their child’s development in social
skills, language skills, and problem solving based on attending ECFE programs. ECFE, through its licensed
parent educators, assists parents in developing and enhancing their knowledge and skills in all of these
areas.
The research link between parent involvement in their children’s schools and children’s academic
success is also compelling. Data suggests that former ECFE participants arrive at school more likely to be
involved in their children’s learning and feel more connected to their community and other parents.
While supporting parents with high quality parent education is very important, brain research also
confirms that a child’s first three to five years are an extremely critical period of a child's development in
the areas of language, emotional regulation, and social competence.
Multiplying ways that we can create awareness of ECFE to our community and inviting young families
into our spaces will showcase the value of Early Childhood Family Education.

Background on how we got here:
As educators we recognize that COVID, and the lack of a vaccine for this age group, has contributed
significantly to a sharp decrease in our ECFE numbers during the last two years. However, looking
deeper, our data tells us that our ECFE numbers began declining in 2017-18, the year we moved into
our new space at the Edina Community Center and changed our name from the Edina Family Center to
the Edina Learning Center. Enrollment remained flat for ECFE through 2019-20 and then dropped
dramatically in 2020-21. We are encouraged that ECFE enrollment this year (2021-22) has increased
39.2%, but we know we have more work to do. During this same time period our preschool numbers
increased from 2017-18 through 2019-20, dropped substantially during 2020-21 and have risen 58% this

school year. While we are delighted to be serving more preschoolers, we are examining why our ECFE
numbers continue to lag. Our team has spent significant time looking deeper at this question; gathering
information and data to inform our planning.
●

●

●
●

●

●

Investigated accuracy of our birth through age five mailing and email lists. Currently we use an
averaging method for estimating the number in our birth through age 4 census. While this
method can help predict our kindergarten enrollment number, this strategy does not depict an
accurate accounting of our true number of resident birth through age four families. After
speaking with other area school districts who utilize this methodology, they suggested to us that
we invest in a purchased resident mailing list. Research has begun on this.
Reviewed EPS resident enrollment report (Hazel Reinhardt information) and spoke to realtors
and City of Edina planners for information on families moving in and out of Edina. Trending data
says that we have more families moving into Edina from other states, in particular the East and
West Coast. COVID allowed for people to work remotely, and many families made lifestyle
changes to reflect that ability. We need to reach our working families, our non-working families,
our families new to Edina, our families who work a hybrid schedule. We need to rebuild
awareness about Early Childhood Family Education and reestablish its importance to our
community.
Surveyed and met with west metro area school district Early Learning staff and Community
Education Directors regarding Early Learning and ECFE enrollment.
Hired a creative firm. Working with Spyglass Creative, we refined our marketing and
engagement strategies through a brand refresh that aligned Community Education, and
therefore the Early Learning Center, with the district.
Began the recruitment of a robust advisory council. The Family Center/Early Learning Center has
traditionally had a vibrant Advisory Council who promoted both ECFE but also promoted
multiple community building events during the year. Families have been invited from our
community whether they were enrolled in our programs or not. This created an avenue for us
to welcome newcomers, share ECFE and ELC registration information and create a hub for a
place of belonging for young families.
In partnership with the Teaching and Learning Department, hired an ELC Literacy Coach and
selected Creative Curriculum for immediate implementation. The delivery of these additions
support parent involvement with their learner beginning at birth. This allows parents to work
alongside parent educators and teaching staff to help with their child’s development in
emerging ways.

Strategies and Timeline:
The Edina Public Schools Strategic Plan lays out 5 priority strategies. The Edina Early Learning Center
shows up prominently in two of those priority areas. Strategy A and Strategy E.

1. Strategy E
Engage Parents, Schools, and Community: Reinvigorate marketing, communications and engagement
strategies to reintroduce our programs to new and evolving audiences and reestablish the unique place
Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE) has in the Early Learning Center.
2. Strategy A
Advance Academic Excellence, Growth and Readiness: Provide robust early childhood education for all
learners so that Early Learning Center students are prepared for kindergarten

The following information will lay out these two strategies with specific components outlined in each to
increase our ECFE enrollment by building awareness and reestablishing the importance and long-term
benefits of ECFE to the growth and development of both parent and child. We will also reaffirm our
commitment to ensuring all learners have access and will receive a robust education through strong
social emotional development and emergent academic skills to ensure alignment with kindergarten
readiness skills.

Early Learning Strategic Implementation Plan
Strategy E: Engage Parents, Schools and Community
Reinvigorate marketing, communications and engagement strategies to reintroduce our programs to new and evolving audiences and reestablish the
unique place Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE) has in the Early Learning Center

Outcomes/Implementation

Resource Needs

Action Success

What are expected outcomes and key action steps
for implementing the strategy?
1. To increase awareness of the Edina Early
Learning Center to all Edina families with young
children ages birth through age five.

What added staff, funds, etc. are required?

How do we evaluate success?

2. To reestablish the Early Learning Center’s ECFE
program as a place to learn and grow as a parent,
to bond with your child, to build your parent
support network and grow as an advocate for your
child.

●

04 funds to acquire a birth through age 5
resident address and email mailing list

●

04 funds to increase social media and
advertising presence

●

●

●

●

●

Increase reach to households living in
Edina with children ages birth thru age
five; creating awareness

●

Increased marketing and outreach
strategies will result in an increase in ECFE
participation in 2022-23 and beyond

●

Increased marketing and outreach
strategies will result in an increase in
resident enrollment in 2022-23 and
beyond (specific goals to be set based on
baseline data)

Creation of a district and community ed
communications and marketing team

●

Early learning stories, registration dates,
key community building initiatives and
important happenings embedded in all
district and Community Ed marketing
materials and calendars

04 funds to increase Parent Education
supports

●

Increase in programming options and
opportunities for families to participate in
parent education classes and events

●

Updated by-laws with commitment to
ECFE and community building events

04 funds for increased marketing and
outreach staff time

ELC Advisory Council

Strategy E: Engage Parents, Schools and Community
Reinvigorate marketing, communications, and engagement strategies to reintroduce our programs to existing, new and evolving audiences and
reestablish the unique place Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE) has in the Early Learning Center
June – Sept 2022
June
– Aug 2022
Added staff time allocated for marketing
and outreach, strategies to increase
participation in fall 2022 ECFE classes
Resident contact list acquired for
immediate use connecting with our birth
to age 5 families in Edina
Social media and advertising plan
promoting the power of ECFE with
specific buys identified in areas where
resident enrollment has been lower
Use of Edina Resource Center website
presence and materials to better
promote Parent Education and ECFE
opportunities for families
Edina Community Needs Assessment
completed
Summer ECFE pop ups beginning in July
Meet and greet with Edina infant
childcare centers to provide information
to families on ECFE
Office staff trained on data reporting and
analytic tools to better track what is
working

Sept – Dec 2022
Evaluation of results will inform
continued or adapted outreach and
marketing strategies for remainder of
2022-23 and 2023-24
Begin District and Community Ed
communications & marketing teams
Launch of free and low-cost parent
education across variety of mediums
including in-person, online, hybrid
Robust ELC Advisory Council with clear
roles defined; promoting ECFE and
focused year round community building
events
Cultural liaisons as partners to help cocreate outreach and community building
events
Frequent community building events (7
to 9) scheduled for school year 2022-23
Three Lunch and Learn parent education
sessions scheduled across Edina
preschool and/or childcare locations.
Create constant and consistent
evaluation mechanisms, including parent
focus groups

Jan – May 2023

June 2023 & Beyond

2023-24 registration campaign launch
with coordinated District and Community
Ed communication and marketing team

Ongoing evaluation of results to continue
or adapt outreach and marketing
strategies

Family information sessions hosted by
Legacy ELC participants & Advisory
Council members, cultural liaisons,
diverse community experts and

ELC Advisory Council will grow to 12-16
members with adapted bylaws to specify
member qualifications that result in
members who reflect our community

Syncing of ELC and district databases to
ensure accurate data

Launch of mobile summer ECFE program
building in partnership with Edina
childcare centers and preschools

Staff will master data reporting and
analyzing for the purpose of informed
program planning, reporting to key
stakeholders and identifying underserved
and target market populations
Analysis of marketing, social media, and
advertising using QR codes and specific
registration and inquiry questions to
measure success
Parent education podcast developed &
launched (to include marketing of
resources)
Continued meet and greet with area
preschool providers to share information
on ECFE and readiness practices
Use of video promotions for ELC
registration and the value of ECFE

Launch of parent education podcast in
Fall 2023
2023-24 enrollment data (survey) will
reflect customers knowledge of ECFE
based on marketing and outreach efforts
and will track anticipated resident
enrollment increase
Edina Community Needs Assessment
completed
Ongoing use of parent and staff focus
groups for program development

Strategy A: Advance Academic Excellence, Growth and Readiness
Provide robust early childhood education for all learners so that Early Learning Center students are prepared for kindergarten
Outcomes/Implementation

Resource Needs

Action Success

What are expected outcomes and key action steps
for implementing the strategy?
1. All learners, ages birth through five, will receive
a robust education through strong social
emotional development and emergent academic
skills to ensure alignment with kindergarten
readiness skills

What added staff, funds, etc. are required?

How do we evaluate success?

●

01 funds for literacy coach and continued
partnership with Teaching and Learning

●

●

●

Teachers report feeling supported and
capable in their literacy teaching skills, TSGOLD data analysis.

04 funds for classroom materials to
compliment Creative Curriculum
Implementation

●

Competencies embedded in curriculum as
indicated by curriculum implementation
metrics and learner experience data
collected from learners and teachers
including key transition points.

04 funds allocated for professional
development including Pyramid Tier 1
training

●

A Pyramid sustainability Framework will
be implemented.

●

Survey data will reflect that 85% of
families will report satisfaction with the
education their child (or themselves)
received at the Early Learning Center.

●

Screen all incoming kindergartens and
increase the number of three-year-old
students screened each year.

Strategy A: Advance Academic Excellence, Growth and Readiness
Provide robust early childhood education for all learners so that Early Learning Center students are prepared for kindergarten
June – Sept 2022
June
– Aug 2022
Teaching staff to complete 30 hours of
literacy training by Sept. 1
Complete purchase of literacy toolkit
materials and themed unit supplies.
Pyramid Sustainability and Literacy
Sustainability framework drafted during
Summer 2022
Promote and provide summer early
childhood screening appointments during
June and August. Have prepared ECFE
information available for every family

Sept – Dec 2022

Jan – May 2023

June 2023 & Beyond

Teachers will receive bimonthly coaching
and continue literacy training during
school year 2022-23

Teachers surveyed two additional times
during school year 2022-23 to inform
future training and coaching needs

Pyramid Sustainability and Literacy
Sustainability plan reviewed and adjusted
as needed

Teachers surveyed to gather benchmark
levels of implementation

Student data collected in winter and
spring benchmark points 2 and 3 (TSG)

Creative Curriculum implemented in
classrooms. Teachers will pair to
implement units to ensure PLC work and
fidelity in implementation.

Analyze screening outreach efforts using
census data, birth data, purchased
resident lists

Families surveyed and data analyzed to
assess satisfaction rate and identify
future program growth opportunities and
needs

Parent education on literacy and creative
curriculum established
Student data collected in late fall as 1 of 3
benchmark points (TSG)
Pyramid Sustainability and Literacy
Sustainability framework implemented
September 2022
Pyramid data collected and reviewed and
shared monthly
Screening outreach efforts transition to
focus on three-year-old screening
including partnership with clinics, cultural
liaisons and diverse community hubs

Maintain 100% of Edina four-year olds
and increase % of Edina three-year olds
screened each calendar year

Edina Early Learning Center
Strategic Plan Implementation
May 9, 2022

Vision
The Edina Early Learning Center is a vital entry point for families in Edina. The ELC
provides parent, family and preschool education and supports that help families support
their children, ages birth through kindergarten ready, to thrive as learners.

Review of Data

Strategy 1
Strategy E: Engage Parents, Schools and Community
Reinvigorate marketing, communications and engagement strategies to reintroduce our
programs to new and evolving audiences and reestablish the unique place Early
Childhood Family Education (ECFE) has in the Early Learning Center
1.

To increase awareness of the Edina Early
Learning Center, with emphasis on ECFE to
all Edina families with young children ages
birth through age five.

2.

To re-establish the Early Learning Center’s
Early Childhood Family Education program
as a place to learn and grow as a parent, to
bond with your child, to build your parent
support network and grow as an advocate for
your child.

Strategy 2
Strategy A: Advance Academic Excellence, Growth and Readiness
Provide robust early childhood education for all learners so that Early Learning Center
students are prepared for kindergarten

1.

All learners, ages birth through five, will
receive a robust education through
strong social emotional development
and emergent academic skills to ensure
alignment with kindergarten readiness
skills

Questions?

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: AVID: Advancement Via Individual Determination
TYPE: Discussion
PRESENTER(S): Randy Smasal, Assistant Superintendent; Alisa Kappel, A.V.I.D. District
Director; and Essa Amin, Edina Senior High School A.V.I.D. Senior and Dell Scholar

BACKGROUND: AVID is often thought of as a “College Preparation” program. In actuality,
AVID prepares and inspires students to become the greatest versions of themselves by
providing opportunities and support to ensure their success in college, career, and life. In Edina
AVID. Exploration and initial implementation began in 2008 at the middle schools. 2009 added
the High School to initial implementation. In 2021-22 A.V.I.D. is in all three Edina secondary
buildings and one elementary.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this presentation is for the board to engage in discussion about
Edina Districtwide AVID programming and its positive impact on students throughout the
system.
RECOMMENDATION: This report is for school board information and discussion. There is no
decision making required at this time.
DESIRED OUTCOMES FROM THE BOARD: The desired outcome for the board is to review
the information, as well as bring questions and feedback to presenters.

APPENDICES:
I.
II.

AVID Presentation
AVID District Wide Implementation Document

ATTACHED: PDF of Presentation

AVID Districtwide Update
Spring 2022

Deﬁnition of AVID Systems
Advancement Via Individual Determination

Why?

Close the Opportunity Gap by
preparing ALL students for college
readiness and success in a global
society

★

Writing
○
○

What?

★

Inquiry
○

★
★

Future Ready Intentions

Organization
○

★

Increase access to Rigor

Collaboration
○

Implementation start
2008-09

For Learning
For Communication

Support Executive Function

Reading
○
○

Increase Comprehension
Academic Language & Literacy

Want more details?
● https://www.avid.org/

District
Implementation
Where is AVID Happening?

➔
➔
➔

Funded through Achievement
and Integration Funds
Budget support @ Sites
All Secondary Buildings
◆
◆

➔

Elementary Implementation
◆

➔

AVID Elective Classes - gr. 7-12
Middle School Skills - gr. 6
Countryside - gr. 3-5

Supporting EPS Strategic Plan
◆

AVID District Wide
Implementation

Let’s Take a Tour
Site Visits

Countryside Elementary
(AVID Elementary)

Site Goal
Increase Student Agency with focus
on Binder and Planner use in 4th
and 5th grades

Build Capacity for Staﬀ to implement
Focused Note Taking Process in
grades 3-5

Establish a Site Team for
Implementation

Daily Experiences

South View Middle

Site Goal
Routinely use focused note-taking
strategies, consistently use higher-level
questions in their notes, and
demonstrate critical thinking skills in all
courses.
At least 50% of the SLT is on the AVID
Site Team, which includes the principal,
interdisciplinary teachers, a counselor,
AVID Elective coordinator, and AVID
Elective/Excel Elective teachers.

❖
❖
❖

Performing in the Middle
Gap: Opportunity, Excellence
Not required but preferred:
➢
➢
➢

AVID Elective
Student Proﬁle
Application
Interview
Testing Data
Grades

1st Gen
Underrepresented Pop.
Special Circumstances

Impact - Our story
“AVID has allowed me to grow as a student.
My grades have signiﬁcantly increased!”
~Zain Ali
“Something that stands out to me in AVID is
that we all get to be really close and become a
big family.”
~Cecilia Ruesga

A Day in the Life of an AVID Elective Student:
1.
2.

Full, Rigorous Schedule
One Elective slot contains AVID - one
block

HopDina
AVID Summer
Bridge

Valley View Middle

Site Goal
In 2021-22, we will build capacity
for our staff and students to
effectively and consistently use
all 5 phases of FNT.
Vocab building
Posters for classrooms
Concentrate on Phases 2-4
Connect note use to CSGs
For members of AVID site team
to be actively involved in writing
the mission for VV to encompass
future (college and career) ready
language and action

Student Work - Tutorials in Action

"AVID is like our family!"
"Tutorials help us in all of our classes
and how to be more thoughtful
about how we ask questions".

Impact - Our story
"As a new staff member to Valley View, it was
encouraging to witness the shared AVID
strategies that are implemented school wide.
AVID is a nationally recognized, research
based, outcome proven program that is
helping ALL students at Valley View. I was
immediately welcomed into the AVID site
team and was able to learn how to enhance
my lessons and add rigor into my subject area
through collaboration with my peers."
~S. Thomas Utzinger (Science 6)

What staff has to say…
All students need critical thinking skills to be able to
evaluate, analyze, synthesize. AVID has provided me
with the tools to encourage higher level thinking skills.
Students also need speciﬁc skills around goal-setting,
time management and note-taking and this course can
assist our students with these. Collaboration is also a
huge part of our AVID program and I love seeing our
students work together and to learn from each other.

AVID has helped me to be more intentional
about providing students with opportunities to
interact with their notes and ask/answer higher
level thinking questions. This helps students to
understand the material on a deeper level. It
also makes class more engaging with movement
activities, which helps meet the needs of
multiple learners.
~K. Kriss (Engineering)

~M. Zenner (AVID 7)
I love that AVID strategies are, quite simply, great teaching
practice. All students benefit from the push to take
ownership of their learning and to practice “good student”
skills. AVID isn’t content specific so it is easy to adapt and
use within any content area.
~L. Engelkes (ELA 8)

Edina High School

Site Goal
Create a site team that meets
regularly and purposefully.
Develop a recruitment plan
including application and
interview

Faith Jackson
Hamline University

Student Agency & Rigorous Academic Prep & Opportunity Knowledge
“When I moved here from Burnsville the
whole AVID class was very welcoming
and helped me make a lot of friends
even though no other person in any of
my classes had. That’s why AVID
means so much to me.”
-Abdullahi Mohamoud

“AVID has been the best class I’ve ever
taken. It has given me a community and
friends that I’m able to feel welcome with.
Thanks to AVID I got a great teacher and
mentor who I know I can always rely on.”
-Layla Salad

More HS Student Quotes

“AVID has helped me so much in terms that I
have made lifetime friends and has helped
me with college preparation and staying on
top. I have been in AVID for 5 years and I
have made a lot of progress as a student and
a person.”
-Ayomide Ayelomi

Student Impact

2018-19 EPS Seniors

★

Elective Enrollment Trend

★

Missing Assignments Reduced

★

__% of Elective students earning
C’s or better in classes

★

AVID Elective students
complete AP class

★

100% accepted and attending
post secondary

★

Each AVID Elective Senior
scholarship money for full
tuition coverage

Student Impact

➔

Future Ready
◆ Academically Prepared
◆ Financially Prepared
◆ Removing the Barriers to
Success

Impact - Our story
Dell Scholar: Essa Amin, AVID Senior
$20,000
$500 per year for books
A free Dell computer
Personalized Support
(Academic, Financial,
Emotional)
Mental Health
Support

And the list goes on…
Wallin Scholar
$4,000 PER YEAR & an
assigned mentor for
professional guidance and
support

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Policy Review
TYPE: Discussion
PRESENTER(S): Board Policy Committee
BACKGROUND: The following policies have been reviewed with an eye toward clarity, District
practice, and alignment with State and Federal statutes.
•

Policy 614 Assessment Plan

RECOMMENDATION: Review the suggested policy modifications for Policy 614.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Policy 614 Assessment Plan

Policy 614
Education Programs
Assessment Plan
I. Purpose
This policy establishes the responsibility for creating the district assessment plan,
and establishes parameters for elements of the plan.
II. General Statement of Policy
The school district recognizes the value of common assessments for evaluation
across the district. The assessment plan ensures evaluation is occurring for
curriculum, educational initiatives, schools, teachers and students. Assessment
results will identify performance in the area being evaluated, and will guide the
teaching and learning which is required to deliver the best possible educational
experience to all students.
Multiple assessmentsA district portfolio of appropriate assessments, both formative
and summative, are is essential to meet the purposes of the assessment plan.
The assessment plan portfolio of assess-ments should contain the most effective
assessments that also maximize the time and efforts given to learning.
III. Responsibilities
A. Administration of Plan
The directors of teaching and learning and research and evaluation will jointly
be responsible for the administration of the district assessment plan. Theseis
responsibilities includes the development, implementation and evaluation of the
plan. The plan will identify the staff employees responsible for implementing
and supporting the plan.
B. District Assessment Committee
The directors of teaching and learning and research and evaluation will
establish a District Assessment Committee to assist in the creation, monitoring
and evaluation of the district assessment plan. The committee will include an
equal number of licensed teachers and administrators from the following key
areas:
1. Administrators from each stratum of school configurations (i.e.
eElementary, mMiddle school Grades, and hHigh sSchool);
2. Administrators from the district leadership team;
3. Teaching staff from each strata of school configurations; and
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4. Content leaders or specialists.
C. Parent and Community Input
Members of the committee or the administration, as necessary, will engage and
inform pParent and cCommunity stakeholders, to allow for input and feedback
as it aims to provide understanding around the assessment plan.
IV. Development and Implementation
A. Development and Acceptance of the Plan
The plan administrators will develop the plan guided by the assessment
committee and other input groups. The plan must meet all federal, state and
local assessment and evaluation requirements. The plan and the assessment
portfolio will be rooted in “best practices” and research.
The plan will include the required and permitted assessments adopted by
the district. It will include the most effective assessments which
maximize the time and effort for students’ learning and meet the plan’s
goals. Instruments that address multiple assessment purposes may be
preferred over other possible assessments. The choice of formative
assessments may be guided by the plan, and teachers are expected to
use appropriate formative assessments in their instruction. Assessments
will be chosen for the plan based on appropriate elements, including, but
not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The purpose(s) to be met by the assessment;
The fitness of the instrument for the purpose;
The time required for administration;
The expected time required for scoring;
The expected turn-around time of reporting results;
The ability of the instrument to be adapted for use by English
Language Learners mMultilingual lLearners and or students
receiving special education services, or what equivalent assessment
will be used to meet those students’ needs;
7. The involvement of technology in supporting the administration,
scoring or reporting of the assessment, and the present capacity to
meet that required involvement;
8. The training required to administer, score and report data, if any, and
the capacity of the district to provide adequate training; and
9. The responsibility for administration, scoring and reporting, and the
capacity of the district to execute.
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Bi-annually, Every two years the assessment plan will be presented to the
school board for review and acceptance approval. Requests for exceptions to
the plan will be made to the superintendent. The superintendent will review the
request, seek additional information and make a decision on the request.
B. Monitoring, Evaluation and Revision
1. Implementation of the established plan will be monitored by the
2.

3.
4.

5.

Director of Teaching and Learningresearch and evaluation:
The superintendent and Director of research and evaluationTeaching
and Learning, along with district and site leadership, will review and
evaluate the success of the plan in meeting identified goals.
A two-year review cycle of plan will be instituted.
The annual findings of the plan will be reported to the School Board
Teaching and Learning Committee. The findings of the review may
include recommended modifications in the plan for the upcoming year.
The results of the specific assessments within the plan will be shared as
available to the identified stakeholders. The stakeholders will vary
depending on the assessment.

C. Elements of the Plan
The plan will be comprehensive and elements of the plan may include, but are
not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The portfolio of district required assessments;
The test administration process;
Test data storage and management procedures;
Training and professional development requirements for teachers, test
coordinators and principals;
5. Responsibility for administration, scoring and reporting;
6. Compliance expectations.
D. Portfolio of Assessments¶
¶
The plan will include the required and permitted assessments adopted by the
district. The portfolio will include the most effective assessments which
maximize the time and effort for students’ learning and meet the plan’s goals.
Instruments that address multiple assessment purposes may be preferred over
other possible assessments. The choice of formative assessments may be
guided by the plan, and teachers are expected to use appropriate formative
assessments in their instruction. Assessments will be chosen for the portfolio
based on appropriate elements, including, but not limited to:¶
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10. The purpose(s) to be met by the assessment;¶
11. The fitness of the instrument for the purpose;¶
12. The time required for administration;¶
13. The expected time required for scoring;¶
14. The expected turn-around time of reporting results;¶
15. The ability of the instrument to be adapted for use by English Language
Learners mMultilingual lLearners andor students receiving special
education services, or what equivalent assessment will be used to meet
those students’ needs;¶
16. The involvement of technology in supporting the administration, scoring or
reporting of the assessment, and the present capacity to meet that
required involvement;¶
17. The training required to administer, score and report data, if any, and the
capacity of the district to provide adequate training; and¶
E. The responsibility for administration, scoring and reporting, and the capacity of
the district to execute.

Legal References:
20 U.S.C. 6301, et seq. (Every Student Succeeds Act)No Child Left Behind Act)
Minn. Stat. §120B.02 (Educational Expectations for Minnesota’s Students)
Minn. Stat. §120B.021 (Required Academic Standards)
Minn. Stat. §120B.022 (Elective Standards)
Minn. Stat. §120B.023 (Benchmarks)
Minn. Stat. §120B.11 (School District Process)
Minn. Stat. §120B.30 (Statewide Testing and Reporting System)
Minn. Stat. §120B.301 (Limits on Local Testing)
Minn. Stat. §120B.304 (School District Assessment Committee)
Minn. Stat. §120B.35 (Student Academic Achievement and Growth)
Minn. Rules, Chapter 3501 Parts 3501.0010, et seq. (Rules Relating to Graduation
Standards – Mathematics and Reading¶
Minn. Rules Parts 3501.0200, et seq. (Rules Relating to Graduation Standards –
Written Composition) ¶
Minn. Rules Parts 3501.0505, et seq. (K-12 Standards)
Cross References:¶
(Local Standards and Assessment) ¶
(State Required Assessments)¶

Policy

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
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adopted:
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Edina, Minnesota
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Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: Visual Arts Curriculum Review Update
TYPE: Action
PRESENTER(S): Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; Debra Richards,
Gifted Education Coordinator; Kari Hagen, CV Art Teacher; Leanne FrenchAmara, ND Art
Teacher; Samantha Jacobson, SV Art Teacher; and Kim Raskin, EHS Art Teacher

BACKGROUND: The Visual Arts department has been involved in the curriculum review
process over the past four years. During the 2020-21 school year, the process was placed on
hold until the system had the capacity to re-engage in collaboration with district stakeholders
and MDE. In 2021-22 the curriculum review team has reengaged in the work. The outcome of
this collective reengagement is a comprehensive Visual Arts experience for students in grades
K-12. Lastly, after a thorough analysis of the new Visual Arts standards, each grade-level group
created a tiered list of materials and resources needed to support the revised curriculum that
aligns with the new standards.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this report is for the board to engage in discussion on the Visual Art
Curriculum Review process. The report will be brought back to the board on May 9th for
approval.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the recommendation.
DESIRED OUTCOMES FROM THE BOARD: Approve the recommendation.

APPENDICES:

I.
II.
III.

Budget Proposal
Board Presentation for 4.18.22
12.14.20 Music and Visual Arts Board Report provided for background
information

Phase 1-Visual Arts Curriculum Review Update and Purchase
Recommendations
The Visual Arts department has been involved in the curriculum review process for the past
three years. The process was placed on hold until the system had the capacity to create an
implementation plan in collaboration with MDE. Prior to this most recent collaboration a
complete curriculum review cycle had not occurred for the Visual Arts department in Edina since
1998.
During portions of the last four years, teacher teams reviewed the new visual arts standards,
analyzed them to identify any gaps in the curriculum, made adjustments to planning guides to
align with new standards, and identified replacement and new materials needed to help
students reach the new standards in the area of visual arts. Visual arts is one of the five arts
areas and Edina has a long history of offering rich arts experiences to students. In order to
ensure all facets of the Visual Arts program were adequately addressed, the department was
broken into grade-level groups (see below), for the purpose of the curriculum review process.

Grade Level

Teacher Representative

School

Elementary

Kari Hagen
LeAnne FrenchAmara

Creek Valley Elementary
Normandale Elementary

Middle School

Rachael Hoffman
Dachelet/Samantha
Jacobson
Jonathan Henricksen

South View Middle School

High School

George Lundgren
Kim Raskin

Valley View Middle School
Edina High School

Each grade-level group met multiple times through the past four years during early release/late
starts, district professional development days and during the contract day with substitute
teachers. Following each grade-level meeting, teacher representatives connected with other
job-alike teachers for updates and feedback. In addition, all teachers of Visual Arts met together
on the February district professional development day in 2019, 2020, and 2022. This allowed for
all teachers in the department to create a comprehensive Visual Arts experience for students in
grades K-12. Lastly, after a thorough analysis of the new Visual Arts standards, each
grade-level group created a tiered list of materials and resources needed to support the revised
curriculum that aligns with the new standards. Appendix I shows the total Visual Arts budget
requests. Budget requests were consolidated into several categories--curriculum, resources,
equipment, and curriculum writing. The budget requests included in this report include only the
top priority items for each subgroup.

Appendix I
Total Visual Arts Budget Requests*
All items listed below will be paid for with funds that are currently in the budget. This is not an
ask for additional dollars, simply an overview of how spending will occur in alignment with the
Visual Arts review.
Grade Level

Professional
Development

Curriculum/
Resources

Equipment

Curriculum
Writing

Elementary

$1,500.00

$1,200.00

$13,130.00

$5,040.00

*All materials
purchased will
be done with a
commitment to
consistency
across all 6
sites.

NAE
Conference
$250 per
teacher

consumable
resources

Drying racks,
paper cutters
and guillotine
cutters at all
6 sites

3 days per 6
teachers at
curriculum
writing rate of
pay

$1,500.00

$2,500.00

$13,885.00

NAE
Conference
$250 per
teacher

Art of
education
flex
curriculum

Drying racks,
art press, pug
mill, kiln shelf
set, tool
replacement

Middle
School
*All materials
purchased will
be done with a
commitment to
consistency
across each
middle school.

$1,400.00
Scholastic
Arts
Magazine
$2,000.00
Consumable
resources

High School

$26,185.00

2 days per 4
teachers at
curriculum
writing rate of
pay

Digital
Cameras

$99.00

$3,635

NAE
Conference
$250 per
teacher

Skill Share
Subscription

Tripods,
Banding
Wheels, and
Standing
Easels

$370.00

$19,870.00

$2,500.00

$750.00

$83.88
Domestika
Subscription

$2,400.00

Total

$1,680.00

$9,117.88

2 days per 3
teachers at
curriculum
writing rate of
pay

$2,500.00
Adobe After
Effects
Classes

Digital
Cameras
Grand Total

$55,172.88

*This budget is based on vendor quotes and may need to be adjusted accordingly.
*Additional digital resources are still under review and being considered.
Appendix II
Board Presentation for 4.18.22
Appendix III
12.14.20 Music and Visual Arts Board Report provided for background information

Board Meeting Date: December 14, 2020

TITLE: Curriculum Review Update: Music and Visual Arts
TYPE: Information
PRESENTER(S): Jody De St. Hubert and Debra Richards
BACKGROUND: Teacher representatives from the arts areas have been meeting since the
2018-19 school year engaging in the arts curriculum review process. In a May 2020 update the
completion of Phase I was shared. It was also communicated at this time that an elementary
and a middle school program design team would convene in the summer of 2020 and that
Phase II would be presented to the school board in the fall of 2020. Phase II includes aligning
program changes to meet MDE guidelines. Due to a necessary shift in focus, Phase II did not
move forward as planned. The design teams did not meet and the planning process timeline
has been adjusted.

RECOMMENDATION: This report is for school board information.
PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER: After seeking guidance and approval from the Minnesota
Department of Education, as well as conducting an internal capacity evaluation, we will be
putting the continued work of the new Visual Arts standards on hold until the 2021-22 school
year.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Report

Arts Standards Information and Summary
(content shared in May 2020)

There are five arts areas: dance, media arts, music, theater, visual arts. The new standards are
no longer “banded”, but are laid out by grade level, which creates unique grade level
experiences in each arts area.
There is not one license that allows teachers to deliver all areas of the arts standards. The
licensure options are as follows:
● Dance
○ The arts dance course can be taught by an educator with a dance license OR an
elementary generalist license for grades K-6 up to 0.33 of the school day.
○ The dance standards in Physical Education do not meet the arts requirements
and cannot be taught in an interdisciplinary way.
● Dance and Theater Arts
● Theater Arts
● Music: Instrumental and Classroom or Vocal and Classroom Music
● Visual Arts (Media Arts can be taught by a visual arts licensed teacher)
In high school, a CTE (Career and Technical Education) course may fulfill an arts credit if all the
following are true:
● Students must meet all of the arts standards for the relevant arts area in the course.
● The teacher of record must have a CTE endorsement.
● The teacher of record must also have passed the MTLE (MN Teacher Licensure Exam)
assessment for the relevant arts area. Since there is not a MTLE for media arts, districts
should use the visual arts MTLE.
Kindergarten to Grade 8
● Instruction in arts education in grades K-8 must include all the required 2018 arts
standards and grade-level benchmarks in at least two arts areas.
○ The amount of instructional time needed can be locally determined as long as
there is sufficient time for teachers to teach and assess all standards in an area
● Students in grades K-8 must be offered opportunities in three arts areas.
○ Students in grades 6-8 must meet the standards in two arts areas each year
○ In grades 6-8 students can choose any two arts areas annually
● A full year of performance music (orchestra, band, choir) will no longer be sufficient to
meet arts requirements in grades 6-8 (must meet two areas annually per MDE).
○ Students will need half year options in visual arts, media arts or music in grades
6-8 (e.g. World of Music, Music Exploration)
● The current MDE requirement listed is to offer 3 areas starting with the 2021-2022
school year.
High School
● Instruction at the high school level must include all the required 2018 arts standards and
benchmarks for grades 9-12 in at least one arts area.

●
●

Students must be offered courses in at least three arts areas.
For courses that count for arts credits, the teacher must hold a CTE endorsement.

Music and Visual Arts Curriculum Review Process Update Presented
in May 2020
Teacher representatives from the arts areas have been meeting over the last two school years
to complete a curriculum review process. The teacher teams completed a review and analysis of
the new standards. Changes were identified in order to guide curriculum review, materials
inventory and programming.
Changes to Arts Standards
●
●
●
●
●

Benchmarks are by grade level rather than grade bands (e.g. grades K-2, etc.)
Students in grades K-8 must be offered opportunities in three arts areas
Students in grades K-8 must meet the standards in two arts areas each year
Instruction at the high school level must include all the required arts standards and
benchmarks in at least one arts area
In high school the teacher of record must have a CTE endorsement and must also have
passed the MTLE assessment for the relevant arts area (not new, but clarified)

Phase I: Music and Visual Arts
●
●
●
●
●

Review and analysis of new standards
Gap analysis for current courses
Adjustments made to curriculum documents to align to new standards
Identification of replacement and new materials and resources
Orders for music will be placed summer 2020 for fall implementation

Phase II: All Arts Areas
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ensure K-12 programming is in compliance with new MDE
Support teachers in acquiring any necessary licensure changes
Recommend any necessary programming changes
Ensure changes are clearly articulated for registration in January 2021
Resource orders for other arts areas will be placed summer 2021
Full implementation by 2021-2022 as required by statute

Music and Visual Arts Curriculum Review Process Proposed Timeline
Changes:
In May 2020 it was communicated that an elementary and a middle school program design
team would convene in the summer of 2020 to align program changes to meet MDE guidelines
and that the program adjustments would be presented to the board in the fall of 2020. Due to a
necessary shift in focus, this work was not able to move forward as planned. The design teams
did not meet and Phase II action steps were adjusted to the following for the fall of 2020:

●
●

Discuss current expectations for Art implementation with MDE to ensure clarity and
understanding.
Understand our current system capacity at each level to embark on the potential
program changes that will need to occur to align with MDE Art Standards implementation
as currently stated.

MDE Discussion:
The discussion with Ms. Campana at MDE was collaborative and supportive. She commended
Edina Public Schools on its strong Arts programming. After hearing and understanding some of
the potential program changes that would need to occur in Edina to meet the new standards,
Ms. Campana communicated that she would like to collaborate with Edina in the continuation of
our implementation process suggesting we put full implementation on hold and continue to
devote time to developing an implementation plan.
System Capacity Evaluation:
During conversations with administration at both the elementary and secondary level it was
recognized that the following would need to be addressed in order to proceed with full
implementation of the Art standards in 2020-2021:
●
●
●
●

Licensing requirements
Course changes at the secondary
Schedule changes at the elementary
Shifts in programming at all levels

In conversations, administrators collectively agreed that given our current circumstances
addressing these needs in a positive and productive way would be extremely challenging at this
time. Neither teachers nor administrative teams have the capacity to engage in collective
problem solving leading to new implementations that maximize results for students while they
are managing hybrid learners in school, hybrid learners at home, and EVA learners at home.
This undertaking alone is requiring new thinking, daily problem solving, and everyone’s
collective efficacy.
In particular, there is not sufficient time to have teacher teams execute what is needed. Edina
currently has rich Arts offerings. Our goal in planning and implementing would be to continue to
offer these rich experiences in alignment with the new Arts standards and we need more time to
do this well. Thus, we are putting the full Arts implementation on hold and we will continue to
devote time to developing an implementation plan in collaboration with MDE.

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/22

TITLE: Vacant Board Seat Process
TYPE: Action
PRESENTER(S): Governance Committee
BACKGROUND: The process document was created by the governance committee after
discussions with MSBA about recommended processes and guidance and oversight from
district legal counsel. This process document outlines both the board’s legal and statutory
obligations, timing and recommended appointee process.

RECOMMENDATION: Review the attachments, come prepared with questions and your
opinion on the recommended appointee process.

PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER: Absence created by relocation.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Process and timeline document
2. Resolution

Board Member Absentee Process and Timeline
Purpose: To outline the legal requirements and timing of EdinaSchool Board member
replacement process to ensure a transparent and positive leadership transition that ensures the
advancement of the district’s mission.
Background: Minnesota Statute 123B.09, subdivisions 3 and 5b, which regulate this situation,
states:
Subd. 3.Causes for school Board member vacancy. A vacancy in any Board occurs
when a member (a) dies, (b) resigns, (c) ceases to be a resident of the district, or (d) is
unable to serve on such Board and attend its meetings for not less than 90 days
because of illness or prolonged absence from the district.
Subd. 5b. Appointments to fill vacancies; special elections. (a) Any vacancy on the
Board, other than a vacancy described in subdivision 4, must be filled by Board
appointment at a regular or special meeting. The appointment shall be evidenced by a
resolution entered in the minutes and shall be effective 30 days following adoption of the
resolution, subject to paragraph (b). If the appointment becomes effective, it shall
continue until an election is held under this subdivision. All elections to fill vacancies
shall be for the unexpired term. A special election to fill the vacancy must be held no
later than the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November following the vacancy. If
the vacancy occurs less than 90 days prior to the first Tuesday after the first Monday in
November in the year in which the vacancy occurs, the special election must be held no
later than the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of the following calendar
year. If the vacancy occurs less than 90 days prior to the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November in the third year of the term, no special election is required. If the
vacancy is filled by a special election, the person elected at that election for the ensuing
term shall take office immediately after receiving the certificate of election, filing the
bond, and taking the oath of office.
Situation Analysis: There are two simultaneous moving parts in the process of transition.
They include:
1. Special Election. Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman will cease to be a resident of the Edina
Public School District as of May 31, 2022, which is more than 90 days prior to the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in November following the vacancy, Minnesota Statute
requires that a special election be held to fill the vacancy. This special election for one
(1) school Board member will be held on Tuesday, November 8th, 2022. The Board has
no discretion in decision making on whether or not to have a Special Election
process or timing.
2. Interim Board Member Appointee. Given that Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman will cease
to be a resident of the Edina Public School District as of May 31, 2022 and Minnesota
Statute requires such vacancy “must be filled by Board appointment,” the Board will

begin the process of appointing a resident to fill said vacancy after Board Member
Wallen-Friedman is no longer a member of the Board and until the vacant seat is filled
by the special election in November. The Board has no decision making in whether
or not to have an interim Board Member Appointee, but does have full discretion
on the process and general timing on the Interim Board Member Appointee.
Process Overview/Key Dates:
The below process outlined below is recommended by MSBA as best practice, has been
reviewed by district legal counsel and is recommended by the Governance committee.
●

●

●

Interim Board Member Appointee: Multiple different ways of choosing an interim Board
member are available to us as a Board. Examples from other districts range from having
an open application process for all community members to direct appointment to hybrid
approaches.
After analyzing the methods used by Boards in Minnesota, it is our recommendation that
the Board utilize a process of directly appointing an interim Board member who was a
former Board member previously elected by the community for the following reasons:
○ Least disruptive to Board operations and school district governance.
○ The time period the interim Board member will be on the Board is a very short
period of time (whomever wins the special election starts after the canvassing
period, not in January).
○ The time period to have an open-ended collection of interested individuals is
lengthy and laborious and would lead to a very limited time-frame for an
individual to join the Board, train and effectively have any impact on the Board
(see Appendix 1 for realistic time table).
○ Having a prior Board member serve in this interim capacity enables the Board to
have someone already familiar with MSBA practices, Board practices and
protocols, and associated Minnesota laws and statutes.
○ Allows us to have someone fill specific gaps left by Vice Chair Wallen-Friedman’s
absences, most notably financial and legal expertise.
○ Keeps the Board neutral in the upcoming special election by choosing someone
for the interim position who is not planning to run for election in the special
election.
○ Avoiding confusion in the community with communications of the overlapping
processes.
Next Steps for Interim Board Member Appointment:
○ Agreement on process: to be voted on at 5/9 meeting
■ Come prepared to discuss what criteria the Board should consider in
appointing interim Board member. If the Board reaches an agreement on
the recommended process this will need to be discussed.
■ Approval from Board for governance committee to create rubric and
process for Interim Board appointment.

○
○
○
○

○
●

Discussion about rubric and process for interim Board member: 5/17 work
session.
Discussion and appointment of interim Board member: End of May/Beginning of
June work session.
Discussion about Board committees and roles: 6/20 work session
Resolution to approve interim Board member: 6/20 Board meeting
■ Oath of office taken
■ Mandatory 30-day waiting period until interim Board member can take
office
7/26 work session: first Board meeting interim Board member can attend.

Special Election: This process does not differ much from a standard board election.
● July 18, 2022: Board discusses and approves Resolution announcing new
special election for one (1) School Board member who will fill the remaining year
of the vacant seat. District informs the public regarding details (filing period,
overview, role of School Board) of the School Board Special Election on
November 8, 2022.
● End of July: District holds information session about special election.
● November 8, 2022: Election Day
○ Results canvasses, results certified and then new Board member will be
seated.

Appendix 1: Draft Board Member Appointee Process

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●

May 9, 2022:
○ Board discusses and approves the process for filling Board vacancy.
May 17, 2022:
○ Board work session to discuss rubric for interviewees, appointees and
process overview for decision-making.
End of May/Early June:
○ Board discusses and approves: 1) the appointee application and 2) Board
evaluation rubric. These two items will be presented by the Governance
committee to the Board (Committee will use MSBA, legal counsel and
best practices for guidance).
○ Board discusses transition plans and timing for Board-appointed
leadership positions and roles. This will be presented by the Governance
committee to the Board.
End of May/Early June:
○ District communication informs the public with overview of School Board
role, position opening.
June 6-24, 2022:
○ Online application opens for applicants. All applications are public record.
June 24, 2022:
○ Application process closes for applicants.
June 27, 2022 special meeting (NEW - pending board availability):
○ Board (Governance) reviews and discusses applications using evaluation
rubric to determine interview(s) granted/notified for final applicants.
July 11/12, 2022 special meeting (NEW - pending board availability):
○ Board conducts interview(s) with final applicant(s).
July 13, 2022 special meeting (NEW - pending board availability):
○ Board discusses and votes on interim Board member and announces
them to the public. Board accepts Resolution adopting interim Board
member.
○ July 13 starts mandatory 30 day waiting period for Interim Board member
start day.
August 23rd work session:
○ First board meeting new appointee would be able to serve

RESOLUTION ADOPTING PROCESS FOR
APPOINTING AN INTERIM BOARD MEMBER
WHEREAS, School Board member Leny Wallen-Friedman will cease to be a resident of
Independent School District No. 273 on May 31, 2022, creating a vacancy on the School Board;
WHEREAS, a special election will be held no later than November 8, 2022, to vote on a
replacement who will take that seat for the remainder of the term;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes section 123B.09, subdivision 5b(a), the
vacancy must be filled in the interim by Board appointment;
WHEREAS, relevant statutes grant the Board the sole discretion to determine the process
and procedure that it wishes to use for making such appointment, and no open application
processes or public notice is required prior to making any such appointment; and
WHEREAS, the Board has weighed its options and determined that the best process for
the Board that will cause the least disruption to the District will be to appoint a formerly elected
School Board Member to fill the short-term vacancy prior to the special election.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the School Board of Independent School
District No. 273, State of Minnesota, as follows:
1.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 123B.09, Subd. 5b, the Board will seek
a formerly elected School Board Member to fill the vacancy, with the Governance Committee
being delegated the authority to discuss the opportunity with former School Board Members. At
a future Board Meeting, the Board will nominate a candidate and vote on a resolution to appoint
an interim Board Member who will serve until a successor is elected and qualified. If no such
candidates are chosen by the Board, the Board reserves the right to seek applications from
qualified residents who wish to serve in an interim capacity.
2.
The appointment shall be effective thirty (30) days after the adoption of the
resolution as provided in Section 123B.09, subd. 5b.
Moved by: _________________________ Seconded by: _____________________________
The following voted in favor:
__________________________________________________________________
The following voted against:
__________________________________________________________________
WHEREUPON the resolution was declared adopted the _____ day of _________, 2022.

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/22

TITLE: Resolution Acknowledging Vacant Board Seat
TYPE: Action
PRESENTER(S): Governance Committee
BACKGROUND: The board will consider and vote on a resolution acknowledging a vacancy
on the Edina School Board. This resolution was written and provided by district legal counsel.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the resolution.
PRIMARY ISSUE(S) TO CONSIDER:
Absence created by relocation.

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Resolution

RESOLUTION ADOPTING PROCESS FOR
APPOINTING AN INTERIM BOARD MEMBER
WHEREAS, School Board member Leny Wallen-Friedman will cease to be a resident of
Independent School District No. 273 on May 31, 2022, creating a vacancy on the School Board;
WHEREAS, a special election will be held no later than November 8, 2022, to vote on a
replacement who will take that seat for the remainder of the term;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes section 123B.09, subdivision 5b(a), the
vacancy must be filled in the interim by Board appointment;
WHEREAS, relevant statutes grant the Board the sole discretion to determine the process
and procedure that it wishes to use for making such appointment, and no open application
processes or public notice is required prior to making any such appointment; and
WHEREAS, the Board has weighed its options and determined that the best process for
the Board that will cause the least disruption to the District will be to appoint a formerly elected
School Board Member to fill the short-term vacancy prior to the special election.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the School Board of Independent School
District No. 273, State of Minnesota, as follows:
1.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 123B.09, Subd. 5b, the Board will seek
a formerly elected School Board Member to fill the vacancy, with the Governance Committee
being delegated the authority to discuss the opportunity with former School Board Members. At
a future Board Meeting, the Board will nominate a candidate and vote on a resolution to appoint
an interim Board Member who will serve until a successor is elected and qualified. If no such
candidates are chosen by the Board, the Board reserves the right to seek applications from
qualified residents who wish to serve in an interim capacity.
2.
The appointment shall be effective thirty (30) days after the adoption of the
resolution as provided in Section 123B.09, subd. 5b.
Moved by: _________________________ Seconded by: _____________________________
The following voted in favor:
__________________________________________________________________
The following voted against:
__________________________________________________________________
WHEREUPON the resolution was declared adopted the _____ day of _________, 2022.

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: 8th grade French immersion trip to Québec
TYPE: Action
PRESENTERS: Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning
BACKGROUND: In accordance with Policy 538, the following international student travel
experience for up to 20 Valley View Middle School students from June 4 – 10, 2023 has
received support from the school’s administration. Participating students will not miss any school
days for this summer travel experience.
This trip, coordinated by EF Explore America, includes five nights and stays in both Montreal
and Quebec City. In Montreal, students will get their bearings by exploring the Old City, visiting
the hidden passages and secrets of the underground city, and taking a bicycle ride. They’ll
examine the city through both historical and contemporary lenses by visiting the Museum of
Archeology, Notre Dame Basilica, and the Old Port, as well as by touring McGill University and
the bustling neighborhood of Chinatown. They’ll travel on to beautiful Quebec City, where they’ll
visit several historic sites such as Château Frontenac and the Citadelle. One of the highlights of
the trip will be a reenactment of the Plains of Abraham, a battle from the Seven Years’ War,
sometimes referred to as the French and Indian War. Students will participate in this historical
interpretation, learning about Quebec’s First Nations and early colonial history. The group will
conclude their trip with an excursion to the beautiful Beaupré Coast on the Saint Lawrence
River.
In addition to providing opportunities to develop independence and self-awareness, this
language and culture travel experience supports learning across numerous Minnesota social
studies and language arts standards.

COST: The anticipated inclusive cost of this experience is $2,000 per student. This price is
inclusive of all transportation, accommodations, meals, transfers, on-site medical staffing, and
medical and repatriation insurance. Students will be responsible for all costs. Need-based
scholarships and fundraising opportunities are available.

TRANSPORTATION: All students and chaperones will travel as a group from Minneapolis to
Montreal, Canada, and return via a major U.S. international airline or partner.
ACCOMODATIONS: Students and chaperones will be housed in 3-4 bedded rooms with en
suite bathroom facilities.
SUPERVISION: Staff members traveling with the group are Pierre Schmidt, Nathalie Godin, and
one licensed school administrator.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the student travel experience.
DESIRED OUTCOMES FOR THE BOARD: Review the background information provided and
approve the student travel experience.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Appendix III Board Policy 538, Extended Field Trip and Travel Application Preliminary
Approval

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: Edina High School Band Trip to the Eastern Caribbean
TYPE: Action
PRESENTERS: Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; and Jenn Carter, Edina
High School Assistant Principal

BACKGROUND: As per board policy 538, the Edina Concert Band and their director Paul Kile are
expressing their intent for the Concert Band to tour during the 2022-23 school year.
The students of the Edina Concert band will have the opportunity for shared cultural exchanges and
performances while touring the Eastern Caribbean. Exchanges will include interactions with the
professional musicians aboard the Regal Princess and with school students from St. Thomas in the
U.S. Virgin Islands and members of the Rising Stars Youth Steel Orchestra. In addition to the
cultural exchanges, the band will be performing in exchange concerts with the Rising Stars Youth
Steel Orchestra and will be featured performers aboard the Regal Princess with two headliner
performances in the Regal Princess Theater. The tour experience utilizes the Minnesota Music
Standards as well as the EPS educational competencies. The musical tour will occur during spring
break of the 2022-23 school year with students missing no school days. Departure will be Sunday,
March 19 2023 with a return by dinner time Sunday, March 26 2023.
Simon and Simon Travel is coordinating the trip (Simon & Simon Travel, 6566 France Avenue So.,
Edina, MN 55439, Phone: 952-941-6612).
COST: The anticipated cost of the tour is $3400 per student. All lodging, meals, transportation,
transfers and trip insurance are included in the price as the price is all-inclusive. Travel insurance
will be offered to all participants. Students will have the opportunity to earn a portion of the trip
expense through various fundraising activities. The additional costs will be covered by the families
of the students with the Edina Band Boosters providing need based scholarships assuring no
student will be unable to travel as a result of finances.
SUPERVISION: Staff members traveling with the projected group of 80 students include Paul Kile,
two additional staff members, ten or more chaperones, and two tour escorts with the opportunity for
a district administrator to also travel.
TRANSPORTATION: All students and chaperones will travel as a group from Minneapolis to Ft.
Lauderdale via Sun Country Airlines and then board the Regal Princess for travel to each
destination, and return via Sun Country.

ACCOMODATIONS: Students and chaperones will stay aboard the Princess Cruises Regal
Princess.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the student travel experience.

DESIRED OUTCOMES FOR THE BOARD: Review the background information provided and
approve the student travel experience.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Appendix III Board Policy 538 , Extended Field Trip and Travel Application Preliminary
Approval

Board Meeting Date: May 9, 2022

TITLE: EHS Biology to Madagascar
TYPE: Action
PRESENTERS: Jody De St. Hubert, Director of Teaching and Learning; and Jenn Carter, Edina
High School Assistant Principal
BACKGROUND: In accordance with Policy 538, the following international student travel
experience for up to 32 Edina High School students for two weeks in June 2023 has received
support from the school’s administration. Participating students will not miss any school days for
this summer travel experience.
This expedition is coordinated by Operation Wallacea, a conservation organization that partners
with scientists and local communities in conservation research. The first week is the dry forest of
Madagascar and will be spent camping in a basecamp and visiting the Mariarano village.
Students will complete surveys, led by specialist scientists from around the world that include
herpetofauna, bird and lemur monitoring, butterfly/dragonfly surveys, and forest surveys.
Students will also be embedded in the Malagasy culture by visiting the local community and
school, learning phrases of their language, and working alongside the Malagasy guides during
their data collection. Students will also have daily lectures learning about the science behind the
conservation efforts and the social issues surrounding Madagascar’s conservation efforts. The
second week will be spent at a marine research site on the small island of Nosy Be off the North
West coast of Madagascar. Here students will take part in SCUBA diving, either earning their
certification or completing research while diving.
In addition to providing growth opportunities across the EPS Educational Competencies, this
field-based, research-oriented, student travel experience supports learning across numerous
Minnesota science, social studies, and language arts standards.
COST: The anticipated inclusive cost of this experience is approximately $4,900 per student.
This price is inclusive of all transportation, accommodations, meals, transfers, on-site medical
staffing, and medical and repatriation insurance. Students will be responsible for all costs. There
will be need-based scholarships and other scholarships offered. There will also be extensive
fundraising opportunities.

TRANSPORTATION: All students and chaperones will travel as a group from Minneapolis to
Antananarivo, Madagascar, and return via a major U.S. international airline or partner.
ACCOMODATIONS: Students and chaperones will be housed in tents of 3-4 same-sex students
while in the dry forest. At the marine site, there will be dorm-style accommodations.
SUPERVISION: Staff members traveling with the group are Lindsey Smaka, EHS science
teacher, and up to three (3) additional licensed staff, one of which will be a licensed school
administrator.
RECOMMENDATION: Approve the student travel experience.
DESIRED OUTCOMES FOR THE BOARD: Review the background information provided and
approve the student travel experience.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Appendix III Board Policy 538 , Extended Field Trip and Travel Application Preliminary
Approval

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022

TITLE: Policy Review
TYPE: Action
PRESENTER(S): Board Policy Committee
BACKGROUND: The following policies have been reviewed with an eye toward clarity, District
practice, and alignment with State and Federal statutes.
•
•

Policy 509 - Resident Enrollment and Assignment
Policy 911 - Use of Volunteers in School

RECOMMENDATION: Review the suggested policy modifications for Policies 509 and 911.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Policy 509 - Resident Enrollment and Assignment
2. Policy 911 - Use of Volunteers in School

Policy 509
Students
Resident Enrollment and Assignment
I. Purpose
This policy provides procedures for students who are residents of the Edina Public
School District and are to be enrolled and admitted into the District’s schools.
II. General Statement of Policy
A. The school district is committed to providing students with appropriate learning
options that enable them to establish and maintain a successful educational
plan.
B. A student’s registration for enrollment into Edina Public Schools will be
coordinated through the district’s Student Enrollment Center, located at 5701
Normandale Road, Edina, Minnesota. The center will provide the student’s
parent/guardian with the enrollment options available to them. The student will
be placed into an assigned grade level, based on his/her age and schooling
experience.
C. Each elementary and middle school, with the exceptions of district choice
programs: Normandale Elementary School, Countryside Spanish Language,
and the Continuous Progress programs, and Edina Virtual Pathway has a
defined school attendance area that has been approved by the school board.
The high school attendance area aligns with the district boundaries. Upon
completion of the registration and admittance forms, each student will be
assigned to a district school, based on his/her home residency. This will also
be the school to which a student will be provided busing, except in the case of
Edina Virtual Pathway, if it is available to him/her.
D. The district may allow a student to attend a school not in his/her attendance
boundary area based on the following options:
1. Intradistrict transfer
2. District choice programs
E. A school-initiated transfer may be recommended by the district. This transfer
would be initiated by the building principal.
F. The district will work cooperatively with a parent/guardian pursuing educational
options beyond those provided by Edina Public Schools, including
homeschooling, nonpublic schools and other public schools.
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III. Registration Process
A parent/guardian with a school-age child who is a resident of the Edina Public
Schools may enroll his/her child for admittance into the school district at the
district’s Student Enrollment Center. The center will provide all the necessary
information required for enrollment and the school options available to a
parent/guardian. A parent/guardian must complete or provide:
1. Registration forms
2. Certified birth certificate, Passport/Visa, or official US Court/Government
document indicating child’s full legal name and birth date.
3. Current immunization records
4. Upon registration, a parent/guardian moving into the Edina Public Schools
attendance area must present an original, signed lease of a property located
within the Edina Public Schools for the duration of the school year or a
signed copy of the closing paperwork for the purchase of a home within the
Edina Public Schools. A parent/guardian already residing in the Edina
Public Schools attendance area must present sufficient evidence proving
residency.
IV. Assigning a Student to a School
A. Each student will be assigned to a grade level and school based on his/her age
and schooling experience and his/her home residency as it relates to the
school’s attendance areas.
B. The school district may place a student who registers after the beginning of a
school year at a school other than his/her resident-assigned school and provide
required busing. The student will be allowed to attend his/her
resident-assigned school at the start of the next school year.
C. A student’s access to bus transportation to a school will be based on his/her
home residency.
V. Parent/Guardian Moves Out of the District
A student whose parent/guardian moves to another district will be subject to the
following enrollment options:
A. Prior to the Start of the School Year: The student will need to apply to Edina
Public Schools for open enrollment and will not be guaranteed continual
placement.
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B. During the School Year: The Student will need to apply to Edina Public
Schools for open enrollment, and can remain at the current school for the
remainder of the school year. The student will not be guaranteed continual
placement.
C. Students in Grades 11 and 12: Student in grades 11 and 12 will have the option
to continue under Minn. Stat. § 124D.08, Subd.3.
D. Temporarily Living Beyond District Boundaries: A currently-enrolled student
who is temporarily living beyond the school district’s boundaries will be
permitted to attend the student’s current school in the Edina Public Schools.
Temporarily means less than the remainder of the current school year.
Individual exceptions to the current school year parameter will be made on a
case-by-case basis, if the parent/guardian can produce specific evidence of
building, purchasing or leasing a home in the district.
E. For Edina Virtual Pathway students who move out of the district but remain in
the state of Minnesota, the student will need to apply to Edina Public Schools
for open enrollment and may remain a student in the Virtual Pathway subject to
review and superintendent approval.
F. For Edina Virtual Pathway Students who move out of the district and leave the
state of Minnesota for more than 15 days, will be subject to review and
superintendent approval. The tuition rate for nonresident students not admitted
under Minn. Stat. § 124D.08 (School Board Approval to Enroll in Nonresident
District) or Minn. Stat. § 124D.03 (Enrollment Options Program) is the rate
calculated by the superintendent or designee.
VI. Intradistrict Transfer
A. A student residing within the school district boundaries will, unless approved for
transfer to another school, attend the school designated for the area in which
he/she resides.
B. A student wishing to apply for an intradistrict transfer must make a written
request using Appendix III.
C. After conferring with the administration at both schools, the superintendent or
designee will make the determination on the request based on a variety of
factors including, but not limited to, class size guidelines and building
capacities. This determination is final.
D. If the request is approved, a letter will be sent to the parent/guardian of the
student. A copy of the letter will be sent to the principal of the school that the
student is exiting. A copy will also be sent to the principal of the school that the
student is entering. If the request is denied, a letter will be sent to the
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parent/guardian of the student.
E. Student transportation is the responsibility of the parent/guardian of the student
except for transfers from a choice program to the student’s neighborhood
school.
VII. Elementary Choice Programs
A. The school district offers two four elementary choice programs:
1. French Immersion at Normandale Elementary School
2. Spanish Two-way Language at Countryside Elementary School
3. Continuous Progress at Countryside Elementary School and Highlands
Elementary School
4. Edina Virtual Pathway
B. Each school has a defined process for accepting applications and determining
a child’s placement in the school. A child who has not been placed will be
allowed to remain on a waiting list for possible placement during the school
year. This process will be reviewed and approved by the superintendent or
designee.
C. A parent/guardian may inquire about a choice program by contacting the school
office.
VIII. Secondary Program Options
A. A student will be assigned to secondary schools based on the student’s
residence in an elementary attendance area, not on the student’s enrollment in
an elementary school. This assignment includes students from the elementary
Continuous Progress program schools and Edina Virtual Pathway. A student in
the Concord, Cornelia or Highlands Elementary School attendance area is in
the South View Middle School attendance area. A student in the Countryside
or Creek Valley Elementary School attendance area is in the Valley View Middle
School attendance area.
B. A student completing grade 5 at Normandale Elementary School can
participate in the Extended French program at Valley View Middle School or be
assigned to the middle school based on the student’s non-immersion
elementary attendance area.
C. Students enrolled in the virtual setting during elementary will be automatically
enrolled in virtual for middle school unless families complete an intradistrict
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transfer form. If a family completes the intradistrict transfer form they will be
assigned to their attendance area middle school based on residency.
D. Enrollment of an international student in Edina Public Schools will require the
establishment of a legal or educational guardianship and participation in a
district-sanctioned student exchange program. The district may permit other
international students to enroll, depending upon their degree of English
proficiency and their length of tenure as a student in the district.
IX. School-Initiated Transfers
A. The principal may recommend the transfer of a student to a different school by
submitting a letter to the superintendent identifying the reason for the
recommendation and providing supportive background information.
B. After conferring with the parent/guardian and/or student and the appropriate
staff at both schools, the superintendent will rule on the request. A decision to
approve an intradistrict transfer will be made in the best interests of the
individual student and only if both the receiving and sending schools/program
are supportive of the transfer. This decision is final.
C. If the recommendation is approved, the parent/guardian, student and principals
will be notified by the superintendent.
D. The transfer will be for the duration of the current semester. At the end of the
semester, the current building administrator will review the reason for transfer
and its outcomes with the student and/or parent/guardian. The principal will
make a recommendation to the superintendent or designee as to whether the
current building assignment should continue for the student. The
superintendent makes the final determination.
E. Student transportation is the responsibility of the parent/guardian of the student.
If the district has a bus stop established and capacity on the bus, the
parent/guardian may make a request to district transportation for the student to
be picked up at that previously established stop. The district will not provide
additional transportation routes or stops.
X. Procedure for Verifying Assigned Guardian
If the student does not reside with his/her parent/guardian, but lives with another
adult or adults whose residence is within the Edina Public Schools attendance
boundaries, the parent/guardian must present a signed, notarized, educational
guardianship form noting that they have transferred parental authority to the Edina
Public Schools resident(s), and the Edina Public Schools resident(s) must present
a signed statement accepting the delegation of parental authority. The Power of
Attorney/Delegation of Parental Authority form is appended to this policy.
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Legal Reference:
Minn. Stat. § 124D.08 (School Boards’ Approval to Enroll in Nonresident District)
Cross Reference:
Policy 503 (Student Attendance)
Policy 510 (Nonresident Enrollment)
Policy
adopted:

05/19/08

amended:
amended:
revised:
revised:
revised:
revised:
revised:

01/24/11
10/22/12
01/27/14
12/15/15
4/17/17
6/13/17
10/15/18
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Edina, Minnesota
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Appendix I to Policy 509
Elementary Choice Program Enrollment Admission Priorities
for Continuous Progress Program and, Normandale French Immersion, Spanish Two Way
at Countryside and/or Edina Virtual Pathway
A. The school district will determine class size ranges and program capacity for the choice
programs.
B. The enrollment admission priorities will be as follows for kindergarten entrance in the choice
programs:
1. Resident students of the school district
a. Siblings who follow district registration process
i.

Normandale French Immersion program siblings are those who at the time of
application, have a sibling enrolled in grades K-5 in the Normandale French
Immersion program or in grades 6-8 in the Extended French program.
Countryside Spanish Two Way program siblings are those who at the time of
application, have a sibling enrolled in grades K-5 in the Countryside Spanish Two
Way program. Continuous Progress program siblings are those who currently
have a sibling enrolled in grades K-5 in the district’s Continuous Progress
programs. Edina Virtual Pathway siblings are those who currently have a sibling
enrolled in the Edina Virtual Pathway (K-12)

ii. A current district resident student (“Student 1”) who is entering grade one through
grade five, who has a resident sibling (“Student 2”) who was accepted at
Normandale French Immersion or Countryside Spanish Two Way program after
Student 1’s initial opportunity to enter the kindergarten lottery, will be given
priority preference above the district class size range high number at the
discretion of the superintendent or designee.
A student admitted under this provision will not displace other students admitted
through the lottery process or students from the waitlist. A student will only be
admitted under this provision if the student has successfully passed the
school-administered the relevant French or Spanish proficiency assessment
given at the respective grade level. French proficiency assessment given at the
respective grade level.
After a current district resident student has been accepted into and attended for
one year a district Continuous Progress (CP) program, that student’s siblings
may be accepted into the CP program for the following year at the discretion of
the superintendent or his/her their designee.
b. Students who qualify for the federal lunch subsidy and meet the district registration
choice program preference deadline
i.

Annually, the district administration will identify the number of admission slots that
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will be available to students who qualify for the federal lunch subsidy. One-half of
these openings are reserved for qualified applicants who reside in the attendance
area of Cornelia and who qualify for the federal lunch subsidy. Should more
students complete preference forms and qualify for the federal lunch subsidy
than there are allotted spaces, a lottery will be held to determine the students for
enrollment. Those students that remain will be put in the general lottery, should
one be needed, for the remaining enrollment slots.
c. Random draw from all applicants in Continuous Progress program, Spanish Two
Way or or random draw of all applicants for Normandale French Immersion.
i. Children who are seeking acceptance as an early entrance student (i.e., anyone
whose fifth birthday falls between September 2 and October 15) will not be
eligible for initial admittance at the time of registration in January or placement on
the waitlist.
2. Minneapolis transportation students – these students qualify for the federal lunch
subsidy program
3. Staff sibling requests – Nonresident students who have been accepted into open
enrollment (Policy 510)
4. Sibling – Nonresident students who have been accepted into open enrollment (Policy
510)
5. Open enrollment – Nonresident students (Policy 510)
C. The enrollment admission priorities will be as follows for entrance after the start of
kindergarten for choice programs:
1. Waitlists will be established and maintained at the specific program level following the
priority order listed in section B above.
a. Random drawing to determine placement at the time of kindergarten entrance
b. Names added in order of application-received date
2. As K-5 openings occur, identified grade level will be factored in acceptance from the
waitlist in the Continuous Progress program.
3. As openings occur through the kindergarten year, students will be accepted from the
waitlist; and, from that point in time forward, an assessment will be given to determine
whether placement is appropriate in the Normandale French Immersion program or the
Countryside Two Way Spanish program.
After a current district resident student has been accepted into and attended for one year a
district Continuous Progress (CP) program, that student’s siblings may be accepted into the CP
program for the following year at the discretion of the superintendent or his/her designee.
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Appendix II to Policy 509
EDINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
POWER OF ATTORNEY / DELEGATION OF PARENTAL AUTHORITY
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS THAT:
_________________________
(Parent First Name)

(Middle)

of the County of

(Last)

, State of

, does by these presents hereby

make, constitute and appoint:
_________________________
(Guardian/Foster First Name)

of the County of

(Middle)

(Last)

, State of

, to be my true and lawful Attorney

in Fact to act in my place with respect to the exercise of parental authority regarding the care,
custody and property of my child:
_________________________
(Child First Name)

(Middle)

(Last)

for the school year term following the date of my signature, pursuant to Minnesota law.
This Power of Attorney in Fact hereby constitutes my delegation to: ______________________
(Guardian/Foster Name)

of my parental authority regarding the care, custody, and property of:

__________________,
(Child)

my minor child, born

, including, but not limited to the authority to:
(Birthdate of Child)

1. authorize medical treatment for my child;
2. enroll and service my child in school; and
3. provide a home, care, and supervision of my child at the home of

This Power of Attorney in Fact does not authorize

_____________.
(Guardian/Foster Name)

_____ to consent to the
(Guardian/Foster Name)

Marriage, adoption, or enrollment in the armed forces of my child, placement in a foster or group
home, residential treatment center or special education.
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I, ____________________________________, understand that I am legally obligated, pursuant
to MN Stat 524.5-211 to provide a copy of this document to any other parent within 30 days of
its execution unless:
a. the other parent does not have visitation rights or has supervised visitation rights; or
b. there is an existing order for protection under chapter 518B or similar law of another state
in effect against the other parent to protect me.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this ___ day of _________, 20

.

_____________________________________________
(Parent Signature)

Subscribed and sworn before me this
_____ day of ______________, 20
__
_________________
(Notary Public Signature)

I hereby accept the foregoing Delegation of Parental Authority over

___________________
(Child)

_______________________________________
(Date)

(Guardian/Foster Signature)
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Appendix III to Policy 509
EDINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
5701 Normandale Road, Edina, MN 55424
952-848-4948
INTRADISTRICT TRANSFER
___________ School Year

Student’s Full Name
First

Middle

Last

Requested Grade _____ for ___________ School Year
School Currently Attended

School Requested

Parent/Guardian Name(s)
Home Phone

Cell Phone

Address
(City, State, Zip Code)
Email Address
Reason for Request:

Date

Parent/Guardian Signature

Transportation is the responsibility of the parent/guardian.
Please send completed form to: Edina Public Schools, Attn: Enrollment Office
5701 Normandale Road, Edina, MN 55424

Office Information
Student #
☐ Approved
☐ Wait List
☐ Denied

Date

School Assigned ___________________

Date
Date
Date

Copy: Principals
Parent/Guardian
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Student Information Specialist
Assistant Superintendent
Transportation Office
Appendix IV to Policy 503 and 509
Family Proposal for a Modified Learning Experience
Student's Name: _________________________ Grade: ______ School: _________________________
Date of Submission: ______________________
Experience Begin Date: ___________________ Experience End Date: __________________________
Experience School Day Adjustment: ______________________________________________________
Family Need/Rationale for Modified Learning Experience (describe reasons for proposal):
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Customized Learning Experience:
Subject(s)

Modified Instructional Approach

Assessment Process

Requirements of Modified Learning Experience:
●
●
●

Meets state and district attendance requirements
Meets state and district academic advancement requirements, including grade level standards and high
school course credits
Does not require specialized services or instructional support of district staff
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Student Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: _______________
Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________________________________ Date: _______________

District Administrative Approval:
___ Approved

___

Denied

___ Approved with the following modifications:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

District Administrative Decision-Makers:
________________________________
Director of Teaching & Learning

________________________________
Building Principal

________________________________
Date

________________________________
Date

Appeal Request Date: _____________
Decision of District Task Force:
___

Approved

___

Denied

Created: May 15, 2017
Updated: July 17, 2017
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Policy 911
Community Relations
District Volunteers
Use of Community Volunteer Programs and Volunteers in Schools
I. Purpose
This policy recognizes the important role volunteers play in the education of
learners and provides guidelines for the use of volunteers by the school district.
The School Board encourages and promotes the involvement of volunteers to
support programs and activities of the districtEdina Public Schools. Volunteers are
individuals who are not paid for their services and who do not assume primary
responsibility for instruction, but provide a supporting role in programs and
activities.
II. General Statement of Policy
The school district is committed to using volunteers to help personalize instruction,
promote school/community interactionstrengthen community partnerships, support
districtschool activities and events; promote multigenerational and multicultural
experiences; and enrich curriculum for all learners. The district promotes the use
of volunteers to the extent possible. ¶
Volunteers in the Community Volunteer Program will be placed with careful
consideration given to how their presence supports the educational objectives of a
class, the curriculum, activity or event. Volunteers will not be the primary source of
instruction for learners. Volunteers will be subject to all standards and training set
forth by district policies and, if required, will complete a criminal background check.
The district recognizes that it has other volunteers through building/program parent
teacher organizations, extracurricular programs, and as district parents and
families. Volunteers will not be the primary source of instruction for learners.
Volunteers will be subject to all standards and training set forth by district policies
and, if required, will complete a criminal background check.
For volunteers not included in the Community Volunteer Program, background
checks are required for overnight trips or instances where a volunteer would be
alone with students (see also Policy 404 Employee Background Check).
Volunteers may be managed by a variety of district employees, departments and
programs, including Edina Community Education; building principals, teachers and
/or PTOs; Athletics and Activities; and more. Each program engaging volunteers is
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responsible for the effective management of its volunteers to ensure high-quality
experiences and cultivate long-term, mutually beneficial relationships.¶
¶
III. Community
Volunteer Program Management and Procedures
Volunteer Recruitment, Placement and Management
A. Recruitment and Screening
The recruitment and screening of community members will be coordinated by
the district’s Community Education Services Department (“CES”). The goal of
this process is to address the needs and desires of the district and increase the
effectiveness of using volunteers to further the district’s educational and
curriculum goals. CES will work with PrincipalsPprincipals and program
directors/- coordinatorsadministrators will work to identify school/ program
needs and opportunities for the use of volunteers.
B. Placement and Management
Candidates for volunteering in the dDistrict will be selected and placed on the
basis ofbased on their experience, ability and good character, without regard to
for race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender identity or expression,
sexual orientation, age, marital or parental status, or status with regard to public
assistance or handicapany protected class of the candidate.
C. Volunteer Management Manual
CES has developed a volunteer management manual and guidelines to provide
the necessary information and requirements for the use of district volunteers.
Volunteer management guidelines provide the necessary information and
requirements for the use of district volunteers The defined mManagement
guidelines will includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DJob Volunteer role description
Application
Orientation/iInterview
Parent release form for (student volunteers)
Screening/reference checks
Criminal background check handled by Human Resources ( see matrix)
Sign-in
Tracking data
Monitoring and evaluation support
Recognition

IV. Volunteer Management Responsibilities¶
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¶
A. The volunteer program staff employees will develop volunteer management
responsibilities for the following individuals who would use volunteers within the
school district:¶
¶
● Principal or site designee¶
● Program manager¶
● Teacher or any other staff memberemployee utilizing a volunteer¶
¶
B. All volunteers will follow district policies and maybe given specific training on
certain policies, including, but not limited to:
D. Volunteer Training
All volunteers will follow district policies and may be given specific training on
certain policies, including but not limited to:
● Policy 404 – Employment Background Checks
● Policy 406 – Public and Private Personnel Data
● Policy 413 – Harassment and Violence Prohibition
● Policy 4154 – Mandated Reporting of Child Neglect or Physical
or Sexual AbuseReporting Suspected Maltreatment of a Minor
or Vulnerable Adult
● Policy 418 – Alcohol- and Drug-Free Workplace
● Policy 419 – Tobacco-Free Environment
● Policy 506 – Student Conduct and Discipline
● Policy 515 – Protection and Privacy of Student Records
● Policy 634 – Electronic Technologies Acceptable Use
Cross Reference:
Policy 538 (Field Trips and Travel)
Policy 913 - Partnerships - Parent Organizations and Booster Clubs
Policy adopted: 6/22/09
Revised:
6/16/14
Revised:
6/13/16

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 273
Edina, Minnesota
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Appendix I to Policy 911; Appendix II to Policy 404 –ONLINE PROCESS, RESCIND¶
BACKGROUND CHECK PROCEDURE AND FORM ↵
FOR PROSPECTIVE VOLUNTEERS AND/OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS↵
¶
Minnesota law requires school districts to request a criminal background check from the
Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. Edina Public Schools is using an outside
employment screening agency to facilitate this process. The requirement is for all prospective
volunteers and independent contractors who may have student contact without a district
employee present. The current fee for the background check is $15.00. Please submit a check
or money order made payable to “Edina Public Schools.”¶
¶
The following named individual wishes to volunteer or serve as an independent contractor with
Edina Public Schools. Please provide the following information (please print):¶
¶
First Name: _____________________________ Middle Name: ________________________ ¶
Last Name: __________________________________ Date of Birth: ____________________ ¶
Street Address: _______________________________________________________________¶
City: ______________________________________ State: _________ Zip: _____________¶
Social Security Number: ________-_______-________ Phone: (

)______-_____________¶

Driver’s License Number, State of Issuance: _______________________________________¶
Maiden, Alias or Former Name(s): ________________________________________________¶
Activity, and Approx. Date(s):
Concord
South View

Cornelia

¶
Countryside

Valley View

Creek Valley

Highlands

Normandale ¶

EHS

¶

Please provide former addresses for past 7 years:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_______________¶
¶
By my signature, I authorize the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, and outside agency, to disclose criminal history record
information to the Human Resources Department of Edina Public Schools in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 123B.03
for the purpose of employment with the district. The authorization is valid no longer than one year from the date of my signature.¶

¶
__________________________________________
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___________________________¶

Signature of Applicant

Date↵

¶
For Office Use Only: Date submitted to agency: _____________ Date verified: ____________

APPENDIX 1III to Policy 911
Background Checks

Examples

Application/
Orientation/
Ref Checks

Tier 1: Casual
Volunteers

One-time guest speakers, volunteers at single or
one-time events check in per site protocol

Tier 2: Volunteers
Serving Students
in a group or
one-on-one
settings Adults

Volunteers serving adult learnersVolunteers
serving students in group and/or one-on-one
settings under supervision of school staff
(classroom or school program volunteers)

x

Tier 33:
Volunteers
Serving Students
in a Group, or
or One-On-One
Setting, off
school site

Volunteers serving students in groups or
one-on-one in settings with minimal supervision.
This would include mentorships, internships.
off-site field trips, overnight field trips and other
Edina School sponsored sports or activities.
potentially,ongoing roles in group and/or
one-on-one settings (classroom volunteers,
overnight field trips) Success programs, media
centers,

x

*Not required for student volunteers under the age of 18
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Criminal
Background
Check

x*

Board Meeting Date: 5/9/2022
TITLE: April Enrollment Mobility
TYPE: Information
PRESENTER(S): Jason Banks, Coordinator Student Information Systems

ATTACHMENT:

1. Mobility Report (next page)
Report Section Descriptions and Assumptions:
•

•

•

•

School Level Enrollment Information
o This section is broken up by School / Grade
o This section counts a student as 1 even if they spent only one day enrolled during the reporting
period. When this section is built, the first and last days of the month are used as the reporting
period.
Enrollment Comparisons
o This section compares the enrollment totals of the current reporting period to the month prior
and the same period a year prior.
Mobility
o This section of the report lists the total number of students by grade who have withdrawn and
enrolled during the reporting period.
o This section of the report uses the same reporting period as the other sections of the report.
o This section of the report is only accurate the day the section is built as notifications of students
withdrawing is ongoing throughout the next month.
Leaving Student Breakdown
o This section of the report displays the reason students withdrew during the reporting period.
o This section of the report is broken out by the Minnesota Department of Educations approved
End Status Codes. These codes are:
▪ 03: Transferred to an approved nonpublic school
▪ 04: Student moved outside of the district, transferred to another MN District
▪ 05: Student moved to another state and enrolled in school, student moved out of the
country
▪ 20: Student transferred to another district/state but did not move

This section of the report is only accurate the day the section is built as notifications of students withdrawing is
ongoing throughout the next month

Edina Public Schools Enrollment Summary
Enrollment as of the end of April, 2022
Elementary Schools

KG

1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

Concord Elementary School

116

115

127

121

125

138

742

Cornelia Elementary School

92

94

91

87

91

96

551

Countryside Elementary School

88

93

95

89

96

102

563

Creek Valley Elementary School

95

101

99

98

103

108

604

Highlands Elementary School

93

90

91

89

87

96

546

Normandale Elementary School

127

123

108

105

102

99

664

Edina Virtual Pathway K-6

5

8

15

18

16

17

79

616

624

626

607

620

656

3749

Totals
Secondary Schools

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

TOTAL

Edina Virtual Pathway K-6

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

South View Middle School

305

338

332

0

0

0

0

975

Valley View Middle School

312

334

347

0

0

0

0

993

Edina High School

0

0

0

669

656

688

650

2663

622

672

679

669

656

688

650

4636

Totals

Enrollment Comparisons
May 2021

April 2022

May 2022

K-5

3565

3737

3749

6-8

1965

1971

1973

9-12

2666

2659

2663

Totals K-12

8196

8367

8385

PS

145

232

243

ECSE

162

193

206

April Mobility
K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

Total

Withdrawn Students

3

2

2

3

0

2

1

1

3

2

0

0

0

19

Enrolled Students

4

5

2

3

4

4

1

2

1

2

2

0

0

30

1

3

0

0

4

4

0

1 -2

0

2

0

0

Leaver Breakdown
Reason for Withdrawal

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

Total

04: Moved Outside of the District

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

05: Moved Outside of the State

2

1

1

2

0

1

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

11

20: Transferred to Another MN District, did not move

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

5

Total

3

2

2

3

0

2

1

1

3

2

0

0

0

Student Enrollment Count by Month
District Name

(Data Entry is in Yellow Cells Only)

Edina

#

2021-22 School Year

273

9466.17

97.22 77.7778

58.33

77.78

38.889 19.4444

33.33%

22.22%

11.11%

97.22 116.667 136.111 155.556

175

November

December

January

February

March

April

54.00
623.00
625.87
629.87
607.86
612.24
656.24
628.24
653.79
676.79
664.79
653.79
687.79
642.77
28.95

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

585
634
624
614
636
655
647
676
666
635
640
664
638
-

610
623
627
605
609
653
625
664
687
675
664
698
653
-

608
623
623
606
607
651
628
664
688
674
657
700
655
-

610
624
621
604
609
650
629
668
688
670
656
698
654
-

604
620
621
600
608
647
624
666
684
673
654
694
653
-

613
618
622
603
610
652
625
671
682
669
658
695
653
-

613
620
623
605
609
653
624
668
681
674
660
690
652
-

613
624
625
607
613
655
622
668
681
668
655
686
650
-

Enrollm
ent EC12
8,396.82
includin
g ALC

8,445.99

8,314

Weighte
d ADM WADM
in
Current
Year

9,186.41

9,247.72

9,186.41
9,186.41

Estimat
ed APU
Estimat
ed EOY
APU's

EOY ADM
Original Budget

October

77.78%

Fall Seat Count
Budget

66.67%

EOY ADM
Revised Budget

11.11% 22.22% 33.33% 44.44% 55.56%

44.44%

ECSE 53.87
HK
K
585
1
634
2
624
3
614
4
636
5
655
6
647
7
676
8
666
9
635
10
640
11
664
12
638
TUITION 28.95

Grad
e
Level

8,393

8,384

8,381

8,348

19.444

58.333

100.00% 88.89% 77.78% 66.67% 55.56%

19.4444 38.889

19.444

8,371

8,372

88.89%

616
624
626
607
620
656
622
672
679
669
656
688
650
-

175

175

100.00%

-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00 0.00%
0.00 #DIV/0!
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00%

% Actual to
Revised

116.7

19.444

Diff. vs. Revised

136.1

19.4444

EOY ADM

155.6

19.44

June

175

Days Remaining in School Year
% of School Yr. @ Beginning of Mo.
Cumulative Days in School Year
Percent of School Yr. Completed

19.44

May

19.4444 19.444 19.44

Number of Days in Period

8,367

8,385

0

0.00

0.00

100.00%

9,097.80 9,201.20 9,191.60 9,187.80 9,152.80 9,176.60 9,177.00

9,168.60

9,187.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00%

9,247.72

9,097.80 9,201.20 9,191.60 9,187.80 9,152.80 9,176.60 9,177.00

9,168.60

9,187.80

0.00

0.00

9,247.72

9,097.80 9,201.20 9,192.67 9,188.88 9,164.83 9,171.37 9,173.87

9,172.11

9,175.60

0.00

0.00

Edina Public Schools
General Fund Monthly Report by Object Code Series
(excludes Operating Capital, and LTFM expenses)
For Period Ending:

OBJECT Series
OBJECT SERIES DESCRIPTION
100
SALARIES AND WAGES
200
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Subtotal Salaries and Benefits
300
400
500
800
900

PURCHASED SERVICES
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
OTHER EXPENSES
OTHER FINANCING USES

Subtotal All Other Costs
Less Other Financing Uses/Equipment
Revised Subtotal All Other
Grand Total General Fund
Less Other Financing Uses/Equipment
Revised Grand Total

April 30, 2022

% into Fiscal Year:

83%

2019-20
2019-20
2019-20
2020-21
Revised Budget
FYTD Activity FYTD % Revised Budget
72,375,074
50,958,850
70%
73,528,746
23,990,016
16,882,214
70%
25,865,257
96,365,089
67,841,065 70.40%
99,394,003
8,316,139
3,877,644
85,300
474,763
0

5,894,465
2,520,826
8,547
151,279
0

71%
65%
10%
32%
0

8,065,333
3,804,714
80,500
585,245
0

12,753,846
85,300
12,668,546

8,575,117
8,547
8,566,570

67%

109,118,935

2020-21
2020-21
2021-22
2021-22
2021-22
FYTD Activity
FYTD % Revised Budget FYTD Activity FYTD %
51,942,040 *
71%
78,075,086
55,546,713
71% *
17,663,737 *
68%
23,884,254
17,633,288
74% *
69,605,777
70.03%
101,959,340
73,180,001 71.77%
5,087,496 *
1,835,507 *
42,180 *
132,229
0

63%
48%
52%
23%

8,679,153
3,734,052
113,135
518,573
0

7,322,243
2,546,107
109,264
118,697
0

84% *
68% *
97% *
23%

7,097,412
42,180
7,055,231

57%
57%

13,044,913
113,135
12,931,778

10,096,312
109,264
9,987,048

77%

68%

12,535,791
80,500
12,455,291

76,416,182

70%

111,929,794

76,703,189

69%

115,004,253

83,276,313

72%

85,300

8,547

10%

80,500

42,180

52%

113,135

109,264

97%

109,033,635

76,407,634

70.08%

111,849,294

76,661,008

68.54%

114,891,118

83,167,049

72.39%

77%

* Federal Stimulus budgeted amounts are taken out from each Object Series to generate a similar year to year budget comparison.
* Federal Stimulus actual expenses are taken out from each Object Series to generate a similar year to year actual expense comparison.
Notes: This report shows General Fund expenses excluding Operating Capital and Long-Term Facilities Maintenance expenses. Those expenses are excluded due to their volatile nature and restricted funding purposes.
Excluding these expenses gives a truer picture of where General Fund expenses are at the end of a given month in relation to the fiscal year-end. The District should always have a gap in the amount it is into the fiscal year
versus the current month fiscal to-date expenses. For example, when the report is for the end of April 30 ,2022 the District is 83% into the fiscal year. District expenses should be less than the
amount the District is into the fiscal year, by anywhere from 8-13%, due primarily to teaching staff not being paid their first paycheck until 9/15. Also, the majority of teaching staff spread their paychecks out over
24 pay periods, resulting in a large expense in June when we "pay off" or expense all of the remaining paychecks at the end of the fiscal year. Expenses at the same point in time for the previous two fiscal year's are also
provided for comparison purposes.
24 Pay Contracts
19 Pay Contracts

562
67

89%
11%

